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done by S. YOUNG A
Fore Street.

Attorney atJAiw,

Canal

nt

No. 30 Exchange 8t., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department anil
Attorney in all the courts in the District of < dumbla,

J. W. A II. H.
Sc Union Sts.

Base

Ball,

HATS, CAPS

CHAPEAUS,

AND

kinds of work, heavy
popular.
For all

MADE TO ORDER,

■

£3?~A.t the Lowest 3?rice».^g3
Samples sent on application, and all orders filled at
short notice.
apr4tf

No. 306
or

light, and the most

niy22

For Sale

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

(FORMERLY C. STAPLES & SON,)
jYIarin.e, Stationary and ^Portable
STEAM
ENGINES,
Steam Boflers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shafting.
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings or
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.
C^New and Second-hand Engines lor sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
215 Commercial Street,

Portland, Me.

GEO. E. COLLINS,

ARTIST,

«16 CONGRESS STREET,
Is prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Picture*, Rrnibrnnt, medallion,&c*. from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Qrt rid of Freckle*, mole* and other imFor all of which no
perfection* of the Nkin.
extra chaige will be made. All work warranted to
mchl8<ltf
please. Call and examine for yourselves.

FOR
.This

practical and easily managed machine has now
8to°<i the test of time and thorough
experlmont; and
the thousands who *iave
fortunately used ours, i rankly give it the preierence, as the very best, both in
this country and in Europe. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now wit

ITS NEW SILENT

present ‘‘Lock-Stich” Machine haa no equal in
the world. The WHEELER & WILSON’S is reliable, economical and noiseless. Tt answers the wants
of the household completely, and
our

ANY KIND OF SEWING

FRESCO PAINTER,

COUNSELLOR

SILENT

has

LAW,

AT

A

deep,

Sale, or lease for a term of years, the property belonging to the estate of Francis O Libby,
and formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free
aud High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY,)
FRANK W. LIBBY,
j Artm rs*

FOR

mar24

FOR

The
liberal

310. 84 1-3 MIDDLE STREET,

the

best

several States.

manner.

ffeblO

-JOHN~~o7~WIN SHIP.
Attorney

at

J.

L.

100 exchange

163 Middle St., Portland, Me

ST.,
Alaine.
T*ortland,

d3m

mch31

jnlldim

WATCHES,

J. II. LAHSON,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 152 Middle

Chronometers and Clocks,
Ot

Foreign

-At o4

All ttoo *new Ptytefb Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,

Porfcla in, or Mezzotint card,* and the retouched
card by wli-’cn new process we get rid of freckles
mole’s wrink.’es and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
at

moderate
may 20

Aina to

“jOST

&

Orders may he lea at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
O. M. & F. P. Brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
Sts—All Order* promptly attended to.
tf

STOVES.

WOULD respectfully inform the public generally
that I have a good assortment of

Stoves

cooking

J.
30

on

on

dtf

Now opening at

NO. 130 MIDDLE STREET,
Opposite Woodman & True’s
PORTLAND, MAINE,

SENTER,

•

_

TUB* Choice Vt. Grass Butter
and

A

large and splendid assortment

45 Bbls. Choice Limes.
Crude and Refined Cider.
Crates Bermuda Onions,
SnfT'Beans* Dried Apples, Hams, Eggs, Cheese, Oat
Meal, Buckwheat, Hominy, Beef Tongues, and all
kinds of canned goods.
Sold as low as the lowest by C YBU* GREEN,
No. O Boulton *treet.
Jun'JdUw
45
400

Cheapest Book Stores

ol

Direct

i *oni the Iflanufactory, which will
b, void at Wholeaale Prices.

Direct ezchan, e between the
producer and consume*.
in wa,lt of such goods are invited to call
an
examine before purchasing elncwhere.
junHdtfCEO. H. MERBIAM.

B E

3 A L M,

nnd consider the weight of
my advice.
parties who are about introducing Steam,Gas
or \\ ater into tlieir dwelling*, stores or
any other place, will favor themselves if they will call on me
before doing so: for as I claim to work for a living I
will spare no pains to give entire satisfactiou in price,
neatness, and promptness of work. Hobo also sup
plied, and repaired. Call and see.

ALL

my5dtf

900

McDonald,
foot

k.
Fore Street,

of

TO CONTRACTORS.

IN THE UNITED STATES.

EXCHANGE STREET,
dim

11»
and

received

or

leb26

ALBERT COLBY & SONS,
exchange St., Portland, Mass.,
106 Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md

0*wtfw9

THE
control of the cutter-bar at all
ing

plans

sfieciiications

times, can

fold or
unfold the bar without leaving his seat, or raise the
bar perpendicularly to pass obstructions; the drivewheels run in paths made by the track-clearer, and
do not run over any cut grass; a spring in the trackcleartr slide keeps it at all times adjusted; it is sate
to say, and we will warrant the Buckeye to do anything that any other machine will do, and when
other machines are worn out and worthless the
Buckeye will be good for years afterward. We
have at our store a machine set up in working order,
that we shall be pleased to show you.
P. S.—We have, also, a New‘Horse Rake and
Hay Tedder that we would like to have you see.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
PORTLAND, ME.

jul2

at

the office of

THURSDAY, June 26th, for building a High School
building for the Town of Freeport. The committee
reserve the right to reject any or all bids.
jul7dtd
Portland, June 16, 1873.

jun7dtf

Suprintenderit.

woman as

Junl7‘lw

THE

ated ; with Gas and Sebago
Inquire on the premises.

BROS.,
Auction Rooms 125 Federal st., under U. S. Hotel.

tf
Jnll_
500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

___dim*

drive a Bread Cart. Satisfactory references requested, at
BLAKE’S BAKERY,
mv21dtf
Congress Street.

Coat and Pant Machine Girls wanted at

—

my20_dtf
CUTTERS WANTED,
AT

—

SMITH, MORGAN & BUTLER’S.
my!7

dtf

Rooms Wanted.
a pleasant part of the city, furnished or unfurIN nished, with or without board.
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.
mayl4tf
Wanted

A

MAN who understands repairing Furniture.

Apply

at 125 Federal St.

tf

University.

“

Millet

»

lOO

“

Hungarian Grass

“

lOO

“

Orchard

“

“

Alsike

or

m ar27-1

Prof. E, J. YOUNG,
Cambridge, MaRs.

Safe

•

This

and

Railway

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No.
15£ Exchange street, March 3d. to be under
the charge of Capt. Edward Breen ana C. H. Farley.
Instruction will be given every afternoon by Cant..
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. II.
Farley. The course will begin w ith decraal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desired.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustment of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also be introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
febl9tf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

A

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

hereby given that the copartnership
NOTICE
heretofore existing under the firm
of Ev&
is
dissolved
is

name

Greene,
hereby
by mutual consent.
of either party will be used in settlement.
WILLIAM H. EVANS,
CHARLES H. GREENE,
Portland, May 27, 1873.

ans

The

name

Lowest Cash Price.
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
tf

Mountain Air J
family preferring

the dry bracing air oi the
mountains to the moist salt water atmosphere,
can find a very desirable residence, in the beautiful village of

The house is finely located, two-story, with piazza,
lawn in front, with fruit trees and one acre and a
The rooms are high Dosted and modern
in finish, cement cellar, cistern, furnace, hard and
soft water in the kitchen, and a never failing well of
splendid water out-of-doors.
There is a large barn and sufficient out-buildings.
It is adapted for Summer or Court boarders. The
village has two mails a day from Portland and is but
2$ miles from the depot of tbe G. T. R. R.
Any of the furniture can be bought if desired.
Price $3000. Enquire of Strout & Gage, Attorneys,
Middle Street, Portland.
junl7dtf

the official

at

a

WILLIAM H. EVANS.
SAMUEL S. MOONEY.
Portland, May 27,1873.
N. B. Mr. C. H. Greene, will be found at the old
staud of the late firm.
my28dtf

City of Portland.
In

Board of Health, I
Apiii 21st, 1873.J

that until otherwise directed we do
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanover street (City Stable lot), and the
dump at the foot
of Franklin and Smith streets, as the places for deposi to of rubbish, snch as dirt, shavings, sawdust,
ashes, cinders, soot, hair, shreds, manure, oyster,
or lobster shells, or any other matter of
any kind
(except dead animals) which may be removed from
any house, cellar, yard, or other place within the City

ORDERED,

limit#.

April 21st, 1873.
Approved
I
notice that

tbe “City Ordinances”
hereby give
relating to the deposit of rubbish in any Street, Lane,
Alley, Court, Square. PubHc Place or unoccupied lots
within the city limits, except the lots designated in
the foregoing order, will be strictly enforced
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

Argus and Advertiser copy.

ap23ed3m

do washing for Steamers, Hotel**, Families, «Src., with special uttentlon
paid to Ladies Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents’ Shirts
and every description of tine washing.
This Laundry being provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced
help, the
Proprietor believes he can guarantee perfect satisfaction to to his customers.

Location, Bradbury's Court, EnJOHN SPENCER, Superintendent.
Late Steward ol St’r John Brooks, Boston and Portland Line
febSdljx

The National Board of Fire Underwriters

NOTICE OF

COPARTNERSHIP

have

ail its branches, in tbe best stylo, and at fair prices,
No. 1 Exchange street Corner Fore.
share of business is solicited.

detection, conviction and punishment of parties charged with the crime of arson, in firing the
For the

on

Larch Street,

In the City of Portland, on April
27th, 1873; said
Reward will be paid only on due proof
being furnished
the Executive Committee of tbe conviction and actual
punishment of sahl criminals. By Order of tbe Ex-

ecutive Committee,
STEPHEN CRESWELL, Chairman.
Ne-v York, May 15th, 1873.
my24-d2m

$300 REWARD.
City

ot

Portland.

City Marshal’s
Office, May 14,1873.

Three

Hundred

$22.50, $25, $28, $30 and

Dollars

\\ ill be paid by the city to any person who will
give
information that will lead to the arrest and conviction
or persons that set fire to the house of
2
tn?
person
M. Welch, on Larch street,
April 27.1873
GEO. W. PARKER,
myl5d3m
City Marshal.

elegant carriages ever exhibited in Maine, embracing
nearly every style now in use, including several new
patterns made only at my factory.

f

Fore

J.

ju6f

F.

HAVING

IFS-All persons are cordially invited to visit the
waierooms and examine our finished carriages. Alfactory and examine the material and work,
whether they desire to purchase or not.
All carriages made by me are fully warranted.
Hr Phe public are respectfully cautioned about
purchasing carriages represented to to my make
unless they have my name-plate in full.
^Orders solicited and promptly filled.
with cuts, descriptions and prices sent
by mail to all desiring to purchase.

SHT^Books

dim

C. P.

FERTILIZER
—

THIS

is

cheaper

than

S.

any

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
HE.
J&W3W24

Chicago property for

non-residents. Property worth from twice
three times the amount of loan*

junto___

tf

Portland High School.
Principal of this School having, hv reason of

THEother engagements, declined
tor

to

he

candidate
re-election, applications for the position mav he
made in perron or in writing,
accompanied with
references, testimonials, &c., until Julv 14 1873.
The next term will commence
Aug. 25 1873.
LEWIS B. SMITH,
Chairman S. School Committee.
a

..

Portland, May 28,1873.

Spring Styles

dtd

for Ladies Dresses

and Street Garments, at MISS M.
G. MAGUIRE’S, No. 11 Clapp’s
np stairs.
aprl7_

Block,

SEBAGO DYE HOUSE, No. 17 Plum St., is
all apparatus ncccBsary

in good condition with
THE
for tho business. Apply to
or

to

the

proprietor

J. SEED, No.

491-2 Exchange St
eod3m

my6

|

GRAND TRUNK
SUMMER

at No. 33
80 Middle street.

eodt

RAILWAY!

ARRANGEMENT.

Through

Daily

Trains

!

Portland to Island Pond, Montreal and Quebec, at 7.15 A. M*
1.30 P. M., 7 P. M.
ON AND AFTER MONDAY, JUNE ‘AS.
junl8dlw C. J. BYDGES, Managing Director.

hereby given,
been duly appointed Executrix of the will of
NOTICE

PHINNEY & LOMBARD,

in the

References:—Pres.5th National Bank, Chicago;
Vice-Pres. Franklin Bank, Chicago, and others if
desired.
aprl2dtf

PROPOSALS.
U. S. ENGINEER’S OFFICE,
)
Third Story Union Bank Building, Fayette,
\
Charles street, Baltimore, Md., June 17,1878)

near

invited for

Cape

furnishing

and de-

lighters near Federal
river, North Carolina; and

right to reject any bid is reserved.
Blank forms, specifications and any desired inforcan be had on application at this office.
«TM. P. CRAIGHILL,
Major of Engineers.
jul7d6t
The

mation

SALE.

CHARLES MERRILL.
117 Commercia St., up stairs

Juncl0d2w

SCALE IA BOILERS.
will Remove and Prevent
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, 01
make no charge. Address,
GEO.

W,

LORD,
PA.

PHILADELPHIA,

m,.3dtf

RICHARD T. DODGE, late of Ipswicli,
of Massachusetts, deceased,and has taken upon herself that trust by giving bonds as the law directs. All persons having
tlem-onds upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment

County of Essex, State

ABBY T. DODG E. Executrix,
•t Ipswich, Mass.
)unl6dlaw3w*M
Portland, May 20, 1873.

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
Tbo three points of excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; no
inteimingttng of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of Its success. Call, or send for circulars
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.8 Ice House, Portland«Me.
jeSdtf

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted
In exchange for
V.ocomotiyc Boiler., Horizontal Engine*,
Feed Pumps H114I Other Machinery.

SEBAGO DYE WORKS,

]N”o. IT Plum
prepared
all kinds gent’s wearing apparel,
dresses, shawls, cloaks, rul colors,

w“S;.t„tJlem n0t

40

and a^solai.lies
cleansed and

or

JOHN S. MILLER.

HOT TEA ROLLS!
—

AT

—

Every Afternoon

’clock..

at

dtf

PHINNEY, JACKSON & FOX.
JACKSON.
d3w

NO. or COKIIERCUL STREET,
will be happy to meet hU old friends and patrons
THURSDAY, June 19th.

junlSdlw*_T.

B.

Portland, June 11.1873.

Oak Timber and Plank

the lowest cash prices.
I. TAYLOR
tl
Portland, Dec. 30, 1872.
at

Donnelly

has added to the

orig-

Ah! we have been looking for it ever since
the warm weather began, and now it has
come.
That shower of lively frogs, without
which no summer can be allowed to pass,
has come down in Kansas City.
It always
comes in some of those places where
regard
for truth has not yet been imported.
The
frogs which came down the other day in K.
C. are said to have “varied in size from that
of a piece of coal to a lump of chalk.”

English universities, says Prof. Fawcett,
hence it was entirely through his books that
he was known. Not one of those who were
his greatest admirers at Cambridge when
Plot. Fawcett was an under-graduate, had
ever seen him, and they used often to say
there was no privilege they should value so
much as spending an hour in Mr. Mill’s society. This is all the more strikii g because
of the intimate friendship which afterward
was formed between Mr. Mill and Prof.
Fawcett—a friendship in which Mrs. Fawcett
also shared, and by her grace and breadth of
culture as well as sweetness of character she
was well entitled and fitted to share.
To the
question what is the resul* of Mr. Mill s influence in the universities Prof. Fawcett" replies: I cmnot give anything like a complete
answer to this question now; but any one
who has observed the marked change which
has come over tl e mode of thought in the
universities, in the last few yea/s, will be
able to form some idea of tlie kind of influence which has been exercised by Mr. Mill.
Speaking generally, he has obtained a wide
acceptance of the utilitarian doctrines; they
were presented by Bentham in a form so
harsh and unattractive as to produce an
almost repelling effect.
Mr. Mill, on the contrary, showed that the utilitarial philosophy
might inspire the most active benevolence
and the most generous enthusiasm. This acceptance of utilitarianism has produced a very
striking effect in modifying the political opinions prevalent in the universities. For many
years what has been known as the liberalism
of young Oxford and Cambridge is in many
respects fundamentally different from what is
known as liberalism outside the universities,
The liberalism of the universities, as
as well as that of the Manchester school, are
both popularly described as “advanced;”
but between the two there is in many essentials the widest possible divergence. What
is known as philosophical radicalism will long
bear the impression of Mr. Mill's teaching.
The New York Evening Post says:
A
greater fault of the average correspondent is
He discovers one day
Tiis sublime egotism.
that the Genessee falls are situated at Rochester, and it strikes him as a marvellous dis
covery. But his grandfather knew it, and
probably was the victim of precisely those
impressions which the young man at once so
voluminously describes. So with much of
what is call “Watering-place correspondence.
Peoplebave drank the waters and danced and
flirted and made love at Saratoga for years,J
and wha tthe new-comer participates in with
all the delight of a new experience is a very
old story to a great many persons older than
he. His weakness lies in his egotism, which,
leads him to write common-places, to the end
of his long chapter concerning things which
are in themselves entirely worthless.
Behind
this is bis belief that newspapers exist for the
of
men
on
their
purpose
maintaining young
travels, to help them through a financial
strait, and generally for the diffusion of charity. That letter writing is a business requiring character, knowledge and experience
does not enter his head.
Th it newspapers
are under any obligation to furnish their subscribers with reading matter of some value as
well as of a certain amount is not apparent to
him. To earn a penny, and with the conviction that “anybody can write for a newspaper,” he dashes ahead. That what he writes
ofter finds its way into the waste-paper basket is not so wonderful as that anything he
writes under such circumstances ever escapes
that capacious receptacle for useless rubbish.

How to Make a IMi stabi) Plasteb.—
How many people are there who really know

how to make a mustard plaster? Not one in
a hundred, at the
most, perhaps, and yet
m ustard plasters are used in every family,
and physicians prescribe their application,
never telling anybody how to make them, for
the simple reason that doctors themselves do
not know, as a rule. The ordinary way is to
mix the mustard with water, tempering it
with a little flour, but such a plaster as that
makes is simply abominable.—Before it has
half done its work it begins to blister the patient, and leaves him finally .with a painful,
flayed spot, alter having produced far less effect in a beneficial way (that was intended.
Now a mustard plaster should never make a
If a blister is wanted, there
blister at all.
are other plasters far better than (mustard for
When you make a mustard
the purpose.
plaster, then, use no water whatever, but mix
the mustard with the white of an egg, and
the result will be a plaster which will “draw-’
perfectly, but will not proiluce a blister’ even
upon the skin of an infant, no matter how
long it is allowed to remain upou the part.
For this we have the word of an old and eminent physician, as well as our own

experi-

One of the Light Brigade, a survivor of
the “noble six hundred’’ who rode “into the
mouth of hell” at the famous
of Bal-

charge
aklava, lives in Chicago. He entered
British service as a private in the tanks,
served in India and

He

PERCY,

Jul&ltf

WOOD

was

in

the Crimean

frequently promoted

the
and

cam-

for his

qualities until he finally attained
captaincy. In the “charge of the light

nent
on

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43 Lin
coin street. Also Dry Edgings.
^ uuSR

HARD

L.

he
brigade,”
which

no

WOOD!

Ignatius

inal sin of his first name the title of “the
great mugwund of the Grangers.” In most
eases of the kind hellebore is
excellent; and
if a few pennies can drive
away the mugwund
Mr. Dounelly ought not to regret the ex-

a

—

Is hereby given that my wife, Addle S.
Ship Timber and Knees.
NOTICE
Snell, having left my lied and board without
HAVE the largest and best stock ot Ship Knees
and
sufilclent
debts of her
just
cause, I shall pav
best inallty seasoned White
I in tlie State.andAlso furnish
W. L. SNELL.
contracting.
Oak
cun

A Baltimore paper notices as something rea Scotchman has died in that
c:ty who was 111 years old, and was wounded in the battle of Waterloo.
We should
think it time that he died.
markable that

soldier-like

Caution.

Treenails,

It is transpiring by very deliberate and hesitating degrees that the Chicago jubilee was
a failure; but then [it was intended to be
nothing more than a St. Louis jubilee any-

paigns.

The undersigned having fitted up a
DINING
ROOM,
AT

had a hair on his head.

ence.

BLAKE'S BAKERY,

—

PHINNEV &

will just wy

to tne public that they
THE
prepared to dry by
to dry, cleanse and finish
steam and also

of

Portland, June 16,1873,

Street.

proprietors of this establishment
are

A Card.

addmitted MR. FRANKLIN FOX as
paitnerinour firm from this date, and shall
continue the same business as formerly under the
firm

ANDREWS.
St.. New York.

uall_

have

name

G. H.
Pearl

Acldrew.
feMiltf

Copartnership.

WE

that the subscriber has

is

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White

For Sale.

Lettering, Ac.,

P. A. EE A V ITT,

Also safe investments made.

I

191 COMMERCIAL STREET.

Canvass

would not

rashly promised his wife that he
drink another drop so
long as he

Newspaper Correspondents.

AWNINGS,
TENTS,
ELAGS,

Three

CHICAGO!

WHITNEY,

Portland, May 30tb, 1373.may30-<]lw

All Knives and Sections Warranted.
B3P“In ordering send size of Section wanted.

FOR

ROBERTS,

the remedies which have been

Geaernl Ageata for the State.

Farmers can have their orders promptly filled by
sending directly to us for Sections fer ail kinds of
Machines.
Sections will be polished on both side, and stamped
with the name of the Machine for which they are intended.

~~

point.

any of

KENDALL &

—

J
)

or

INSECTS.

-FOR SALE BY-

above reward is
to any person who i
will furnish the dog, and prove his
ownership,
that destroyed the Swans in Evergreen Cemetery on I
Brig Wenonah 236 tons new measqrethe 27th instart. And SPECIAL NOTICE is
ment, built in 1856, rebuilt in 1869. and
hereby given that Dogs are Abnolntely forbidden recoppered in 1870. Rates A. 2, American Lloyds.
within the inclosure of the Cemetery.
Sails anJ M. rigging about new. Good inventory:
JAMES BAILEY,)
can be sent to sea with very li»tie expence, carried
C. E. JOSE,
Tmstees.
360 tons coal, 180 M, Lumbef, 600 payable hogshead*
J. S. PALMER,
molasses.
Portland, May 29tli—d3m
For further particulars enquire of

Delivered here

OF

been carefully and thoroughly
tested, during the past fou*-years, by many experienced farmers* gardeners, ami floriculturists, and
the numerous testimonials which have been received
from those who have given it a trial, leaves no doubt
of its valuable properties as a fertilizer for all
crops;
and particularly as an insect
destroyer.it having
proved a perfect protection to rose bushes, grape
vines, fruit trees, cabbages, squashes, and other vines
and vegetables, from the depredations of insects, and
recommended for the purpose.

separate proposals for stone loaded on lighters at
quarries on the river accessible to tug boats.

Railroad Sleepers for
Sale by the Cargo.

—

article has

At Manufacturers’ Price.

on

jun6d3w

AND

DESTROYER

SECTIONS

to

Mg.

Grafton Mineral

prepared
building

on

KIMBALL,

mayl9eol3mPortlaad.

Planing Mill, foot of Cross St.
enlarged our shop and fitted it up with

LOANS made

THE—

so our

Street.

PORTLAND,

AT

LOWEST RATES.

the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
which we are enabled to get out our work accurately
and expeditiously,) we are now
to take contracts of any size in the
line. Plans and
specifications prepared at a reasonable pri< e. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnisn the window and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erecting sea side houses please take note of the above.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will fnrnish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of buildiDg
and setting up machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from parties using power who contemplate
a change of quarters, or that may need any service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture ol patented articles on more ikvorable
terms than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BURROWES.
J. W. BURROWE9.
my 13 -*tf

jul2

to

32.

SISK.

FOR

us

The Finest Cariages

BURRO WES BROTHER*,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,
Dotcn’s

myself and many of my workmen, enable
produce

■

his head shaved be-

he had

Mb. Mill’s Influence in the English
Universities.—Mr. Mill never visited the

Twenty-five years’ Experience

all well made, and for
style, finish and durability are
equal to custom work.

are

$25 REWARD,
offered

Newbury street
my!7

I take pleasure In announcing to the
public that 1
have om hand the largest a»d best assortment of

now

are

171

HOUSE,

advantage

Bird,

Pittsburg man had

cause

pense.

PREBLE

Portland, Me.

SLITS

on

PIIINEAS F. HARMON,
WM. A. JERRIS

Portland May 1 1873.

THE

COR.

At lessthan Manufacturers’ Prices.
Suits, 86.50, $7.50, $9.00 $10, $12
$13.50, $15. $16.50, $18, $20

U. S.
PROPOSALS
livering stone
Point
the
Fear

Cnsliing Harmon Ac Jerris

J.

$500

an

SALEROOMS,

READY MADE

a

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING

A

dealers

Carriages.

07 Exchange Street.

ap26dtf_

this day formed
undersign
copartTHE
nership and will continue the business of

-HEREBY OFFERS A-

Premises situate

furnishing

No. 153 La Salle Street,

PRINTERS’

n

Elegant

MOWERS AND REAPERS

281 Commercial St., head Merrill’s
Wharf.

prepared

of

thus

Robt. A.

copartner-

GREENE,

at

Investment.

a

enjoyed by few of the new issues of Railway Bonds.
'The entire loan has been sold, except about $300,000, which we now offer, to close it out.
All marketable securities taken in exchange at current prices, without commission.
For sale in Portland by

the old stand of the late firm of EVANS &

a new
an-

REWARD

lists,

KIMBALL’S-

C. P.

are

AND WOOD !

LAUNDRY!

undersigned having assumed charge of
and spacious Laundry would respectfully
THE
that he is
to
nounce

is

EVANS & MOONEY,

HILL.

half of land.

NEW

Profitable

and

jnltdtf

as a

the Union free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minuesota, a distance of 260 miles, was completed in
February, 1872, and earned during that year an average of $83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed $1,500,000, or more than
$125,000 per month. The Milwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postville, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110 miles, passes through
one of the richest sections of the State of
Iowa, and
furnishing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on

Copartnership Notice.
The undersigned have this day formed
ship under the nome of

cent.,

9 per

Please bear in mind that these

School \

Navigation

Portland, June 13, 1873,

corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Iowa, which is the most prosperous State in the Northwest, being the
only State in

suits

amtj e 1-thenedtj y 1

«

FOR SALE AT THE

ANY

information will be given on application to
Prof, OLIVER STEARNS, D. D.,

Further

over

strongly recommended

And Miss Anthony is gnilty ? It is a
^comfort to reflect, however, that there are some
innocent people in this world, Mr.
[Stokes for
<
instance.

how.

No. 78 MIDDLE STREET.

interest in currency.

At which price they yield

Ac.

BOYD’S BLOCK,

—

Cedar Rapids & Minnesota Railway Line.

At 90 and accrued

delin-

a

HOSIERY,

Now is an opportunity to secure
Suits for men and Boys of first
class goods at wholesale prices.
Jobbing lots closed out at great
sacrifices.

Burlington,

—OF—

Harvard

THE

Louis editor wants

Capt Jack, it is suggested, is unlike George
Washington because be tells lies; and yet the
most of Captain Jack's crimes
[were commit-

A

limited number of the

OF

of

for cash,regardless of price

GOLD BONDS

to

large line

a

HANDKERCHIEFS,

ALLEN HAINES.
septlldtf

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT, CON|
VERTIBLE SINKING FUND

Wanted.
man

a

Ladies who go to the Jerome park races
decorate their heads with little steel snaffles
and horse shoes and diminutive spurs.

PAPER COEEARS,

and

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,
a

powder that renders
u trave||a* tin-ongii

a

ted with his little hatchet.

GENTS’

corner

32 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,
Oder for sale

who sells

Paxton, III., has a new paper called the
Gimlet, which is to be “devoted to life, liberty and the pursuit of greenbacks.”

of

NECK TIES,

tely.

M?27

Also

jobbing

trade.

large stock

Tailors’ Trimmings !

GREEN.

TO LET.

dry goods or other similar
Apply to

DAYS

Woolen Goods and

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
matfitfNo. 46 Exchange St.

RkHA GOOD Girls of all nations, for housework
>“
town an(i country; table girls for Saloon,
Laundry and Kitchen; girls for Hotels, Summer and
beach Houses: Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub girls
Forest City Employment Office.
MBS. L. HOVEY, 314 Congress Street.

COAL

“

H.

brick store in

ABRAM &

man

,hc:.°^:;,on'ex,,losive

Cloths,
Cassimeres,

Water. &c.

aprl9dttWILLIAM

STORE

That

Broad

tf

or

the Rackleff Block,
large
learn the Auction and Commission business.
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement
A
TOSalary
S2.00 per week for the first six months.
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to

and will continue the business of dealers in

150
lOO

three
with

Free Street.

Lease.
upper tenement of honse No. 31 Emery St.,
consisting of six rooms, all very pleasantly situ-

Boy Wanted

d&w3w24

2000 Bags Western Timothy Seed
“
“
“
1500
Canada
“
“
lOOO
Red Top
“
“
500
Michigan Clover
“
“
“
200
Ohio
“
“
400
No. New York “
“
41
lOO
Pea Yine,

a

_

House to Rent

in Ringgold County,
to school on an ox
every morn-

be closed out within

T«W ENTY

ONE

Wanted.
the Reform School, a smart
capable
Overseer in the Boy’s kitchen.

may9

lady teacher

—

can

and board at No. 75

rooms

A young

Iowa, rides
ing.

""
To

gentlemen and their wives and two
TWO
be accommodated
single gentlemen

pleasant

Tailors’

COST.

.A.T

_tf

—

(jR A8SSEED.

Pinm.

one

KINSMAN,

New Model Buckeye Mower contains many
new and important features:—Tbe driver hav-

CHAMBER FURNITURE!

Fine

Pickles.

or

iflOWER.

trance on Fore near India St.

Books bought, soli,
loaned
exchanged,
Proposals will be
OLD
for
cent per day. Send three cents for cirF. H. Fassett & Son, Architects, where the
SEALED
culars. Agents wanted.
and
may be examined, nntil

in

NO. 128
may

Specially adapted

on

Danforth Street,and contains about 50,000 ft., including the Mansion House in thorough repair, and the
large brick Carriage House and Stable. It is one of
the most desirable places in the city, either in its
present state or to cut up in lots. For plans and
J. C. Procter"
particulars, call on

St«

Country Produce
45

ana

Gas

Exchange

Choice Lard.
“
Medium
Bbls.

BUCKEYE

corner

lOOTubs

PORTEAND, ME.

cooking and heating purposes.
5»
lor
hot weather.

of State and Danforth Streets in this
the
THE
The lot is 325 ft.
State Street and 151 ft.

city.

COMPETENT GIRL to do general housework.
at 82 New High Street.
JunlBdtf

Apply

WM. H. CUSHING

Special Announcement!

AGENT

Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.

GAS

FOR SALE.
Residence of Mr. J. M. Churchill, situated

mayl9

for the Superior Waltham Wntelirs
which maintain their well earned reputation
for timekeeping and reasonable price. In every variety of gold aim silver cases—open face and hunters,
Kev winders and stem winders.
myl2-d9mo

FRESCO PAINTERS,

EOT NO. 76 STATE ST.,

American Make,

WIW.

KEILER,

jau25

no USE AND

-BY-

he

work
rp-motto-f^ood
Please.

and

NEW MODEL

owner.

JOSEPH G. HARMON,
Limerick, Me.

Lot contains 34.000 feet of land, with fine init garden, cold, grapery, etc. Apply to
W* H. FESSENDEN,
marGtf
215 Commercial Street.

Spectacles and Jewelry,

Street.

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order.

Price*.

HAYDEN,

OTIS KALER & SON, Proprietors.
jun9
lm

PARIS

Real Cstate for Sale.

Gen’l Agent for Maine,

Law,

I __W-

mcli26

The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
“Limerick House” is well situated for securing

marl3dtf

Machines sold an Monthly Instalments.
All kinds of Sewing Macuine Supplies, Silk, Thread
Needles, &c.
Machine Stitching in all its branchos done in the

House,”

SALE.

patronage.
Enquire further of the

AND TAKE NO OTHER.

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

This favorably known and popular SeaSide resort is now reopened for the reception of permanent and transient guests for
the season of 1873.

The 8iiu>cnber offers ft>r sale his Hotel
proi rty in Limerick Village, York County.

FEED

Family Sewing Machine,

removed to

’Commissioner of deeds for

tf

The “Limerick

WHEELER & WILSON’S

O’DONNE EE,

JAMES

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This ict has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residence*. and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock, P. M.

Those who want the best, should obtain

AT SCHUMACHER BROTHERS.
aprlfi
_d3mo

SALE.

Real Estate.

Needed in the Family can be doDc upon it with greater rapidity and ease of execution to
beginners than
can he accomplished on any other.
It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all—as a Family
Machine—on both sides of the Atlantic.

Beering Block,

i

FEED,

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

5

residence one-half

Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, J acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

MACHINEWORKS

PHOTOGRAPHIC

of West-

brook.

PORTLAND

aprHtf

<ltf

from the Railroad
A Depots, Post-office, goodmile
Schools and Churches,
six miles fmm
FINE

W. H. FESSENDEN.

in the Town

Street.

Wanted.

Proprietor.

SALE!

Congress

man

THIS

Scarboro Beach, Oak Hill, Me.

CONGRESS ST. NEAR CASCO,

CUSHMAN’S FRUIT STORE,

American preferred.

__dtf

Gossip and Gleanings.

—

TRIMMINGS

street.

PLEASANT

Brown

SCHOOL is open to persons oi all denominations. Pecuniary aid is afforded to those who
are needy and deserving.
The next Academic Year
will begin

HOUSE!

Exchange

3

To Let.
Rooms with board for single Gentleor Gentlemen and wives.
No. 149, corner Elm and Oxford Streets.

DIVINITY SCHOOL

KIRKWOOD HOUSE

Can at

SEWING MACHINE

(Club.

Wanted Immediately.
A RELIABLE, honest Girl at No, 8

This old and popular- Sea-Side House is
now opened for the season.
JOSEPH P. CHAMBERLIN,

With Buildings now renting: for
more than $800 per year.

x,

ju7dtt_^

or

_

AT
Address

near

Rooms to Let.

Wanted.

OF

stock

and

Cloths

WHARF.

ST.

To Let.
the central part of the cityW. W. CARR,

tenements,
TWO
A^ply to

3t

A WET NURSE at No. 01 Pleasant street.
Ju20d2w»

A

MONDAY MORNING, JUNE 23,1873

—

JACKSON & EATON,

Portland Me.

An

bankrupt

NO. 3 COTTON STREET.

Ja2»_

Street.

THE PRESS

to

junl6eod2w_HIGH

Wanted.
p. o. box 1199,

SEPTEMBER 26th.

I

a small outlay be easily changed into three
storea, with the tenements over them would then
rent for from $1600 to $1800. Buildings in good repair. Title perfect. Terms ea^y.
Enquire at

Apply

Bookkeeper

Address,

__MISCELLANEOUS.

Rooms to Let

EDUCATIONAL.

#

Sale!

About 5000 feet Land.

™

HOUSE,

OCEAM

THE

“p'OR

AJ^JELLIGANT

dtf

opened for the
June Id, 1873.
Address until 1st W. & C. R. MillikeD, Portland,
Me.
J. M. THOMPSON & CO.,
myl7dCwGlen Home.

Sale.

information apply to
EDWARD P. CllASE, No. 3 Oak St.

Wanted A Boy.
Boy from 15 to 17 years old
can flnd steady
employment and good wages at
LOBENSTEIN’S,
xt
a r.
No. 4 Deenng Block.
ju204f

season

two-story house, No, 8 Carleton Street. This
house is in good repair, is well located in a good
neighborhood. Has a good cellar, water and gas
throughout.
Can be seen any afternoon between the hours of 2
aud 4.
For further

.3t

A

This favorite Summer resort will be

Port-

L. SOUTHARD, 5 Pemberton Square,
myl2eodtf

House for

MCOUFFEE,Cor. Middle

FAMILY

PATTERSON,

jn20

apr23

WHITE MOUNTAINS, N. H.

on

Walnut.
to F. G.

A

TERMS $3.00 PER DAY.

junlOdtf

my27tf

PORTLAND, ME.
!

HUSSEY,
Recently Clerk Augusta House.

North street, near
Price low. Terms J cash,

Apply

of money which tho owner can have by
proving property and paying for this advertisement. Call at Smith. Tibbetts ti
Co., 131 Middle St.
SUM

—

WM. F.

Cape Elizabeth.

IN

:nv30*2m

The Best Known and Most Thoroughly
Tested

A nc

FEET of land

dtf

LET!

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

PORTION «f High Street WHARF, suitable
for the Lumber trade.

SMITH, MORGAN & BUTLER’S.

This House built since the great Firo, has
.recently bean leased by the undersigned,
rand extensive alterations arc now being
[made, which when completed will make the
_[House one of the most convenient, and well
arranged in the State. Will be entirely renovated,
new Furniture added, and kept as a Hotel should be
kept. Will easily accommodate One Hundred and
Fifty Guests. The Reading Room will be supplied
with every Daily Paper published in the State. Open
June 1st, 1873.

GLEN

TO

—

•____
Found.

Portland, Maine.

ALLEN HAINES.
sepl9-tt

1872.

iu-°

Cor. Cross and. Fore Sts.

mavl6

AT

21 BROWN STREET.

ALIVE

new

House,
For particulars enquire of Geo. R. Barston, on the
premises.
Also one House and lot at Point Village.
For particula. s enquire ?n the premises of
JEDDIAH LOVIETT.
apr4eodtf

Wo. 1O0

Byron Greenough & Co.,
140 middle Street,

t^iUr^jNebool,

To Let.

—

HOTEL.,

Commercial House,

House and land, from one to
five acres, to suit purchaser; situated on the road
between the North Congregational Church and Town

UNQUESTIONABLY

f Firemen

or

For
Street.

ON

ESTABLISHED 1821.

WM.

or

Boston.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

will attend to the prosecution of claims belore the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
Washington.
octll-tf

j

land,

F. LIBBY, Lo. $5$ Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Bcleno’s Hill.
HOOPER Ac CO., Successor* to
Eittlefieid Sc Wilson, Cor. York Sc Haple Streets.

MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,

Navy,
IVLasonie,

balance time.

R.

HENItY F. T.

military,
|
Grand Army, !

2**JfV"vFV"

Stair Builder.

may24-dlm

jun6dtf

For Sale.

Schools.

MA-IHVEb

Bank.)

Portland, Sep. 18th,

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOI.,430
Congress Street.

No. 83 Middle Street,
(Opposite

CO.,

St. Lot 30x110 feet. Instreet between the hours

house on State Street, occupied by the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone aud has all modern conveniences.

Signs and Awning Hangings,

KINGSBURY, JR.”

_jul6d3w

and elegant House will be opeued to >isi19, 1873.
MBS. E. MANSON, ProprieteM*
Special attention given to select parties. ju!6dlm

THE

ARWER

residence

PORTLAND

manner.

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWEI.L, 301 Congress

260 Congress Street,

This

For Sale.

gress Street.

in son,

BENJ.

St., cor. Cross.

Street.
GEO. R. PA VIS a Co., Wo. 301 1-3 Con-

2 to 4 P. M
4 to 5 P. M

M.,
Residence, corner Pine and Emery Streets. Or
ders out of office hours may be left w ith Mrs. Robin

at his

Street.

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, Wo. »3 Exchange

of the late Dr. Robinson, 260

taken the office

HAS
CONGRESS St.
Office

14th. 1873.

a

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Me.

THE

lin Sts.

I>H. IIERSOM

the East-

on

on

No. 53 Spring St., near Park. Will be
ready about June 15tli. For particulars enGEO. E. DAVIS, 84 Commercial St.
quire of
tf
jull

U• EEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

tf

NITC.

Naples June

Real Estate lor Sale.
HOUSE at No. 6 Tate Street, and lot extendon Brackett street, with Stable.
tlirough
ing
Also, a lot of 10 acres of Hay Field with a good
Barn situated in Scarboro, on the Paine road near
Hubbard Libby’s, about 6 miles from Portland. The
above property will be sold at a bargain by applying
to MRS. T. E. STUART, No. 664 Washington street,
corner of Pine, Boston, Mass,
d2m
my l

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

Exchange and Federal Sts.,)

feb27

j

PIninbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. HI Federal Street.
Erery description of Water Eixtnre. arranged and set up in the best
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Visitor
N. A. CHURCH, Proprietor.
From

HOUSE

Photographers.

Law,
ST.,

at

Sebago commanded by the courteous Captain Walc9,
running over the lakes and connecting with Portland in the midst of the nost picturesque and charming bcenary opening so many and so complets forms
of natural glory, the place deeds only to be knonw to
those seeking a summer’s resort to insure the
largest and most satisfactory patronage.

ST. CLOUD

m.

p.

For Sale

>

transient travel.

With enlarged accomodation and improved equipage and every attention requisite to the enjoyment of
guests. A daily mail and the fine little Steamer

FOR SALE.
No. 2

a. m.

Mfcldle

for

A. C. LEWIS,
12 Market Square.

Dfeeriug
HOUSE
quire at No. 12 Elui
of 8
and 2

171 Middle and

A. S. PA VIS A CO., No. SO
J. II. LAMSON, 133 Middle

J. If. FOGO,

Call

Promenade.

ern

Me.

tors June

4S Market St.

and Pittstoii

v-oals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port ot shipment
any point desired.
tfapr27

For Sale.
NICE cottage House of 8 rooms,

House,—Naples,

This House is long and favorbly known to
the public. The Proprietor has decided not
to sell as advertised last February, but continue to keep open to Summer Boarders and

dtf

jnnlCdtm

LOTnilOP.Di:VEWS ACO.,«l Exhnngc

_Srect

to

A

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

Maine for tlie sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined l>y .Messrs. Hamn.ett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,

jul4tl2raw2Im25
TACllED._
N O TIC E^

ApH. B. BOODY,
on the premises.

Gorham, June 16, 1873.

Masons aud Builders.
W. E. REPUON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

170 Commercial St., Portland.

Son of tlie late Col. RICHARD FRENCH, of
French’s Hotel, haa taken this Hotel, newly titled up
and entirely renovated the same. Centrally located
in the BUSINESS PART of the
City.
Ladies & Gentlemen's Dining Rooms at-

seventy acres
superior
part. Possession given immediately.

or

Carriage repairing

Carpet-Bags.
J. R.

Sole agents in

Attorney and Counsellor

ply

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
wholesale coal dealers

’Mlkesbarre, Scrautou, Lackawanna,

whole

and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress* Street*
for
Howard
Watch Company.
Agent,

Letters

RICHARD P. FRENCH,

as

Jewelrj

promptly answered.
Models and Drawings furnished.
Extensions, Re-issues, Interterence ami Disclaimers attended to at
living prices.
Examinations made and opinions given as to the
patentiMlttv of inventions.my23d&wJm

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

best Farm in Gorham, known
the resiof the late Judge Longfellow. This farm
THEdence
contains
of
land. Will sell

in the best possible manner by 8.
YOUNG & CO.. No. 1QQ Fore St.

Bone

NEW YORK.

Elm

TO LEI.

Boarders Wanted !

GUNNISON, Proprietor.

S. B.

COIl. CORTLANDT & NEW CHURCH STS.

ity,

order.

the

on

FRENCH’S NEW HOTEL,

in Portland or Vicin-

Property

done to order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. E. SnERRY, Wo.- O Clapp9. Rlock
Congress Street, oppo.ite Old City Hall.

PORTLAND, ME.,

Assignments made and sent for record.
Consultaii in personally or by letter free.

to

Exchange

or

transient visitors

junl7d2w

_

St.
kind* of Uphols critsgand Repairing

done

Street,

Farm for Sale

Furniture and Upholstering.
PA VIP W. PEANE, No. 80 Federal
All

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
74 Middle

Fed-

on

Sabbath.

THE

HOOPER A EATON, Old Post
Office,
Exchange Street.
E. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.
Up-

—

R I E S.

N_T

and

season

FOR SALE.

Furnishing Goods.
Exchange

cor.

MAINE,

popular Summer resort will open for the
of 1873,
THIS
WEDNESDAY. June 18th.
This house is closed to

the

on

valuable House and lot situated on Ocean St.,
in Deering. The house is two-story, nearly new,
aDd is first class in every respect, with ‘a nice stable
attachad. The lot contains about one acre and about
sixty valuable fruit trees of the choicest varieties.
Plenty of Hard and Soft water. Terms easy. Apply at 67 Federal street, or to F. O. BAILED & CO.,
Auctioneers, Exchange street.
ju20dtf

order.

to

Furniture and House

PATENTS
IN

Dye-House.

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18-Free Street.
GEORGS A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

_tf

—

Hay9..

BEACII,

OAK HILL,

TWO

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

WATER

PIPING.
»J>21

H. II.

HOUSE:!

SCARBORO

For Sale*
double tenement Houses on Cotton street—
No. 13, two tenements, five rooms each—No. 9,
two tenements, seven rooms each. Also House No.
28 Bramhall street, arranged for one or two families;
lot 40x113, fronting on two streets. This property is
newly finished ana in complete order, and will he
sold as the health of the owner demands a change of
climate. Apply to LEON M. BOWDOIN or b. G.
PATTERSON, Real Estate and Mortgage Broker.

F.S\ MONOS, India St. Velret Cloak,
dyed and finished.
FOSTER’S Bye House, $4 Union Street.*

FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

and Builders.

Dentists.
JOHNSON, over

ATLANTIC

Also a new 2£ story
corner of Alder street.
wooden house, 10 rooms, arranged for two families.
The entire property can he purchased for Five Thousand Dollars. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, dealer
in Real Estate.
julGdlm

No. 33 Plnm

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, opPomIc Park.

BUSINESS CARDS.

PATTERSON,

Real Estate lor Sale.
\ 2| story brick bouse, 10 rooms, situated

Book Binders.

Carpenters

JAMES M. GIBSON,
Proprietor.

jul9d3m

Real Estate and mortgage Broker,
over Eowell’s Jewelry Store,
Cor. Congress & Brown Sts.
ap25dtf

WM.A. QUINCY, Room
II, Print*.9.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

WILL

to

F. O.

House!

fumisli Summer Boarders and Transient
Company with good accommodations and board
at moderate prices. Rooms large and pleasant and
nearest Hotel to the Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Station-

Real Estate

--—

1079

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

NORTH CONWAY, N. H.,

First-Class

on

of

Washington

Portland and vicinity. Real Estate
bought and sold. Rents eollected. Apply

Booksellers and Stationers.
F0CiO *
■■■■», N^»l Middle

SHACKi'ORD,

I.OAN

Mortgages

in

TgSSi

8MAI.L &
Street.

TO

MO'NTPV
^ A

Bakers.
W. C COBB, No., as and :IO Pearl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
llou.e and Po.i QIHce, near the Market.

Half square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, oue third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every ])art
of the State) for $1 00 per square ior first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

103

Real Estate Bulletin.

a

ength of column, constitutes a “square.”
per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w >ek after; three
insertions, or less, $1 00; coutinuaiig every other day after first week, 50 cents.

HOTELS.

Agency for Sewing Machines.

Repairing._——

published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

ESTATE.

F* €r. Patterson's

W. s. DUB, No. a»a MiddleSt. All
bind* of Nuhiuo for .ale and to let.

PRESS

Is

Rates

REAL

CARDS._

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Exchange St. Portland.
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THE

I

MORNTNO
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THE

or

MONDAY

received eleven wounds, six of
to leave permais that of the “noble
when ordered to charge for
they had an easy task

enough

were severe
scars.
His story

six hundred;’’
the guns,” all thought
They
in the capture of a few
of the 30,000 Russians
never dreamed, he says

l”

th«
■»
who were
killed on the field and onFive hundred were
in spite of
ly one escaped unwounded; yet
the storm of shot and shell they spiked the
left
of
were
them
that
found
all
guns, and
their wav back to the (British lines. Of this
memorable charge three are now in England,
two in Canada and one in Chicago.
They
each receive a pension of £100 per annum

"’“if ^hill

from the British government.

^“T8’

PRESS.

THE
M0>D\Y

1878~.

MORNING, JUNE23.

FOR

GOVERNOR,

NELSON DINGLEY. JR.,
OF

LEWISTON.

re.'tilar attache of the Press is furnished
with a card certiiicato countersigned by Stanley T.
bote
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat an I
us by demanding
managers will confer a favor upon
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
bumthat several
Journal, as we have information
in the name of tbe
mors" are seeking courtesies
Every

to be,
Press, and we have no disposition
sively, a party to such fraud

even

pas-

letters and communi-

anonymous
cAtlMis. The name and address of tbe writer are in
all cases indisijcnsub e, not necessarily for publication
W e do not read

of good faith.

but as a guarauty
Ws cannot undertake to return

munications that

reserve

or

com-

are not useu.

Political Micawbers.
TUe Democratic sachems in Maine are again
waiting for somethin ; to turn up. They have
one consolation; no adverse
fortune can
make their condition more forlorn. Their action Friday evening is consistent with their
past. Instead of either promptly calling a
State Convention and making an attempt to
collect and hold together their shattered forces or declaring that the Democratic party is
dead beyond resurrection, they adopted just
that policy that will surely create mistrust
who really beamong the masses of the party
name and would like to have
lieve in the

party

their political leaders. They
They
have all become political Micawbers.
hear a rumor that some one who has always
fought them will accept a nomination not
confidence in

given by them as a party and despite the lessons of the past they hesitate and delay. Last
year 19 the nation ttiey adopted the same policy. Its result proves no lesson to them and
this year when they might consolidate their
party and harmonize it for the future they
take just the course that will further increase
distrust in the ranks.
There were those in the Preble House
meeting who imagined that the resolution
adopted would be regarded by the general
public as a political bomb-shell. But they
have tried the bomb-shell game too many
times. The resolution was passed because
two or three members wanted to break up
the machine and inaugurate some new move-

ment,

and were very

persistent about

it.

The

older members and those from the rural sections had no faith in it, and thought the easiest way was to pass the whole matter over to
a sub-committee composed entirely of the latIn the meantime, those in favor of
ter.
breaking up the organization will talk about
a nomination outside.
We shall hear the
names of several gentlemen spoken of, who
may

possibly

bring

feel that

they

suit for defamation of

a

grounds to
character, on

have

The Press on Maine Republicanism.
The Hartford Courant, Gen. Hawley’s paper
Convention: Tho
says of the Republican
Maine Republicans agree with those of every
contentions
have been
other State in which
held since March, in emphatic denunciation of
tho Credit Mobilier frauds and of the backforthe repeal of the
pay swindle, and in calling
to the surdisgraceful salary act. ofProbably
this bill, the public
advocates
the
of
prise
sentiment against it does not blow over, and
even Butler finds it advisable to deny its authorship. The candidate of the Maine Republicans for governor is the Hon. Nelson Dingley
Jr., who was nominated by a large majority on
the first ballot.
Tho New York Commercial AdvertUtr in an
editorial says:
The Maine resolutions express continued
confidence in the
“the
Republican party as
true
party of Reform.
Economy of Administration is demanded. The grant of public
lands or credit to canals or railroads is opposed. The Credit Mobilier investigation is
approved. Irrelevant amendments to appropriation bills are denounced. The Salary Bui
of the last Congress, especially its retroactive
features, was condemned in strongoflanguage
the last
“as a gross violation of the pledges
National Convention, and the immediate and
so disgraceful to
unconditional repeal of an act
was deto the people
Congiess and odious member
of Congress,
Mr. Frye,
manded.
made a speech, and pledged the entire delegation of tho State to vote for the repeal of the
bill. So Maine sets forth upon her march to
another Republican triumph. The ranks of
the party are closed up, and the whole column
is inspired with confidence and hope. There
is no breaking away, no sign of disintegration.
The Democrats and the Liberals arc welcome
to such cheer as this state of things may euconrage.
The JNew York Evening Post says:
The Republicans of Maine opened the annual
campaign yesterday with a spirit worthy of a
more active year in politics, the contest for a
candidate for Governor bringing out avery large
*
•
•
*
*
convention.
Mr,
Dingley is a man of undoubted integrity, and
with this singular combination of supporters
his election seems to be about as well assured
as his nomination was.
In one respect this convention was of more
than ordinary importance. It distinguished itself by the emphasis with which it denounced

Congressional corruption, resolving—

“That the Republicans of Maine denounce
the recent action of Congress, known as the
‘salary grab,’ increasing the salary of its members, and especially its retroactive feature, by
which nearly five thousand dollars were voted
to each member for services already paid for,
as a gross violation of
the pledges of the last
national convention, and demand the immediate and unconditional repeal of an act so disgraceful to Congress and odious to the people.”
Another resolution denounced the practice of
loading appropriation bills with objectionable
legislation in the shape of amendments toward
the close of the session as a prolific source of
abuse, and a fraud upon the people, and urgently demanded a reform. These positive declarations were supplemented with some plain
talk by several prominent Republicans, which
will be extremely interesting reading in ihe
households of back pay Congressmen. Mr. EuHale, the Congressman from the Fourth
•istrict, led off with a speech devoted to that
larceny, which he said was an outrage upon the
people, and must be refunded. Mr. William P.
Frye, who represents the Second District in
Congress, followed in still stronger terms, and
pledging the whole Maine delegation in Congress to a movement for repealing the objectionable measure. Mr. Dingley also urged the
Republicans to give the Congressional corruptionists no rest until they had made restitution
of their plunder and were driven from public
life.
A party which opeus the campaign in this
way will find little difficulty in maintaining its
supremacy in New England.

£ene

account of this unauthorized use of their rep-

Hon. J. H. Williams of Augusta,
has been mentioned. A half dozen others
will follow. It will end in mere talk, and the
Democratic Convention will be called in due
ti ne, when Mr. Kimball, Hon. J. C. Madigan of Houlton, or Hon. Joseph Titcomb of
Kennebunk, will be nominated.
It must not be supposed that there are wanting those who will accept the nomination.
Either of the above-named will accept it,
though they will not seek it, and either of
them will secure just as many votes as, or
more than any candidate they can get from
the Republican ranks. The rank and file of
the Democracy will give most any Democrat
of undoubted record, a full vote. They will
utation.

not, however, come out to cast infamy upon
their past record by voting for a quasi Republican, on the ground, that a Democrat is infamous.
There is alsoa long list of ambitious Democrats, whom, it is said, covet the leadership.
Among these are Leavitt of Eastport.O'Brion
of Thomaston, Andrews of Buckfield, and'
others we could name. One man begs it
because it will help its business; another for
party service; and a third because he is a
handsome man.
The Preble House Micawbers had better
have maintained a hold front, and called their
convention, or for the last time set about the
It isn’t a good
Democratic council board.
year for bomb-shells or surprises, or revolutions, or any other unusual event to turn up
People, particularly Democratic people, had
enough of it last year.
Prominent anti-Butler Republicans

Massachusetts, declare

in

that there is no dan-

ger of his nomination by the State Convention, and that his defiant assurance of success does not deceive people or help him. After the voice of Ohio and Maine, as expressed
by the Republican State Conventions, it will
be very curious if that party in Massachufetts
will make its standard bearer the very man
who persisted in inflicting the salary steal upon the nation, and thus endorsing it when
their friends in other States denounce it as
an outrage,
Had Gen. Butler appeared be.
fore the Bangor Convention Thursday, he
would have been hissed by the men who
would have gladly heard him a year ago.

Bangor

Commercial
among other
things says that Mr. Dingley is a protectionist and an advocate of the Prussian school
The

system. The first charge don’t come with
good grace from a paper that has ardently
supported Horace Greeley; and as to education that fine old Bourbon is really opposed to
any instruction of the people that will enable
them to do more than read the Bangor Democrat by spelling out the words.
One of

our

contemporaries

who

regards

the newspaper law of July 1st with great
solicitude, asks the Postmaster General to
postpone its action until Congress meets or

give it a very liberal construction. The suggestion is a novel one, and if received and
acted upon

the country

by the postal department will give
an intimation that Congress is an

unnecessary expense.

Those who have been predicting that the
President and his cabinet would secure the
practical abolition of the civil service rules,
will see by reading the report of the commission, that there is no possible fear of this—
That both the Commission and the President
are assured of the good results thus far realized and have made such modifications in
the rules as will improve the system.
The Bangor Whig is assured that it is by
that the name of Hon. John
some mistake
A. Peters is not included in the published list
of those who have covered their increased pay
into the United States Treasury, as it was
done two months ago, as was announced
immediately after his appointment as a Justice of the Supreme Court.
The Oxford County Republicans may justly claim the honor of having the fullest and
best organized delegation of any at the Bangor
Convention. The delegation met and did all
its business before the Convention,and when it
came to vote, was so well in hand, that its
balloting was completed in four minutes.

Commissioner

badly at
Canby

M each am,

so

the hands of the Modocs when Gen.

and Dr. Thomas were

nounces

who fared

murdered,

an-

Indian policy, which is to
abolish all tribal
lines, and make them1 an
swerable to the laws,the same as all other citizens, and be put on the same fooling.
a new

Moxey Orders.

Few people are aware of
tbe great convenience to the public of the money order office, Among the most recent of all
postal improvements, it is the only one that
tbe treasury. Tne
pays a profit to
patentuffice is self-supporting, but the money order ofof
over
fice nets an annual profit
8ion,(too. It
has been in existence only eight years, hut it
transmits 850,000,000 per year, in sums averageiug about $18 each. These sums are sent all
over the world, and in a manner which ensures

perfect safety.
The debt of North Carolina now amounts to
than 831,000,000. The question of paying
it has been repeatedly ignored by the State Leg
islature, and uow a most summary way of disposing of it is suggested. Mr. W. A. Smith,
Republican Congressman elect from the Raleigh district, has published a letter favoring

more

jts absolute repudiation.

Harper

The July Magazines.
begins with an article

on

“Jack

Ashore,” recital of wrong and outrages. “National Standards and Emblems” follows, and a
very interesting paper it is. The first paper of

Business Cbanoes.—The
following are recent business changes in this S ate:

Portland—Star Match Co., Manasseh Smith,
sold

out to A. & 8. E.
Spring. Now J. C.
Jordan and A. & S. E.
Spring.
& Co., druggists; dissolved.
H. H. Ricker retires.
Augusta—Guy Turner, coal, sold out to Parrott «c Chase.
Bangor- C. A Babcock, coal; now C. A.
Babcock & Son.

TTH/.TLCumminS9

Belgrade (North)Anderson Bros., dry goods,
Eastport—Gibeon Stickney, furniture, sold

dis.

out to

Bibber and Flozg.

Limerick—Ossipee Mfg. Co., sold out to Joseph Holland.
sold out to
Saco—Roscot. Lane, confcc,
Trickey & Liobey.
Slow—Emerson, Almon & Co., spool mfrs.,

dis.

News and Other Items.
Id economical Oberliu,

idea into the causes of the present expedition into Khiva if it fails to render tne propThe
ernaines of that country pronounceable.
story, poetical and other departments of the
to give

an

full.
The Galaxy contaius several articles of unusual interest, among which are the following:
Three Interviews with President Lincoln, Lafayette’s Last visit to America by Thurlow
Weed and Women as Idealists by Junius
A day with
Henri Brown. Views Abroad.
French Painters. Gen. Carter contributes another paper on Life on the Plains. There are
two or three short stories of more than usual
merit, and the regular editorial departments of
the magazine well sustained in the June num-

magazine

are

ber.
Scribner begins with “The Great South—
The New Route to the Gulf,” a profusely illustrated paper giving an account of the building
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad, the
country people and other matters of interest'—
in Berlin.
An
Next comes Low Life
orthodox minister contributes a paper on "The
Liberty of Protestantism, which we have not
read. Mrs. M. E. W. Sherwood asks the question : “What has America done for Women?”
which she proceeds to answer in a very sensible
As everything relating to Abraham
manner.
Lincoln is of deep interest to the greater part of

people, the

most interesting article in the
present number is, “The Later Life and Religious Sentiments of Abraham Lincoln.” The
purpose of the article is to refute the statement
in Lamon’s biography of Lincoln, that he was
an infidel.
The paper is a thorough refutation
by every possible means of proof.
Van Nostrand’s Eclectic Engineering
Magazine for June contains an interesting paper by General W. S. Rosecrans, treating of the
effects of railroads on the value of lauds, and
our

giving statistics, rules, and formulas for the
correct estimation of
the conditions under
which railroads may be maintained profitably
to themselves, and to the community.
Some of
the deauctions are of general interest, especially those relating to enhancement in value of
farming lands by the construction of railroads.
As usual, the magazine is filled with scientific
information, the publisher seemingly designing
to leave no department neglected.
D. Van Nostrand 23 Murray street, New
York.
_

The Bowdoin Crew.—The Bowdoin crew
which pulls in the college regatta at Springfield
this year is the same, with one exception, as
last year’s crew. The man who has been dropped is the one who gave out at the end of the
first mile last year, and so caused the Bewdoms
to fall behind. The shell they are to use, which
Elliot is building, will be 48} feet long, 20} inches wide, and will weigh 140 pounds.
They
have been practicing hard in the gymnasium
all winter, and for some weeks past have rowed
daiiy on the Androscoggin. They are under
the charge of their last year’s trainer, George
Price of
as

the St. Johu crew.

follows, the only

new

man

The

being

make-up

is

the bow:—

C, H. Hunter of Pittsfield, Me., (class of 74)
stroke, 165 pounds, 6 ft. 11 in., 20 years; A. L.
Crocker of Paris, (73) 2,165 pounds, 5 ft. 9 in.,
23 years; W. Souther of Fryeburg, (’77) 3,160
pounds, 5 ft. 9 in., 19 years; J. A. Cram of
Parsonsfield, (73)4,162 pounds, 5 ft. 9 in., 23
years; A. G. Ladd of Groveton, N. H., (73)5,

in,,

22 years; D. A. Robinson of Bangor, (73) bow and captain, 155 lbs.,
6 feet, 23 years—average age 21 years 10 months;
average weight ICO 5-6 pounds.
158

pounds,

5 ft. 8

Senator Sherman on tbe Back Pat*—The

Cincinnati Gazette published the following let.
ter from Senator Sherman on

Friday:
Mansfield, Ohio, June

20.
Editors Gazette:—! notice a telegram in yesGen.
which
in
classiGazette
Boynton
terday’s
fies me with the Senators who have not returned their back pay. This is literally true, for as
I have not received it I have not returned it.
Still, the telegram conveys* false impression.
The simple truth is that within a few days after
the passage of the salary bill, after consulting
with some of my colleagues, and in deference
to the general sentimeuts of my constituents, 1
determined I would not receive the back pay,
but would leave it where it now is, in the Treasury of the United States. I so notified the disbursing officer of the Senate, and when asked
by anyone about the matter, I have answered
that i would not receive it. I did not, and do
not now deem it necessary formally to receive
the money and then pay it back again. It was
not my purpose to make any public statement
of my action in this matter, and I do so now
not from any desire to claim any merit for what
1 have doue, nor even by implication to censure
such of myassociateswhothoughvotingagainst
the Salary bill yet received the pay allowed by
it, but simply to assure those who take an in
terest in the matter that 1 have not and will not
.receive any portion of tbe $4,336.40 allowed me
by the salary bill for back pay.
John Sherman.
Yours truly,
Commercial Notes.—Tbe California tonnage movement for the month of May footed
up six vessels from New York, one from Boston and one from Baltimore, registering 10,591
tons

6’a

Division, Gold,

B.

40

The

6'a

Blaine has purchased au interest in that paper, “With the view to a candidacy for the

er

ELEGANT WHITE LAWN SUIT,
only $7.50, worth $15.

against thirty-six vessels of 41,300 tons in the

same

period last year, or

a

decrease of nine

vessels, registering 4,448 tons, thus
showing

that the market

is

comparitively dull,

jul6

Ju5

A LLAMA LACE

SACQVE,

Some

drugs

1

living and of dress,

we are sure

__

COUNTY.

Office removed to

JunlS

Blackhead and Flcahworm, uso PERRY’S
improved Comedone and Pimple
Remedy, the great akin
medicine.
Prepared only by Dv. B. c PERRY
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists

verywhere._mar22d &wsn6ml7

A BOOK FOR EYERY MAN.
THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,’’ a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature

A Large Assortment

CLUB-HANDLE.

—AT—

IN

EASTMAN, BROS.

ALL THE NEWEST SHADES AND

COLORS, FROM ONE TO TEN

White Lawn Saits,
at

DOLLARS.

$3.75

to

$30.00

to

$10.00.

Grass Cloth Saits,
at

#4.50

Mantle, Batiste, and Tasso Linen Suits,
at $6.00 to $35.00
D.

A number of new cottages are going up at
the Dresden camp-meeting grounds.
An Army and Navy Union was organized at
Bath on Friday.
A servant girl at Bath is under arrest on suspicion of attempting to poison her mistress.—
Prof. Bracket is analyzing the gruel in which it
is allegt d the poison was placed.

O.

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

sntf

CROOK AND

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Selling Agent lor
DU POINT’S GUNPOWDER,

my!6sneodtf

LADIES SUITS-

Fred Rockwood of Augusta has been apa Lieutenant in the Marine service.

pointed

BAILEY, 48 Exchange Street,

G. I<.

Western Ci y and County BONDS.

WALKING-STICK,

TACKLE !

—

96 MIDDLE STREET.

injured.

FISHING

All kinds of tackle for Trout or Pickerell fishing. Wholesale aud Retail.

REMOVAL.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,

TOURIST,

poisons, nothing deleterious, nothiugbut

ed them to be the best medicine in the world. GEO.
C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists.
mar6
snood 16w

Boston.

IN

no

as Sarsaparills, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Tliorougliwort,
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion,&c., so compounded
as to reart.n the fountains of disease, and
absolutely
cure all Humors. Liver and Billious
Diseases, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Scrofula, aud all di illcullies arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has
prov-

we are sure

DEALER

STREET.

healthy roots and herbs, such

have been for ill;
incresed our happiness,
they never will.
But Boys who change their Winter “clothes,”
For Summer “Suits” at George Fenno’s,
Will fltied be from head to feet,
Corner of Beach and Washington street

SHOWERETTES.

EXCHANGE

“Buy JWe and I’ll do yon Good.”—DR
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB B1TTETS. ho

They’ve not
And

F U G E

preventative from Mosquitoes, black Flies, &c.
WHOLESALE <Sc RETAIL,
At the Fishing Tackle Store of

sure

Jnnl2___dsn4w

Since some who’re living now were young;
What those of greatest note have been
Has oft been heard from many a tongue;
In modes of

For $13.50, really worth $20.

X-1

GOLDER,

years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way to
health and happiness. It Is the cheapest and best
medleal work ever published, and the only one on
this class ot ills worth reading. 19Cth edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful
French cloth. Price only $1.
Sent by mail, post
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultlnch street, Boston,
Mass., or Du. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requiring skill and experience.

mar3lsncod&wly

MARRIED.

Linen and Lawn

Polonaises
NO. 5 FREE STREET,

and. Dusters.

MISSES «VACHT>’ SUITS,
With. Hats to Match.

s

at St. Al-

EASTMAN,

In Cape Elizabeth, June 22d,
Rev. Mr. Freeman, Mr. Eben Cleaves of Yarmouth and Mrs. Emily
L. Morton of Cai>e Elizabeth.
In Lewiston, June 9, Peter Lane and Mrs. Olive J.
Robbins.
In Bristol, May 23, Jas W. Morton and Miss Rachel
P. Brvaut.
In Bristol, June 1, William F. Lane and Mrs. Sally
M. Sproul.

by

there Is

no

phase

nervousness or
cure.

speedily

ot

A LIVING

as

Plain Linen Suits, Ac.
Berlin Suits iu all the newest and
most Fashionable Shades.

5

to resist all.

I laid my

case

before several

prominent physicians, but nothing tended to alleviate
Finally, by the influence of friends, 1 consented to
try Veoetine, commencing on the first of Januarv
last, and soon after 1 experienced a senable relief, and
could feel it working in my system very different
ly
from anything I had ever taken before, and at once
discovered that it was accomplishing the object so
earnestly deBlred. I continued on, following directions for three months, and the first of April found
me a well man; have passed through the hot summer, ami have continued to be free from any appearance of it to the resent time.
My general health is excellent; and my recovery,

of which I had about despaired, I ascribe
entirely to
the use of Vegetine. I could never have been convinced of the marvellous result of this wonderful
Veoetine nnder any other circumstances; but now
I recommend every one to try this inestimable remedy, and that all is true as is represented. I am a living witness; and it will afford me great satisfaction
to show the marks oi my disease, and converse on
the merits of Veoetine, as none will dispute who
owe it what I do.
I will here mention of my child having a severe
attack of heart complaint, which Veoetine has entirely cured, and shall always be happy to make Its
virtues known within the lange of my influence.
E. H. fOUNG.
Yours, very respectfully.
Mr. Young has been in the employ of the Boston

Herald during the past eighteen years.
vouch for the above statement.

Many

FREE

STREET.

aj>r22

WITNESS !

can

The conviction is in the public mind as well a*s in
medical profession, that the remedies supplied by
vegetable kingdom are more safe, more successful, in the cure or disease, than mineral medicines.
Vegetine is composed of roots, barks and herbs.
It is perfectly safe to give to an infant. Do you need
it? Do not hesitate to try it. You wili never regret it. Vegetine is sold by all druggists.
the
the

Ju23___sneodlw

8Tieod3m

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC .SYRUP,
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,

One of the most desiraMe suburban residences at
Woodford’s Corner. Deering.l} m-les from
City Hall,
consisting of a first class two story French R of house
with Cupola, Piazzas, first and second
View
story.
from this house is unsurpasseu. Nice s able and
carriage -ouse ttache l, toget er with 29 acres of
land; there is mere than 100 fruit tre s; bouse contains 12 rooms six on a floor and heated with
a funuaco conveuienly arranged for on* or two fanillmi
Apply to JOHN C. PROCTER, or
S. H. COLS WORTHY

Jtl21sn2w_92 Exchange St.
CARRIAGES.

Received this day on consignment an assortment of
first class Carriages.
Responsible parties buying
these Carriages need not pay for them till the Carriages prove as represented.

E. T. PATTEN A CO.,
Lumber and General Commiuian Merchant.,
3TO COMMERCIAL STREET.

inevitable result.

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonie diss v the food, mixefe
with the gastric juice of the sto ach, digests
easily,
nourishes the system, and creat
a healthy circulation of the blood. When the
els are costive, skin
a billious habit,
shallow, and the patient is
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by
Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Noitheast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

annual examination of candidates for positions
as teachers in the public Schools of
Portland, will be
held in the Girls’Room, High School Building, on
The

THURSDAY, July 3, 1873,

at 2

W. H.

To Let
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or of
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
septl2sntf

THE

fire

works.

FIRE WORKS, CRACKERS,

TORPEDOES, dec., dec.,
LOW

CUTTER,
Send for Price List.

jnnl3

PRICES!

HYDE & CO.,
52 CHAUNCY ST.. Boston

__

Just received and for sale at 75 cents to *1.25.

sn3w

—

ld&w___Ivrg s
Dr. Bicknell’s Syrup

THE LARGEST STOCK.
Carrs

THE BEST GOODS.
THE

L
84
Juul7

E

LOWEST PRICES.

A

MIDDLE

C

H

STREET.
sn2w

of Antwerp —New York..

Bowel or Sommer Complaints,
Dysentery, Diarrhen, Cholera lUorbna
Cholera, Colic, Sick or Soar Stomach,
Indigestion Ac. Contains no opiate and does not
produce Ccstiveness. Druggists sell it.
«
sn3m
Ju20

Liverpool.... June 28

Pereire. New York.. Kavre.June 28
Moravian
.Quebec
Liverpool.... June 28
Calabria.New York^ Liverpool_June 28

Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool
.June 28
Clarlbel.New York..Kingston,J. .June 30
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool ...July 1
MoroCastle.New York..Havana.July 1
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool_July 5

Miniature Almanac.Jane 33.
Sun rises.
.4.24 I Moon rises. 3.06 AY
Sun sets.7.39 I Higb water.10.15 AM

NEWS.

MARINE

The subscriber
above

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Company

having been appointed Agent

schs u M

ot the

okiac*
McAUep
1 aud
na

R,hLar’

dall & McAllister.

Sch Benjamin Reed, Adams, Philadelphia—coal to

Rounds &

NO. 5 EXCHANGE STREET,

Dwellings and Furniture insured for one, three

or

RUFUS W. DEERING.
sntf

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, tbe undei .,gned will carry
Banking business, at tbe Banking
occupied by tbe Secon National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of tbe
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 18?2.
Jun23newlt then sn tf

on a strictly
Roon.8 now

ON THE BBEAKFAST, LUNCHEON, DINNER
AND SUPPER TABLE,
LEA

de PERRINS’ Worceaterahire Sauce
IS

INDESPENSABLE.

DUNCAN’S SONS, New York,

JOHN

Agents for the United States.

octlT

Sargent.

Sch Eureka, Norwood. Hoboken—coal to T C Her-

prepared to insure against losses by lire at favorable

Jul®

passengers

Sch Potomac, Carver, Philadelphia—coal to Ran-

MESSRS. MARWICK & FOYE,

BEDFORD—Sid 20th, sebs Crescent Lodge,
Crowell, Philadelphia; H P Cushing. Mann, for Mew

York.
BOSTON—Ar 20th, brig Sarah Gilmore, Clifford,
Sagua; schs Maud Webster.Wentworth. Pascagoula;
J H Crowley, Crowley, Philadelphia; James Tilden,

Haskell, Hoboken; Frauds Hatch,Fales, Now York;
T W Allen, Carter, Dennysville.
Cld 20th, sch Oriole. Baker, Kennebec.
Ar 21st, barques M B Stetson, Siemers.
Cienfuegos;
Tarr» Matanzas; sch Louisa Bliss, Strong,
SA

Philadelphia.

Old 21st, Mbs Jas O’Donobue, Warren, for Union
Island, Ga; A Haynes, Smith, Rockport.
SALEM—Ar 19ih, schs Mattie Holmes, Cox, Philadelphia; Onward. Leland, So Amboy; Forest Citv,
Johnson, Elizabethport; H Curtis. Haskell, Port
Johnson; Independence, Burnham, Boothbay; Banner. Curtis. Belfast.
PORTSMOUTH-^ lath, schs Mary Ella, Staples,
Philadelphia; M Sewall, Low. E L Eaton. Adams,
Port Johnson;
Corvo,Pickering, New York; Connecticut, Pendleton, and William. Dan forth, Hoboken;
Dolly \arden, Allen, Elizabethport; Chas Carroll,
Cud worth, Rockland; Tasso. Shortwell, Wiscasset for
Boston; Amazon, Lam bert, Freeport for Rockport.
foreign forth.
Clfl at Cardiff 6th inst, ship McNear, Scott, for
Kong.
KoDg
Passed Grimsby 7th inst, ship Alice M Minot, Lowell, from Hull for Melbourne.
Ar at Bahia 20th ult,
brig Madonna, Jordan, Now
York.

ins*>
fw^J*Su.rinii^1
Boston 10 days.
ior

Boston^.

brig John Aviles, Hern man,

P°rt Spain 30th ult’
briS Xavariuo, Blood,

smivES?te
jjs,
Ar at St Thomas 8th ssjir*“•

inst, Bch Elizabeth DeHart
Low. Barbadocs, (and sailed 12th for Arroyo to load
ior North ot Hatleras.)
At Pictou 15th inst, brig Julia E
Haskell, Haskell,
for MansaniHa.
At Kingston. Ja, 8th inst, brig Clytie, Dow, from
ar
Boston,
6th, ior Cuba.
Sid tm Old Harbor, Ja, 3d inst, sch
Joseph Seger,
Eihs. New York.
Ar at St Ann’s Bay, Ja, 1st
inst, sch M A W(tliam,
New
York.
Kelley.
Sid ftn Mayaguez 31st ult, brig Bachel Coney, Co-

eodsnly

Harbinger, Parker, Hoboken—coal to T C Hersey.l
Sch Union, Norton, New York—corn to George W
True & Co.
Sch Maria Theresa, Rich, New York—iron to RolSch Leonora, Spofford, Northport, LI.
Sch Commerce. Rowe, Rockport—dry fish to Dana.
Sch Isabella, Thurrell, Boston.
Sell Aliria. York. Boston.
Sch Annabella, Bowen, Boston.
Sch Wiuona. Jackson, Boston.
Sch Starlight, Hadlock, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Gen Washington, Walker, Rockland—lime to
CAB Morse & Co.
Sch Oregon, Dunton, Bootlibay.
CLEARED.

Steamer Carlotta, Mulligan, Halifax, NS John
Porteous.
Biig Mechanic, Gould, Sagua—Geo S Hunt.
Sch Lookout, Nichols, Glace Bay CB—Yeaton &
—

Sch Bloomer, (Br) McCarty,
Sch John S Lee, Vangilder,

St Andrews, NB.

Kennebec,

Philadelphia—J Nickerson.
SAILED—Brig Elizabeth Winslow,

barque Jasper, Webber, Clenfuegos.*

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Marshal’s Office, June 21. 1873.
hereby given to all owners ot Hackney

lyTOTICE
0.1
Carriages to present their carriages to the City
Marshal for inspection, at liis office in the Cily Buildmg, on MONDAY, the 7th day of July next, from
ten to twelve o’clock A. M., and from two to live
o clock P. M., and for receiving their liccuses for the
year.
Also for all owners of every truck, wagon,
dray,
cart or other vehicle used for the conveyance of wood,
coal, lumber, stones, bricks, sand, clay, gravel, dirt,
rubbish, goods, wares, furniture, merchandize, building ma-erials, or ayy other article or thing whatsoever, to apply at the City Marshal’s office for their
licenses.
G. W, PARKER,

ju23dtd

City Marshal.

Bay

to load

for

Sunday, June 33.
ARRIVED.
Sch Eva L Leonard, (of Boston) Googlns, Caibarien—225 hhds 22 tes molasses to E Cliurcnill & Co.
Sch Magnolia, (Br) Howard, Parrsboro NS
175
tons plaster to Knight & Wbidden.
Sen David Torrey, Soule, Clark’s Island for New
York.
Signal for a brig, (letter II).

Toledo
...
Cook County, 111.,
-7’s
Marion County, Ind.,
8’s
Maine Central B. R.
7’s
•
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Atchison, Topeka & Smite Fe Gold 7’s
Northern Pacific R. R. Gold
7-30’s
Chicago, Dan. & Vin. R. R. Gold
7’s

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. K.
Stock and Dcf. Kent Scrip
BOUGHT

Swan
feh24

now

Summer Boarders, and Families,
at low prices.
in Casco Bay.

The locality is one of the pleasantest
Its facilities ior bathing. Ashing and
are unsurpassed by any other
place on the
J. T. STERLING, Proprietor.
jn_»3dtf

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore dieting between the
undersigned under the name and stylo of H. T.
CUMMINGS & CO., was dissolved by hmtual consent ou the first day of January of the current year.
H. H. RICKER, retiring and H. T. CUMMINGS,
continuing 'he business under the old firm name at
413 Congress Street.
H. T. CUMMINGS,

THE

To Be Lei

Real Estate Agent Cahoon Block,
Portland June 13th. 1873.
ju33d2w

Thompson, Jr.,

SUCCESSOR
J.

M.

KIMBALL

TO
&

MANUFACTFRER

B 0 NI) S.
New York City
“

Has removed to
NO.

IS

MARKET

SQUARE.

vV SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
jun!3
sntf
* UK

MOTH, PATCHES, FRECKLES

And TAN,

PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
Sold by Druggists
Depot, 49 Bond 8t„ N. Y.
d&wsn6ml7

use

It is reliable nud harmless.

MEMORANDA.
Ship Enos Soule, from Cardiff, which arrived

All the Leading

Brooklyn City
Jersey City

mar22

SUITINGS,

FfiftNANDINA—Ar

a’129____sntf

7*f
7’g
7’s
7’S

Northern Pacific R. R., Gold,

7-80’

-FOR SALE BY-

R.

A. BIRD
97 Exchange StB OND S.

State of Maine
Portland & Bangor City
Bath & Rockland City

Chicago City
Wayne & Clay County, Illinois,
Toledo, Ohio,
Northern Pacific R. R., Gold,
Burlington Cedar Rapids & Minn.
Maine Central, Consolidated.

...

Canada, St.

6’s
6’s
•
6’s
7’,
7’s
7.80’s
7.80’s
7’s
7’s

John & Halifax Bank-

Bought and Sold.
WI?I. E. WOOD, Ag’t
notes

Sept 8-dlfi.

«7
__

Kifhnngf St,

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
OFFER FOR

Portland City
Bangor

SALE

—

(p,
6’s
6’s
7’g
County
...
Chicago
7’g
...
Toledo, Ohio
8’s
Scioto County, Ohio
8’s
Leeds & Farmington R. R., guaranteed 6’s
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Maine Centra) R. R.
7’g
Northern.Pa ifle R. R. Gold
7-30’s
Bath
Cook

....

-----

Government Bonds, Bank Stocks and
Gold Bought and Sold.
33 EXCHANGE STREET

_j»I’3_PORTLAND.dtf

FISH Am SALT.
300

NOW RECEIVING
qils. new' ami superior English
Shore Cod.

—

ALSO

IK STORE

—

Mew Shore and Bank large aud
medium Cod, Pollock, Cusk Haddock. Halibut, Smoked and'Pickled Herrings, Tongues A Sounds.
Trimmed Fins, Heads, superior
Quality Bloaters Mess Mackerel
with Mos. 1 and lofsi me.
Also Turks Island,Cadiz & Liverpool Salt
DAMA A CO.

Opportunity

give onr entire time to the manufacture
sale of our "Middlings Purifiers "
recently patented, we offer our Mill tor sale at a bargain. Capacity 350 bbls. Railroad In front and
Mississippi River iu the rear. Location unsurpassed,
being in the finest wheat section, and most beautiful
city of the West. Population 30.000. 125 miles above
St. Louis, anil 260 miles Southwest of
Chicago. Out
Flours have a good reputation already established
in tire various markets. Mill in
complete repair, latest improvements, unsurpassed iu
nuality of work by
any mill in ibis section. New macninerv lately introduced at large outlay, insures in itself a laige return in excess of the ordinary
milling profit.
For further particulars apply
immediately to

DESIRING

in

stock

Styles of Light Carriages.

C. E. WHITMORE A CO.,
CITY MILLS, QUINCY, ILL.,

©r

D. H. fOOl.lDHE,
88 COHHEBritb *T.. Portlaatl.

Heat Selected and moat Reliable Materiala, anaarpa.aed ia Elegance, tttyle and

Jn21_d2w
M. 8 K A V E Y

Durability.

Cuts

or

Drawings

furnished upon Application.

wOId

Has added to

Repository,”

I take
my
patrons who
'iml liis work to
at a fair mice. Mr. T.
may want a reliable carriage
has been in ray employ and associated with me in
J. M. KIMBALL.
business nearly 20 years.
eod2m
Jull

FOR SAlLE.

_Mon*©«*|mlhic
Maine Savings Bank.
depoj-ited

in this Bank on the first
tlay
begins on interest tli* same day.
interest the
following
A. M. BURTON, Treasurer.
junl7d&wif

of
MONE^

anv

month

It
first

on any other day, be*gins on
deposited
month.
day of the

HOT TKA ROLLS.
HOT

BLACKSMITH

Shop tools and stand situated

at
&

Buxton Centre on the line of the Portland
Rochester Rail Road; a good chance tor a good Blacksmith,
enquire of

HORACE EMERY,
0\ THE

PREMISE*.

Cumberland Bone Co.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Cumberland Bone Company for the choice of
officers and
the

transaction of any other business
may properly come before them will be hidden
oil TUESDAY, June 24th.
1873, at 3 P. M., at the
office of the Treasurer, 2} Union wharf.
that

*" J'

MOR1jl?i8d6t»k’
Portland Savings Bank,

Fortland, Juno 17,1873-

NO. 91 EXCHANGE

ST.

deposits

of one dollar and upwards commence interest on the first
day of the month
the
date
of deposit.
following
FRANK NOYES. Treasurer.
may29-drf

ALL

Street,

his business the

N®. lOO Iliddle Ntrect, Porilaud.

CARD,
Mr. Thompson
pleasure in reeommeniing
old friends and
all

THE

M. D..

At his room is a machine which all who are troubled
with Lavnc backs, treak stomachs or
imperfect circulation of the blood are invited to examine. Machines delivered to purchasers at N. Y.
prices.
iiacilicinc* nw UMual. iu3is3w

PORTLAND.

jul7dlw*

,

249 Congress

Affonoy of the Health-Lift Co.

302 & 304 Congress Street,

Ward. Wilev, from Baltimore for
spoken 9th inst. lat 26 30, Ion 69 55, in

St Jago. was
charge of the mate, the captain being sick and out of
his senses. Was advised to proceed end call at Turks
Islands for medical assistance.
SUMMER
Brig Cascatelle. Simmons, at New York from Matauzas. reports. 14th inst. lat 34 40, ion 74, encounterJUST RECEIVED AT
ed a severe gale lasting twenty hours,
commencing at
SE and veering to NE and NW, with
heavy cross
sea; shipped several heavy seas which filled the cabin
ROLLINS & BOND’S,
with water and strained the vessel badly;
sprung
aleak and had to keep the pumps constantly going to
NO.
GO MIDDLE
STREET. I
I keep her free.
SS“CALL AND SEE THEM Jflt
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-CId 12th. ship Bloc Jacket
Grozier. Liverpool.
Notice.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 16th, ship Scioto, Mitchell,
The Maine Eclectic Medical
will
their
hold
Society
11th, sch Mollle, Athertou,
next annual Meeting at the Preble House
Portland, New York.
Cld 7th. sch J F Willev, Willey, New York.
WEDNESDAY, June 25th, 1873, at 10 o’clock A. MSAVANNAH—Sid 17th, sch Stephen Bennett, Benjul6tdsn*
Per Order.
nett. Baltimore: L T Knight, Mclntlre. Boston.
Cld 20th, schs M B Mahoney, Hayward, Portland;
To the Public.
S 1. Davis, tor Bosron.
GEORGETOWN SC—Ar 12th, sch Lucy HamThe Society for the Prevention ol
Cruelty to Ani- mond, Bagley. Charleston.
mals
notice
that Alonzo H.
respectfully gives
Ar 14th, sch Ellie J Simmons, Harrington, from
Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
Savannah.
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent
of the
°
13th. brig Susie J Strout, Hammond, Rondont;
Cld
Society.
sch Stonn Petrel, Davis, West Haven, Ct.
The public ate therefore lequcsted to
give
prompt
16ih. schs S E
Cld
information to him of any
GrifHu, Baltimore;
cruelty to animals that Melville. Wentworth,Woodbury,
Bridgeport.
may come to their knowledge, and he will nee to it
WILMINGTON—Cld
that the offenders are brought to
17th, brig Waltham. Trim,
speedy and strict New York; sch
ChasSawyer, Mullen, Kingston, J.
Per «der.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 18th inst, sch Amos Walker.
Dunn, Boston.
Sid 18th, sch Lizzie Carr, Teel. Boston.
Cumulative Exercise or Health
Uifc.
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th, sch Eben Fisher, Reynolds
The subscriber Is now
Sagua.
prepared to give instruction
Rt Cumulative Exercise at
Cld 10th, barque Investigator. Ford, Amsterdam;
hlg Rooms, Nos. 5 and 6
schs Helen Mar, Rich, Saco; Charlotte Fisli. WilFluent s Block. Strength doubles
in three mouths
liam, and Annie Bliss. Sinnnons, Boston; Aldanah
daily exercise of fifteen minutes per day.
Rhokes, Rhodes. Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th,brig S P Brown.TinkSeparate Boom for Ladies.
er. Bangor; seb Addle Walton, Rich, Gardiner.
Apparatus sold at manufacturer’s prices.
Ar 19th brig Geo Burnham. Staples, fm Matunzas;
Visitors and Inquirers
schs Dclmont Locke, Hatch, Bangor; M E Amsden.
always welcome.
Hours from 9 to 12 and from 2 to 5.
Brooks, Gardiner; Alpha, Saulsbury, do; Edward
Kidder. Chase, Kennebec; Robert Byron, Clament,
jun!9sntf
j. h. GAUBEBT.
Frankfort,

everywhere.

O’s

;

Elizabeth City
Canada Southern R. R.,
Gold,
B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

All work made on the premises under my persona
supervision trom the

§uese

and in ballast.
Barque James E

6>

to
and

OF

constantly manufacturing and have

am

y

“

Rare Business

CO.,

Years Experience at the
“Old Manufactory.’’

at
to dis-

Rio Janeiro 22d ult, was destined to that port
charge, and did not put in in distress as previously
reported. She was in contact with a small Pormschr during a
aqual at midnight, about 25 miles
SE of Cape Frio, doing no damage to the shin and
but little damage to the schr. The ship will discharge
as intended and trora thence proceed to Baker’s Isl-

“

d3w

FINE CARRIAGES.
I

eodtl

Boarding

Zenas

Barrett,

jn23d3w

FIRST class Boarding House. The house on
the corner of Congress and Park streets, well
known as Miss Jones’
House, will be
leased lor a term of years. It contains about forty
rooms has a Stable and lee
house, Is now ready for
occupancy. Apply to
WM. 11. JERRIS

»

&

BY

100 MIDDLE STREET.

—

subscriber having remodeled and refurnished
this elegant House, is
THE
prepared to take

Coast.

7>H
7>s

“

Bankers and Brokers,

View House !

Peaks Islaud, Portland Harbor.

boating

«>„
■

__feb26

SPOKEN.
June 11, lat 31 30, Ion 78 25, barquo
Augustine
Kobbe, from Matanzas tor Queenstown.
June 15, lat 37 23. Ion 74 20, brig
E Pennell,
Mary
from New Orleans lor Providence.
June 15, lat 37 23, Ion 74 20, sch M M
Knowles, from
Cardenas lor New York.

is

“

Elizabeth, N. J.,
Cleveland “

—

DENTIST,

Co.

S A L E.

St. Louis

NB. 19tli inst, sch J C Nash, Crowley, Marblehead.
Cid 19th, sch Geo G Jewott. Finley, lor New York:

Mills.

Boyd.

OFFICE.

Providence Tool

ney, Boston.
Ar at St John,

sey.
Sch

ling

POST

ladtf

Bangor

Boston.
NEW

H. H. RICKER.

ARRIVED.

—

OPPOSITE

BONDS

Portland. Juno 23,1873.

Steamer Falmouth. Colby, Halifax, NS--passengers

and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer Dlrigo, Johnson, NcwYork
and mdse to Henrv Fox.

MAHER & CO.’s,
Ju»_

s.,„ w

B?

be found at

can

F

rtnturdny, June 91.

may bo found at the office ot

ment of Hammocks, Bnggy Umbrellas, Shawl and School Straps

Ship

—

Jul9___sutf

Wholesale Head-Quarter, for

AT

Nevada.New York. .Liverpeol_June 23
City of Merida.New York .Havana.June 26

BOSTON, MASS.

Paid up Cash Capital, $500,000.

SHAILER,

Howard Association, Philadelphia, Pa.
An Institution having a
high reputation for honorable conduct and professional skill. Acting Surgeon,
J. S. HOUGHTON, M. D, Essays for Young Men
sent free of charge. Address, HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St,., Philadelphia, Pa.
mv7
8n3m

Liverpool—June 24
Atlas.Bo-ton.Liverpool.June 24
Russia.New York. .Liverpool_June 25
City

Children’s wear. Also, the latest
New York styles of
Felt, Kersey
and Silk Hats, and a fine assort-

lery.

Canada.New York..

INSURANCE CO.,
OF

A. PARSONS, M. D.,

100 DOZ. KID GLOVES!

with less

snlw

o’clock, P. M.

GEO. W. TRUE,
STANLEY T. PULLEN,
CHARLES F. LIBBY,
CHARLES J. CHAPMAN,
Examining Board.
Portland, June 10, 1873.
jul2sndtd

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAM E KM

Ontario.New York. .Rio Janeiro.. June 23
Wilmington.New York. Havana.June 24

MANUFACTURERS FIRE AND MARINE

five years.

torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they
heavy colds, and if the cough in
suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the

BROS-

jul7

or a
take one or two
these cases be

Chenpe.t in the World.

always

SCHUMACHER

rates.

the stomach

In this
June 20, Miss Sallie Sawyer, aged 82
years.
In this city, June 21, Edward Oxnard, aged 81 years
11 months.
[Funeral services this (Monday) afternoon, at 3
o’clock, at his late residence. No. 40 Danforth street.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Gorham. June 22d, Abigail I., wife of Cornelius
Waters, aged 67.
In Derry. N. H.. June 19, Mrs. Harriet C. Thom,
widow of the late James Thom, Esq., aged 84 years.

..

We are happy to inform our patrons that they need
not go to the Vienna Exposition to see those beautiful gems of arts in Swiss Carving. We have just received a new importation of them, and will at all
times be pleased to show them, together with the
finest assortment of Pine Art Goods ever in Maine,
whi<e you listen to the sweet music from one of the
fine Music Boxes spoken of above.

ed with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate from a disordered condition of

Ju21__rolw
KID GLOVES FOR THE MILLION !

—

play.

SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thuds of the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the
side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, palu in the shoulder blade, feeling somdiimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompani-

HOUSE FOR SALE !

The

astonishing, particularly when it is taken into consideration that they are done with the most primitive instruments. There are over sixty exhibitors in
the carving group, and the works range all the way
from religious pie -es to paper kuives. There is a
book with exquisitely carved covers that is no sooner
There are bottles
opened than music begins to
which discourse lively music as the wine is poured
out. There is a chair which you no sooner set upon
than you are astonished by hearing the strains of
Mendelssohn’s Wedding March from its innermost

EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS.

REPORTS FROM A PRACTICAL CHEMIST AND APOTHECARY.
Boston, May 1,1871.
Dear Sir—This is to certify that I have sold at re
tall, sixty three doz. (756 bottles) of your Vegetine
since April 12, 1870, and can truly say that it has given the best satisfaction of any remedy, for the complaints for which it Is recommended, that I ever sold
Scarcely a day passes without some of mv customers,
testifying to its merits on themselves or their triends.
I am nersonly cognizant of several cases of Scrofulous Tumors being cured by Vegetine alone in this
vicinity. Very respectfully yours, AI GILMAN,
To H. R Stevens. Esq.
468 Broadway.

of the Boston Globe.

of the departments that is now attracting a
large share of attention is that devoted to the Sw iss.
Some ef the carvings hero are perfectly marvellous
in the minute finish that characterizes them. The
perfection attained by the Swiss carvers is something

recesses.**

"NOTICES.

Boston Herald Office, Boston, Sept. 19,1870
Mb. H. R. Stevens :
Dear S.r—Among the many cures effected by the
use of Veoetine, I have heard of none more satisfactoiy ihan my own. I have been afflcted with
Scrofula Salt Rheum for many years, inherited in the
blood, making its appearance on my whole body,
bursting out in different plrces, and painful beyond
description. Six of the moBt popular'purifiers which
are advertise,1 to cure Scrofula and like
complaints.
I nave
faithfully tried; but my disease waB so deep v
seated

Correspond-

“One

debility, indigestion, biliousness,

REPORTS FROM HOME.

Exposition

ence

Linen Batiste Suits,

intermittent fever which it will not

SPECIAL

dtf

Vienna

A Reinforcement Demanded.
When the system begins to wilt under the effects of
the first “heated term,” it is obvious that it ought
to be reinforced and sustained by wholesome stimulation. To resort to the adulterated liquors of commerce in such a crisis, as too many do, is the
height
of infatuated folly. All such fiery stimulants have
a sting.
After the first effect has past away, than
sting is felt. The reaction is terrible' Tho piostration ot body and mind which ensues is more complete
than before. But the operation of a medical tonic
like Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, in which extracts
ot the rarest remedial herbs and roots are blended
with tho spirituous essence of rye, pure and tindeflled
is very d fferent. No unpleasant reaction follows its
use.
It is a permanent, a perpetual invignrant, and

city,

jul2

Grass Cloth Suits,

are

Lunt
h”*™

PIED.

BROS.,

332 Congress St.

YORK COUNTY.

The Boston & Maine Railroad Company
building a freight depot at Biddeford.

"L*

Cork’ for order»i

CITY OF PORTLAND.

White Lawn Suits,'

and all the different grades and
styles of Straw Hats for Men and

Pori Johnson ; Clara Jane,
Marc“*
Eevnolds. Houghton. Boston.
Cld 20th, barque J E Holbrook, for Havre; Lavinin
for Cardenas; brig Deborah S Soule, Kingston, J.
LBWISOLIVKB A PUILLIPN.
Passed through Hell Gate 19th, brig Jodc A Deve"
reux, Saunders, New York for Boston; set s BrarnH. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co
hall, Hamilton, do for Portland; T Benedict, Marr,
KBADIgfj BOI.T AND NUT WORKS.
Woodbridge for do; L Standish, Wilder, Boughkeepsie for Pembroke; Addie Murcbie, Gibbs, New York
*• 'V.
(ilVI'ORO A Co
for Boston ; Burmab, Winslow, Port Johnson for
do; Sammy Ford, All«*n, Rondout for New Bedford;
Manufacturers
of
for
Fall
River.
Colwell,
Newburg
Percy,
Passed do 20th, brig Whitaker, Cotton, Elizabethschs
Richardson,
for
port;
Ligurc,
Elizabethport
Boston; Lottie Ames, Wooster, New York for do; N
Jones, FI inn, do tor Machlas; Alaska, Thorndike, do
for Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 19th, sch Tangent, Newman,
Bangor.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 20th, brig Mary E Pennell,
Marine Hardware &
ChandEaton, New Orleans; schs G L Bradley, Chipman,
Charleston; F H Odiorne, Crowell, Alexandria.
Ar 20th. sch Henrietta, Langley, Savannah.
Sid 19th, schs Gulnare. Bowden, Portland; Ida L
Howard, Williams, and J C Roker, Taylor, N York; I
THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES
J Tinker. Stewart, do.
WRINGER
PAWTUCKET—Ar 19th, sch Henrietta, Smith,
Gardiner.
Pchs Lizzie K, (Br) Waters, for Portland;
J. II- WORK, Agent,
Idaho. Jameson, New Yorlc.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, schs E C Gates,
44 Broad Street,
Freeman. Boston tor Philadelphia; D Talbot. Atnestliu
bury, Gardiner tor do; Harriet Fuller. Willard, and
Jti21('eow1yr_Ramon
Haniet Baker, Webber, Portland for do; Challenge
Bennett, anti Winslow Morse. Oliver. Bath for New
York; Carroll. Robinson, and Viola, Ingalls, Machlas
fordo; Torpedo, Fanning. Lubec for ao.
Sid 20th. schs Fannie Hall, Harriet Baker, Carrie
O «
L Hix. Julia Franklin, John
Mayo, Harriet Fuller.
D Ellis, E C Gates, Charlie Cobb, Cbampiou, aud
Winslow Morse.
Portland City
ft's
Ar 22d, sch IIII Fisk, Wixon, from Alexandria for
“
«>„

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Wednesday a bear was killed
bans, weighing 200 pounds.
Last

CANTON!

_

sn3m

9<L

Plan. Boom., 3 Cnhoon Block.
mar28-d3m.
(Opposite City Hall.)

NEWS.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

R. NATHAN,
(Late C. H 8TKBBIN9,)
360 Conuress Street, Portland.

CH4S. DAY, JR, & CO.,

ED. B. ROBINSON,

ju!8snlw

At Dr. Hamlin’s office, Bangor, there were
exhibited on Friday a herring and a smelt—
four and six inches long—both taken from the
stomach of a salmon. Ichtbyologysts have
long been trying to discover the food of the salmon.
These specimens will he presented to
the American Commissioner of Fishes.
All the logs are now out of the Penobscot
river, the first time for sixteen years, so says
the Whig.
Ten of the Penobscot tribe of Indians have
entered for the boat race at Bangor ou the
Fourth.
The Whig says that 133,063 sides of leather,
weighing 930 tons, have been tanned and sent
to Boston from the Kingman tannery the present season. The tannery gives employment to
sixty men, and in turning out the leather mentioned above, 9,500 cords of bark.

No Brands
And many other Brands of onr make. Iam in a
position to sell at lower rates than any ether Manufacturer or Jobber in the State.

C U L E

MACKINAW,

Heavy Hardware and Railroad Supplies.

“Havana Oens,”

A

Tuning.

CHANGES.
The world has many changes seen

1000.

SPORTSMAN'S FRIEND !

Orders attended to personally by

ACTUAL FACT !

per

New Tines,
Old Tines,

eodlmsn

—

doing in the California trade than last year.

There is a gradual increase, however, in the
fre'gbt movement around Cape Horn, notwithstanding the enorts of the managers of the
isthmus route to reduce it.

WHOLESALE.

other

remedy will.
It gives instant relief from Aching Teeth.
Every House-Keeper should keep it at hand, and
apply it on the first attack of any Pain. It will give
satisfactory relief, and save hours of suffering.

Piano

the same time in 1872.

KENNEBEC

no

be had at

MANILLA,

Holme, Norwich; Maria
K-Wy, McBean, Port-

ltichardSn

Freethy. Mansanilla;

STEBBIN S CIGAR STORE,
Congress Street, Portland.

Cigars very good foc-817

each bottle.
Price 25 cts., 50 cls.,and 91 per Bottle.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

against nine vessels of 10,693 tons in the

twenty-seven vessels, registering 36,852 tons,

find the Pu,in Khler gives them relief when

to

MISCELLANEOUS.

Col

19tb, brig B F v**},
F Young.
Cld 20, ship Prirna l)o>ma
barque Ella, Oliver, Portland;
Cld
sch 0

Cheroots, eleven dollars per lOOO.
from ‘IS cents per ponnd
83.30, and Pipes from one cent
each to 8100 each.

360

S
a" Kl,er:

land'.

Tobacco

can

Also ar 19th. schs Walton, Sherman, Bath; SW
Townsend. Townsend. Kennebunk.
Ar 20th, brig Clara Jenkins, Coombs. Sagua.
Ar 20tb, brig Arooslouk, Bryant, Trinidad; sch
Harry L Wbitton. Rich, Gardiner.
Cld 19th, schs Oliver Dyer, Falker, Saco; Ida May,
Diisko. Boston; Edw Kidder. Chase. Bath.
Cld 20lh, bTig A C Titcomb, Hall. Barbadoes
Below 20th. barque Pohono, Thompson. Matanzas;
brig Mary C Rosevelt, Pung, Gardiner; seb Jennie B
Gilkey, Gilkej, Matanzas; Addie M Bird, Merrill,
Gardiner.
MEW YORK—Ar 19th, brigs Charlotte, Wbittemore, St Ubes 50days; Annie Gardiner, Hatch, tiom
Cienfuegos 19 days; schs L F Warren, Johnson, lrom
Eleuthera 7 days; Julia A Decker, Freeman, do;
Stedman, Percy, Corpus Christ! 24 ds; Harry White,
Hopkins. Jacksonville; J W Cwtlin. Strout, Brunswick, Ga; Emma McAdam. Murch. Savannah; Florence Rogers, Shepard, do; Ida Hudson,
Greeley. Fall
River; Pearl, Gookin, Saco; E K Dresser, Harris.
Bath; Ida & Annie, Cook,Spruce Head; Susan Stetson, Yates, and Hosannah Rose, Gilkey, Providence;
E L Gregory, Thorndike. Norwich.
Ar 20th, brig Susie J Strout, Hammond, Georgetown SC; 3chs Victor, Nickcrsen. Para; Moses Patten, Harding. Porto Plata; Carrie Walker. McFarJacksonville; Island Belle, Creath, Eustnort;
Treat. Hodgdon, Gardiner; Robin, Strout,
Frank Maria. Wood, New Bedford; Carrie
Binimr-vuf; Rockland; M E Pearson, Pendleton,
Machias; Julia Grace,Grace,
Rockoort
ft®

PIPES, PIPES, PIPES.

ggr*Diiections accompany

corresponding

month last year. The total California movement thus far, this year, foots up

»MEX T, nothing gives quicker ease iu Burns, Cuts,
Bruises, Sprains. Stings from Insects, and Scalds.
It removes the lire, and the wound heals like ordinThose suffering with RHEUMATISM,
ary sores.
GOUT, or NEURALGIA, if not a positive cute, they

PARASOLS, SUN-UMBRELLAS A

was

Tobacco.

testing untried
get the genuine
PAIN-KILLER, as many worthless nostrums are
attempted to be sold on the great reputation of this

STREET.

CIGARS!

Tobacco,

valuable medicine.

FREE

left

Tobacco,

remedies.

5

be

CIGARS!

CIGARS!

Do not trifle with yourselves by
Be sure you call for and

y'

June lsth, was 224,977 barrels, against 201,374
barrels the previous week; and from January 1
to June 14, inclusive, 3,900,289 barrels against

At a rock blasting at Lisbon on Thursday,
three beams were thrown over Farwell’s mill,
and two stones weighing 300 pounds each were
thrown to a considerable height, one of which
fell through the roof of a boarding-house.. No

Orders

out

All the above

prvails, there is no remedy held in greater esteem.
Persons traveling should keep it by them. A few
drops, in water, will prevent sickness or bowel trouble i
from change of water.
From foreign countries the calls for Pain-Killer
It is found to
are great.
<

Presidency.”

ODe

at Hatch’s
may
cha-'ge.
Oyster
House, 307 Congress, or at the manufactory, 170
below
Oxiord
Pearl,
St.Ju20smUm

sections of the country where
FEVfiB AND AGUE

Cholera when all other Remedies Fait.
WHEN USED EXTERNALLY, AS A LINI-

a magnet for all the politicians and bummers
in the country.
Gen. Joseph Hooker has engaged Walker,the
battle painter, for #25,000, to paint a picture ot
the battle of Lookout Mountain, introducing
portraits of the principal participants. He has
also engaged Mr. Don Piatt to write his life.
The fruit growers of Delaware held a meeting at Dover the other day. at which the estimate of the peach crop of 1873 was given at
2,183,730 baskets. This estimate is over 100,000 baskets more than
that of last year,
when the yield was 500,000 baskets more than
the estimate. With an equal margin the crop
of this year will be very large.
The visible supply of grain June 14th, was as
follows: Wheat 5,524 692 bushels; corn 8,560,424 bushels; oats4,430,848 bushels; barley 196,062 bushels—showing a decided decrease as
compared with the week ending June 7. The
receipts of flour at the seven leading seaports,

M

of superior quality, in any quantity, to
Families, Picnics and parties. Spoons and Plates furnished with-

Cure

The faces of the Long Branch hotel keepers
lighted up with joy at the sight of the President, for his presence, they said, would act like

A

cream:

Unsurpassed.

Cramps, Spasms, IKeart-buru,
Diarrhea, Dysentery, Flnx, tt 'nd in
the Bowels, Son*- Stomach, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Ac.

Washington Chronicle denies that Speak-

STATE

are

Colie,

and recuperate.

3,466,244 during

Merita

it for

$5.75.

for

ice

If you are suffering from INTERNAL PAIN,
Twenty to Thirty Lrops in a Little Water will alalmost instantly cure you. There is nothing to equal

STREE.

COLDER,

selling

DAVIS’ PAIN-KILLER is what it
Reiiever of Pain.

a

Its

In

is

E

HATCH,

S.

It is beeause

claims to be

Go and see the Ladies’ Saits

idly improving, and he will no doubt be soon
entirely recovered. He has retired to the counto rest

6’s

SONS,
BANKERS,

C.

R

—OFFERS—

no one should travel on our Lakes or Rivers without
it.
Since the PAIN-KILLER was first introduced,
and met with such extensive sale, many Liniments,
Reliefs, Panaceas, and other Remedies have been
offered to the public, but not one of them has attained the truly enviable standing of the PAIN-KILLER.
Why Is This So 1

6’s

M&Thsntr

D.

T.

Has been tested in every variety of climate, and by
almost every nation known to Americans. It is the
constant companion and inestimable friend of the
missionary and the traveler, on the sea or land, and

•

jun9

1873.

PAIN-KILLER

BROWN &

EXCHANGE

cT

E

C

PERRY DAVIS’

6,a

BY—

Thirty Years,

For Over

1840.

6’a
7’a

Maine Central Conaola,
Portland & Kennebec Consols,
Androscoggin 4c Kennebec.
I,reds & Farmington,
Portland A- Kennebec Railroad
Slock, (guaranteed),
—FOB SALK

I
Tine Tests the Merits of all Things.

Portland & Ogdenaburg, Portland
Division, Go d
Portland & Ogdenaburg, Vermont

J*

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SECURITIES.
6’e
6'a
6’a

reduced to the necessity of sleeping perpetually on the ground floor.
The health of Vice President Wilson is rap-

try

SPECIAL NOTICES.

State of Maine Bonds,
City of Portland, Municipal
“
“
Railroad

iuvitations to a
were issued on postal

fashionable wedding

a

the present number and is deeply interesting as
giving an insight into the character of those illustrious men. Russian Policy in Asia will serve

HOME

Ohio,

cards.
It has been decided by a court in Boston that
if a man can rent a building for the purpose of
selling liquor, he need not pay any rent for t.
A band of 80 desperadoes, robbers and
thieves has been unearthed in Kentucky, and
one has confessed.
The Shab of Persia is prohibited by
etiquette
from ever walking up stairs, and he is therefore

a

series on “Gen. Sherman in Europe and the
East” begins in this number. The first of another series, entitled the “Signers of the Declaration of Independence” from the wellknown pen of Benson J. Dossing appears in

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TEA
can

he

W. C. Cobb’s
EVERY

ROLLS

had from

Bakery

or

Carts

AFTERNOON.

myi5_

tf

A Chance for a Good and
Safe Investment!
Stnre 177 Middle street, now occupied by the
known Apothecary Dr. Etlwar i Mason, will
at auction on Tuesday the 8tli day of duly, (if
be
not sold previous at private sale.) For terms inquire
of D. W. Sbaw, Insurance Agent, 12 Market Square,
or Wm. H Ayers, No. 50
street jn21dtd

well
THE
fold

Exchange
Copartnership Notice.
E.

& S.
SPRING, having purchased
the interest of Manasseh Smith in the Portland
MESSRS
will continue the business with the
Star Match
a.

Co.,
remaining partner ,Tas. C. Jordan, under the same
name as heretofore.
All the accounts ot the old firm assumed by the
“CW °nC'

MANASSEH SMITH,

JAS.
JORDAN,
A S. E. SPRING,

Jn2PlwA.

FOR SALE !
A

VALUABLE

PATENT,
Apply to FRANK WENTWORTH, City Hotel.
jn20
3t»

Board.

SIX

gentleman can be ar,ommodnted with goo
and pleasaut rpoms at No. 26 FwStr

Board
Street.

Jul9d2w-

SUNDAY

THE PRES8.
MONDAY MORNING, JUNE 23.

1873

New AdTertiaenaenta To-Day*
AUCTION COLUMN.
Heal Estate—F. O. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Reports from Home—Vegetine.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To be Let—Wm. II. Jerris.
Bay View House—J. T, Sterling.
Dissolution of Copartnersbiii—Cummings &
City of Portland—Geo. W. Parker.

Co.

Saturday.—James H, Collins. Assault and bat
costs. Paid.
Locke.
Brief

Jotting*.
Eyes were quite useless Saturday because of
the dust. The best oue could do was to shut
his eyes, push straight ahead, and trust to

luck.

Nearly
one

every

oue

else, “Well it’s

is saying to nearly every
to
over at last!” referring

the

Fair, of course.
There will be no train in from Gorham Monday evening. There will be trains in on Tuesday and Wednesday nights.
Company “Q” hold a meeting Monday night.
Their recruiting sergeants are already out.
Col. A. W. Bradbury will deliver the address
at

the Waldboro’ centennial on the Fourth of

July.
The water

jets in the
see during

beautiful to

Bark Fountain were
the incipient tornado

Saturday.
The Wentworth property in Deering was sold
by F, O. Bailey & Co., Saturday, to Freeman
Bradford for $2650.
It is reported that the new Emery & SVnter
house store on Middle street is to be occupied
by the well known jeweler, Abner Lowell.
Itcv. O. M. Cousens of this city, sails for

Europe Weduesday as representative of the
Maine Good Templars at the international assembly of the Order in London.
The Chestnut Street Sabbath School have an
excursiou to Old Orchard on Saturday, the 28th
lust. All members of the Society are requested to join. A special train leaves at 8.30 a. m.
and returns at 5 p.rn.

Another billiard match between the cham-

pions

will come off about July 2d.
One of the up town girls admires

Army and
officers because they aro “so inconsequent; while they are deepest in love they are
ordered away, aud you are never bothered with
them any more.

Navy

The annual weep of the High School has begun, the larger portiou of it being done by the
graduating class.
The graduating exercises of the senior High
School class this year promise to be fuller aud
more

interesting than

usual.
A match game of base ball was played Friday between the Juniors and Mountaineers,
resulting in a defeat of the former by a score
to 41 to 35.
Free street Society have decided to have their
excursion to Old Orchard on Monday, June
30tli, instead of Wednesday, July 2d.
A boy stole a bottle of pop beer from a
wagon
Saturday, and in attempting to try the contents the stopper came out aud came in contact with his nose.
He presented a sorry looking nose when the beer was washed off. Beer
always makes the nose look bath
At the match game of base ball, played at

Deering Saturday afternoon, between the Dirigos and Brewertous, the score stood 34 to 10,
Charlie Wilkinson, with a full company
from the Boston Theatre, will play at Music
Hall on the Fourth of July.
Thomas Nast has been secured as a lecturer
for the coming season, and will speak' in this

city.
The Yacht Club start on their annual cruise
at 9 a. m. to-day, sailing for the east under
sealed orders.
One hundred aud nineteen cars of freight arrived at the Grand Trunk station for the twenty-four hours ending at 1 a. m. Saturday; seventy-four of lumber.
Mr. Albert Dam was the fortunate man who
drew the great meerschaum pipe Friday night.
Of course it isn’t profane to call him A. Dam
lucky fellow.
An “old friend” in New York is anxious to
know if Capt. James Witham, or his wife, or
his daughter Eliza are yet alive.
There were nine druuks

at the station

last

night.
Portland

Commandery.—Portland

mandery Knights Templar 'started

on

Com-

their

excursion to St. John and Fredericton Saturday morning. The Commandery, numbering
67 men, formed in front of Masonic hall at 11
o’clock, and from there marched to the Falmouth House where ranks were opened and R.
E. G. Commander Ballou of Bath, and R. E
D. G. Commander Holmes of Gardiner, and E.
Commander Gordou of this city, were received.
The Commandery then took up its march for
the Maine Central depot. On arrival at Bangor the St. John Commandery of that city will
join the Portland Knights, and the party will
proceed to St. John, and thence up the river to
Fredericton, returning to this city Wednesday.

School Examinations.—The High School
examinations take place Tuesday, June 24th,
at 9 a. m., and 2.30 p.m. The graduating exercises take place at City Hall at 2.30 p. in

Wednesday. The Grammar and West School
examinations are holdeu at 9a. m. Wednesday,
the 25th inst.
The examinations at Primary
Schools 1, 3, 5 and 7 and at Intermediate School
at9 a. m. Thursday, the 26th inst.; Primary
Schools 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 at 2 p. m. Thursday.
The examinations at the North School take
place Friday, the 27th inst; the primary department at 9 a. m., and the grammar departParents are invited to attend
the examinations. The vacation of each school
will begin at the close of the examination. The
next term will begin Monday, Aug. 25th.

ment at 2 p.

m.

Edward Oxnard.—The death of Edward
Oxnard, which occurred at his residence in this

city at 8 o’clock Saturday morning, was not a
surprise to oar community, for he had been iu
failing health for a long time.
Mr. Oxnard was born in this city July 13,
1791. and was cousequently nearly 82 years of
age at the time of his death. With bis brother
William he went into the dry goods business on
Middle street sixty years ago. Thirty years after they engaged iu navigation, and built ships
for the cotton trade. About twenty years ago
Mr. Oxnard was a
he retired from business.

quiet, retiring disposition, liked and
respected by all who knew him. He leaves a

man

ed that the scene at Damascus was the keynote to his whole life. His conversion changed
his whole being, even bis name. Paul’s ministry was especially characterized by three things,
He
namely: activity, boldness and dignity-.
do in the
was active because he saw so much to
whole
service he had undertaken, and his

of

large family of children.
Portland Water Company.—At noon Friday an adjourned meeting of the bondholders
of the Portland Water Company was held at

trimmed, the headstones
thing made as attractive

long

e

rnu.

His ministry was a dignified one, because he
for the glory of the Master:
was very sensitive

suffer stripes and imprisonHe was ready
ment as Paul, but wheu the houor of Christ
was at stake, he would not break out of
jail or
be quietly withdrawn, but insisted
upon having
his conduct publicly justified.
to

It is evident too that Paul thoroughly understood his work, that he knew the requirements
of his

Master,

and that he

straight and everythe

locality

and its
It is now a fitting spot for
uses would permit.
the last resting place of so many of Portland’s
citizens. The work has been under the Superintendence of Mr. J. S. Gould, to whose care
as

and taste we owe the excellent
which have been made.

improvements

God’s grace was what
made Paul’s life significant. We have our harbors dredged and dug out that the deep keeled
ships may reach the shores. So we should have
our hearts’and mi uds deepened that the freights
of God’s grace may be unladen in large stores
A nature

into

our

deepened by

lives.
NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.

Rev. Mr. Hayden preached his first sermon
since his return, at the New Jerusalem church
yesterday morning, taking as his text Mark iv;
26, 27, the parable of the sower. His discourse
turned upon the union of divine and human
forces iu the achievement of results.
There
two extremes, said the speaker; one is that
of waiting with folded arms for the manifestation of God’s grace and power, the other is
that of attempting to achieve all by one’s own
The
powers, unaided by divine assistance.
arc

golden

mean lies between these two extremes.
Man prepares the soil and plants the seed, but
God gives the vegetative soul and sends the
rain and the sunlight to nourish it The speaker then commented upon the limitation of our

We know that the seed shapes itself into the fruit, hut we know not how nor
why. The sermon was onb of much power,
abounding iu great wealth of illustration,

knowledge.

and delivered with even more than

usual fer-

vor.

At the Sabbath School Mr. Hayden gave a
brief account of the General Convention at
Cincinnati, from which he has just returned.
Statistics show that the church throughout the
country has increased in numbers and influence
during the last year with greater rapidity than
during any previous year. He spoke in high
terms of Urbana University, Ohio, which is
fast becoming a national denominational college. He said it was almost a Maine institution, Rev. Frank Sewall and Prof. Moses of
Bath, being its leading officers, and many of

Congress,near the

corner of Carlcton st reet. The
sidewalk led from the street to the residence of
Mrs. Hezekiah Packard.
The only damage

done was to the planking.
This was the first
alarm that has ever been sounded from box 38,
aud there was no apparent necessity of sounding it then.

Too Bad!—The young ladies are beginning to
get rested from their arduous labors of the last
two weeks, and are lamenting, with a woe too
wild for tears, the close of the Fair. The decorations of the floral pavilion and the fancy tables, and the jaunty costumes of the waiter
gills made a superb and attractive setting for
for their beauty.
They find it hard work to
come

down to

plain

citizen’s clothes and citi-

zen’s duties.
1

Base Ball._The young Emeralds of the Portland
Rolling Mills are again organized under
the name ot
Ligouia Base Ball Club, and the
following otficerg have been chosen: President,
Thomas
M. Burke;

McGinnis;

Vice President,

Secretary, J. Wilkinson; Treasurer, W. Jones;
Captain, D. Jones; Field Director, W. Perkins-

slipper pockets.

D WDeane, walnut stand.
Mrs. R Jenuess, dolls trunk.
Bridget Gallager, toilett sett.
Mrs. Dr. Burr, fancy articles.
Mrs. James Brown, fancy articles.
Mr. Harvard, a painting.
Mr. Kirsh, a pipe,
Mrs. S Foy, faucy articles.
Mr. R S Morse, $50.
Mrs. Gcu. Thom, fancy articles.
Mrs. B. Cummings, a picture,
Mrs. A Haines, toilet cushion.
Win Haines, fancy articles.
its teachers being Maine men.
Miss Jordan, fancy articles.
FIRST PARISH.
Mrs. C Rogers, fancy articles.
Mrs. T H Cummings, autumn leaves in hay.
Rev. Mr. Buck exchanged with Rev. Dr. Hill
Mrs. Osgood, fancy articles.
yesterday morning, and preached a powerful I
J R Corey, dry goods.
discourse at the First Parish church, selecting
F F Hale, picture frame.
as his text, Math. XVI—3,
“the sigus of the
Mrs, G S Davis, red rug.
times.” He spoke of the recent sermon by
Charles H. Haskell, Treasurer.
Beecher iu which he advocated the doctrine of
The headquarters of the Executive Commitfinal restoration, and of the succeeding sertee are now established at No. 3. Elm street,
where they will be very happy to receive furmon, so different in character, delivered at the
same church by Murray. Iu the discourse of
ther contributions in aid of the Maine General
Mr. Beecher the speaker saw the sigus of the
Hospital,and where they desire all bills against
times. It was au evidouce that the days of
The Fair may be immediately presented for
rigid adherence to the dead words of creeds were settlement.
passing by, never to return any more. A spirit
Fifty-sixth Anniversary of the First
of broader charity was manifest,and henceforth
Baptist Sabbath School.—Yesterday occura man will be judged by the spirit within him
red the fifty-sixth anniversary of the First Bapand by the fruit of his works, rather than by
tist Sabbath School in this city. According to
the creed which he holds. The speaker dwelt
custom, it was celebrated with appropriate
upon the doctrine of final restoration as probaservices, both afternoon and evening.
and consonant with our ideas of

|

ble, pleasing

the goodness of God.
speak in deprecatory
Herald article

on

He took occasion to
terms of the Church
John Stuart Mill.

Slllt.c.1

Yesterday morning,

UAIVEKSALIST.
a

large congregation

was

in attendance. The services wore conducted by
the Pastor, Itev. Geo. \V. Bickuell, who took
for the text of his discourse, the words found
in Gen. 3; 8, “Aud Adam and his wife hid
themselves amongst the trees in the garden.”
Adam commenced life in purity. He transHis conscience became aroused. He
hide from the warning voice. The
result exhibited the folly of attempting to escape the consequences of transgression. Yet
thousands attempt the same experiment. They
fail and always will fail
The preacher went

gressed.
thought

to

iu a pointed manner to show how men permit their consciences to exert an influence iu
such directions, hut restrain them in others.
He did not believe in having special consciences.
Its full power should be exerted everywhere.
He spoke iu plain terms of the baneful influence attending the sentiment too often in business, that you must gain the dollar anyway.
Fraud was fraud everywhere, and the man who
indulged therein, like Adam, would desire to
hide himself.
Business must never swing
away from honest, upright dealings. Allusion
was also made to the
“political ^conscience”—
its trickery reviewed. Men might he honest

on

everywhere else, but they deemed all fair in
politics. This doctrine was earnestly combatted.

The demands of the age are for honorable,straight-forward, able men. The victory of
principle should alone he legarded. It is this
sentiment that all is fair in politics, which
leads to results so often disgraceful, aud the
chief manipulators may see the time when they
will gladly hide themselves, even as some
ought to do to-day.
He did not believe conscience was satisfied in
religion where are simply understood the articles of creed—or was scrupuously exact iu all
outward ceremonies. He did not believe in
that semblance of religion which asked God’s
blessing on the poor, aud then gave them
shirts to make atja sixpence apiece,—nor that
which prayed for the heathen in foreign lauds,
and kept our own heathen out of our churches

by high pew taxes. When conscience really
gains its power—all such will seek to hide
when goodness, aud trutli ami Christ pass by.
Conscience must never he denied. We want it
full and clear—should so live that under no circumstances shall we desire to conceal ourselves
or our acts.
Keep conscience clear in business,
politics aud religion. God speaks to us through
it when we err. Always listen to the voice.
We shall never seek to hide, when God calls us,
when oureonsciences'are clear, but we shall he
prepared to rest iu the everlasting arms, trusting anil happy as a child folded in its parents
embrace.
FREE STREET CHURCH.

The pastor, Rev. Dr. Small, was absent yesterday, and his pulpit was supplied by Rev. Mr.

God shows His power just as much iu the
cealment as in the revelation.

con-

CATHEDRAL OF THE CONCEPTION.

Bacon

delivered

the
his

Bishop
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception,
text being Luke
4; 1st to 10.
It being the 28th
anniversary of tile Pope’s
a

sermon

at

ascension to the Seat of
St. Peter, the thread of
his sermon related to
the papacy. The Bishop
sa.d the Catholic Church
h19

J

u
church.

Alarm of Fire.—The alarm of fire from
box 38 Saturday afternoon was caused by the
burning of a wooden sidewalk and fence on

Miss Quincy, a painting.
Dr. H PR Dearborn, a painting,
Mrs. Elizabeth Murray, a painting.
Mrs. W G Ray, painting by Cloudman.
Mrs. W G Ray, fancy artieies.
Miss Ray, French dolls.
Mr. Nicholas Boyd, a painting,
Mrs. J F Miller, chromos and fancy articles.
Sirs A Rogers, fancy articles.
C A Weston, .'1 boxes of tea.
W L Wilson & Co., groceries.
Mrs. M F Phillips, fancy articles.
Mrs. C C Millett, shawl strap.
Miss Millett, foot rest.
Mrs. W J Fowler, gilt toilet cushiou.
Mrs. L D. Shepley, doll bedstead, furnished,
and other articles.
Mrs. Alford Dyer, doll and other fancy articles.
Mrs. Charles Day. large wax doll.
Mrs. Win Hamilton, beautiful leather work.
Miss Ann Greeley, needle hooka
Worsted work from Dunstable, through Miss
S Chadwick,
Miss Marcia Bradbury, fancy articles.
Miss Nora Bartlett, wax flowers.
Miss Foster, painting of pansies.
Mrs. H I Robinson, fancy toilet table.
Mrs. T Shaw, fancy articles.
Mrs. W. H. Anderson,glass stand for flowers
and fancy articles.
Miss Russell, fancy articles.
Miss Julia Russell, fancy articles.
Mr. A D Smith, toilet box.
Peavy & Sons. Boston, one velvet rug.
Mr. John Rogers, group, piaying doctor.
Mrs. Eames, Chinese cottage.
The Misses Gerrys. Waterford fancy articles.
Mr. Menrv Bartol. Philadelphia, $25.
Miss Burgin, fancy articles.
Miss Crocker, fancy articles.
Mrs. Dr. Richter, fancy articles.
Miss Georgia Ray, fancy articles.
Mrs, A. D. Sturdivant, sofa cushion and fancy articles.
Cummings & Brock, two wooden frames for

the imhim re-

appreciated

portance of his mission. We find
ferring to the work of Christ, as “the glorious
gospel of the gracious Lord.”

shiubbety

set

Executive

Citizens of Belfast, through Dr. Gilman,cash
collection $033.
Proprietors of Eastern Argus, Portland, advertising, $245.58
The camel’s hair shawl donated to the Fair
by Mr. E. D. Jordan, of the firm of Jordan,
Marsh & Co.. Boston, and drawn Dy Mrs. Gilman, on ticket No. 6, and returned by her for
the benefit of the Fair, has been resold for $100
in accordance with suggestions submitted by
Mrs. G.
I he Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine,
drawn by Mr. Samuel Hanson of Buxton, was
donated by him for the benefit of the Fair.
The large oil painting, drawn by Miss Mary
J. E. Clapp, on Friday evening, was by her
presented to the Fair.
Mrs.Carroll and Mrs. Goery acknowledge the
receipt of $12.00 from their table at the Maine
General Hospital Fair, and also the the receipt of the following articles for their table:
Mrs. W S Thorn, fancy articles.
Mrs. PAS Deaiboru, fancy articles.
Prince & Merrill, fancy goods.
Miss Beach, Drawing of Paris.

was roused with enthusiasm.
jo
bold because ho saw the great things
assist him to do; aud
was able to do, and to
him in the
how little sin could avail against

22 Devonshire street, Boston, E, B. Burnham
of Saco, presiding. The committee appointed
Estes of Paris Hill. Mr. Estes preached a fine
for that purpose reported that* parties have
discourse from Rev. x: 1, 2. The subject was
been found to
pay off and assume all the float- l very interesting. The cloud that was
spoken of
ing debts of the company, except the overdue
was
explained as being a symbol of mystery,
coupons of April and October, which the bondthe raiubow as a promise, the open book as a
holders agree to fund iu bonds
due, in five years revealmeDt of the promise. The Bible is as
from July 1, bearing 7 per cent interest.
full of concealments as it is of revelations.
Eastern Cemetery.—A general
renovation
has taken place at the Eastern Cemetery. The
grass has been cut, the hedges and

Faiil—The

Biddeford, cash, $100.

was

tery. Fined $5 with
Kingsbury.

Hospital

tional articles and money in aid of the Maine
General Hospital Fair, from the following
named parties:
Portland Publishing Company, Portland; L.
A. Foster Treasurer advertising and job work,
$‘>0(1 70
J. A.' Merrill & Co., proceeds of raffle in
Freuch clock, $105.
A friend, through Hon. J. H. McMullan,

The sermon at State Street Congrcgationa'fist
Church, yesterday, at the morning service, was
delivered by Rev. Mr. Bissell of Winchester,
Mass. Text, Romans /, “Paul the Servant of
Jesus Christ,” The preacher traced the history of the great apostle of the Gentiles,and show-

great soul

Court*

JUDGE MORRIS.

BEFORE

Maine

Committee acknowledge the donation of addi-

STATE STREET.

CITY AND VICINITY.

Municipal

SERVICES.

being founded by
"M the only true

Al,08Ues’

All governments must
have a head
the Catholic Church was a
government with
Christ at its head. All other forms of
governments may change, will change, have

■

changed

AFTERNOON EXERCISE.

After the organ voluntary, Invocation hymn,
prayer, response, by the church choir, scripture
responses by the superintendent and school;
came a beautiful solo by a little miss, who
sang very sweetly. The reports of the several
officers were then given, which showed the
school to be in a very prosnerous condition. \Ve
glean the following facts and figures from the

general reports:
The whole number of deaths in the school the
past year are five. One hundred new books
have been added to the library, making 791 in
all; all of which have been obtained since the
great tire. Amount of money collected, $358;
balance on hand $6.08. Number of teachers
36—15 males, 21 females. Number of scholars,
321—133 males, 188 females. Making in all
357 teachers and scholars. Largest number in
attendance 29G. Average attendance 241.Smallest 108. At the close of the reading of the Superintendent’s report, wreaths of flowers were
brought forwa rd by the members of the classes
that had lost one of their members by deathThese were placed near the altar, and together
with the fine display of flowers from the gas
jets, presented a beautiful appearance.
The pastor, Dr. Shailer. remarked that he
had prepared an address to deliver, but on the
whole be thought it best to talk to them insteadHe then proceeded to discourse of the childhood
of Jesus, drawing therefrom lessons of charity,
of meekness, of earnestness, and of wisdom,
for the benefit of the children. iThcre has always been a great desire among men to see the
God of their worship. The great cry of the Hebrews was to see their God.He deigned to reveal
himself in the form of man, and to become as a
little child; and while a child he set a shining

example for the children of all time to

come.

EVENING EXERCISES.

In the evening, the appearance on entering
the church was very line. The main audience
room, as well as the galleries on either side,
were filled to repletion.
The children were in
the best of spirits, and as they sat around the
different clusters of flowers, they looked charm-

inglyThe exercises consisted of songs, choruses,
responses by the school,and a brief summary of
the reports given in the afternoon.
M. L,
Stevens then made a few brief and appropriate
remarks to the school; he was followed by Messrs. Hart and Melchcr of the Free Street School.
The superintendent then made a warm and earnest appeal to the school for its cooperation dur-

ing the coming year. The pastor declined to
address them again, but gave for a motto, “On
to victory.”
Prayer was offered, and the very
interesting services closed by siuging, in which
the audience joined.
Beal Estate Transfers. The following
are the real estate transfers in this city for the
past week:
Lot of land on Salem street, from John
Neal to B. & M. K. B.; consideration $150.
Lot of land situate in Maple Grove on Oak
street, from C. If. Babb to William Deering;
consideration $249.83.
lot of laud on new Federal street, from John
Parrs to Gustavus Hawley;
consideration

$650.

Lot of laud with brick dwelling house thereon
on Park street, from Leonard Crockett
to Mary
A. Burke; consideration $4,200.
Lot of land on Congress street, from John
F. Wells to Bichard S. Scamuian; consideration $1,800.
One undivided half of lot of land beginning
on northeast line of location of A. & St.L. B.
It. from Ambrose Custis to William T. Custis
and another; consideration $1500.
Lot of land on Smith street, from Charles
Gould to Joseph Schmitt; consideration,

$1200.

One undivided
half
of
land
and flats
Portland pier and of middle store thr reon,
from Ann M. Brown and ethers to Edward
Thurston; consideration $500.
Lot of Land and portion of tenement house
on corner of Brackett and Spring streets, from
lthoda E. Marr to Charles B. Greeuleaf; conon

sideration $3500.

Lot of land with buildings thereon on Free
street, from Eliza A. Potter to Wm. H. Jerris;

consideration $5000.

the Catholic church never lias changed and never
will. The Pope, he said, receives his power directly from Jesus as also did his predecessors,
consequently lie must be infallible. As a man he
is liable to err, hut as Pope he cannot. The
Church lias seen many bitter days; it has been

School Concert.—The
closing
Sabbath School concert for the summer came
°ff at the India street Universalist church last

harassed during eighteen centuries, and will he
until the end of time, hut at no time iu her history lias she been so troubled as at the present.
The Pope lias during the last three years been
despoiled of the possessions which the church

o

has held for twelve ceuturies,—possessions
which are absolutely necessary for him to have.
He is now thrown upon the benevolence of the

catholic people throughout the world.
MARKET SQUARE.
The usual open air meeting, holilen under the
auspices of the Y. M. C. A., took place in Mar-

evening, ltev. Mr. Williams, of
Plymouth church, conducting the exercises.
Prayer, singing and exhortations made up the
The attendance was good. The
programme.
in
ket

Square

interest

last

these meetings seems to be on the
increase, and we trust they will be continned.
We would suggest, however, that they be holden either at an earlier or later hour, as at six
o’clock most people are busily engaged.

Sabbath

evening. The exercises consisted of singing,
recitations, &c. The church was ornamented
w ith floral
decorations. Near the conclusion
t

it,

exercises a floral veil was let fall, and a
framework was
revealed, upon which twenty
ittle girls dressed in
a letter
each

white,

of evergreen aad
flowers, the
the senteuce, Jesus, the

placed

whole forming
r,oae of Sharon.’very artistic and very fine

The effect was
The pleasing Sabbath
evening exercises will
be resumed in September.

Military Excursion.
the
Blues, accompanied by the Norway Light Infantry, take a trip to the Islands. The Blues
form at the armory, proceed to the
Preble
House where they receive Col. Mattocks and

To^-row,

staff,

thence march to City Hall and
[open
ranks for the Mayor and other invited
guests,
and from there proceed to the Grand Trunk
Trunk Depot, where, at 9 a. m. the

Norway

arrive. The two companies then march to
the wharf and embark for the Islands.
men

Missing.—A Swede named Emanual Auderson, residing at No. 16 Greenleaf street, has
been missing since last
It

Friday morning.
feared he may have made way with himself,

is

he was in an unsettled condition of mind for
several days paevious to leaving home.
His
as

wife is

laboring under a terrible anxiety on acof his mysterious disappearance.
He is
24years old, medium size, dark complexion,

count

slight build,

wears

a

been accustomed to

moustache and

has

not

drinking.

Salmon.—Three tons of salmon from the St.
Lawrence were received by Loveitt & Co.,
Commercial street, Saturday. A .large portion
of it was shipped to the eastern part of the
Seems like
State, the very home of salmon!
sending coals to Newcastle, dosen’t it?

Baptism.—Yesterday morning Elder It. K.
York, acting pastor of the Second Advent
church, performed the rite of baptism to six
persons, at the foot of Fraukliu street. There
large company of spectators in attend-

was a

ance.

Accident.—A little son of George W. Rice,
about six years old, bad his leg broken by the
fall of some heavy plank upon it, while playing
upon Anderson street, about four o’clock, Sat-

urday afternoon.
Single Shell Race.—At seven o’clock on
the evening of the 2nd prox. a single shell
race of two miles comes off
in the harbor,
George D. Loring having challenged C. M.

Henry,

the present holder of the
cup, and the challenge having been

champion
accepted.

Boot and Shoe Business.—The number of
of boots and shoes shipped iu this city
for the week ending Saturday amounted to 6S8

WASHINGTON.

F O K FI & N.

The Jaly interest.
Washington, June 21.—Assistant Treasurers are directed to pay interest due on the first
of July on the 25th iust, without rebate.
Headstones.
The War Department will next week invite
proposals for supplying 250.000 headstones for
the graves of the Union dead.
The Rebel Archives.
Statements having recently been made that
valuable papers relating to court martial and
army frauds accouuts had been abstracted from
the War Department, a special inquiry was
made to-day at Adjudant General's Office and
Bureau of Military Justice as to the truth of
the reports. Kopiy was that the only information ou the subject which had reached the
office in charge, was through the newspapers.
System of dealing with all papers received and
their preservation was explained showing there
could be no theft of any particular documents,
without the connivance of the clerks and
watchman, whose characters for trustworthiness
is unquestioned.

Spanish Affairs.
Conspiracy to Establish n CoBarranre
Republic—Meeting of the Cortes.
Biopritz, June 21.—[Herald special.]—-Serrano, Martos. Caballero, Herr,'das Gaminde,
Sargoso, and others residing in the neighborhood, are endeavoring to organize a moderate
party, and secure possession of the government
of Spain. They have made overtures to the
Carlists, and to regular regiments in the service of the republicans, intending, if they secure sufficient force, to march on Madrid. Prop-

ositions of this nature were made to all the
leading Carlists, who all refuse to have auy relation with Serrano or any of his partizaus, but
it is believed that many regular
regiments of
the Spanish army are now in the interest of
this conspiracy. The party pretends to favor
the Unitarian and conservative republic. The
Carlists were told that should they not accept
the proposition, the northern provinces will be
abandoned to them, and the troops withdrawn
to the southern side of the Kbro, until the reestablishment of material order in Spain, when
the invasion of a war of conquest against Navarre, and the Basque country will lie undertaken.

Tremmrv Balance*.
The

following are the Treasury balances today : Currency $8,805,453; special deposits of letenders
for redemption of certificates of degal
posit $32,275,000; com $75,807,710; including
$30,007,200 in coin certificates; legal tenders
outstanding $.350,000,000.

MADRID, .June 21.—A private meeting of tue
majority of the Assembly was held to-day, at
which Senor Pi y Morgall, president of the
council, was present, and delivered a strong
speech. He demanded the adoption of a vigorous policy, aud that extraordinary powers be
conferred upon the government, in order to enable it to deal with the enemies who were conspiring to overthrow the republic.
Senor Castelar asked for a vote of confidence
in the government which was adopted, and the

Prison Statistic*.
The Attorney General has issued a circular
to the Wardens of the several penitentiaries,
calling upon them, in order to comply with the
act of Congress requiring criminal statistics
arising under United States laws, to fill up and
return to the Depaitmenfc of Justice,the blanks
which he has furnished them, including number of convicts iu their respective institutions
ou the 1st of January, terms of their
respective sentences, places of their birth, nature of
their crime, number of convicts discharged in
1872, aud minor details of their imprisonment.

meeting adjourned.

Canadian Pacific Railroad.
Toronto. Ca.; June 21.—The Mail, a govern*
ment organ, this morning says; “We are in
formed, on good authority, that a meeting of
the directors of the Canadian Pacific railroad is
called for the Fourth of
July, in Montreal, toratifv an agreement entered into with parties
in England. It is believed the agreement is of
a kind which will commend itself to the board,
and that the country may confidently look forward to the success of the enterprise, Sir Hugh
Allan and his associates left England for Canada, ou Wednesday last, .by the steamer *Circassian.
The Vienna Exposition
Mr.
Schultz
Retires.
Vienna, June 21.—Mr. Jackson Schultz has
retired from the Chief Commissionership of the
United States to the Exposition, and Hon. John
Jay, the American Minister,has sent a despatch

cases

cases.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Now is your last opportunity to get a beautiful Oil Painting or Cbroino for one dollar, at
120 Middle Street.
They close iu two days.

june21-2t

_

Dr Urann at Preble House Tuesdays and
Wednesdays of each week. His cures are won-

may30-d&wtf

derful.

Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indiges-

For Loss of

tion, Depression of Spirits and General Debili
ty, in various other forms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya made by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by all
druggists, is the best tonic. As a stimulant
tonic for patients recovering from fever or othIf taken during
er sickness, it has no equal.
the season it prevents fever and ague and other
intermittent fevers.
juul8-4wt
Mrs. Manchester.—The celebrated Clairvoyant and Eclectic Physician is now at the
United States Hotel, and is having a large
run

of

All should consult her as her

practice.

stay is limited

to

ten days longer.

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, iu the eastern part of
Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
the State.

jel4-dtf

Press office.

Now is the time to have your window screens
made. Lothrop, Devens & Co. have received a
large quantity of German linen and cotton
No. 61 Exchango St.
gauze, green wire, &c.

may!7tf

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
(Special to the Press.l
Excursion of Knight* Templar.
Bangor, Me., June 21.—The Portland Com-

mandery K.T., sixty-five members, under command of Sir Knight Frank G.Stevens,Generalissimo, and accompanied by Bight Eminent Deputy Grand Commander Geo. M. Holmes,and EmiGrand Captain General Dr. S. C. Gordon,
of the Grand Commandery of Maine, as guests,
arrived here at six o’clock, after a very pleasant
ride from Portland, and were met at the depot
by St. John’s Commandery of this city, under
Commander Farnbam, and after a very short
nent

parade

were

tained in

a

escorted to their hall and entermanner that none but Bangor Sir

Knights know how to do as well; after which,
the Sir Knights of the two Commanderies mingled in friendly interchange of courtesies, and
were shown about town by the Bangor Knights.
Thusfar.our trip has been, as usual, a most
perfect round of pleasure. We were greeted
by the Bangor people in general, with open
arms, and are the recipients of much of their
hospitality. We leave at 8:30 for St. Johu, ac-

companied

by the St. John’s

Commandery.

H.
Johu.
St. John, N. B., June 22.—The Sir Knights
of Portland and Bangor arrived this morning at
8 o’clock, and at this hour, 10.30, are quietly
eusconsed in the best quarters at Victoria Hotel. Everything is satisfactory.
The Thorndike Tragedy.
Belfast, Me., June 12.—The coroner’s in"
quest in the Gordon case was resumed at Thorn
dike, but was not concluded. It will be finished on Monday. No new facts of importance
were elicited; the evidence being mostly commutative of that already adduced. The several
At St.

statements made by the prisoner were disproved. Attorney-General Plaisted was present at
the examination, which attracted an immense
crowd. The littl e boy is recovering fast from
his wounds.

NEW YORK.
Drunkenness in a Murder Case.
New York, June 21.—In the case of William J. Sharkey, on trial for the murder of
Robert Dunn, by shooting him in a Hudson
street saloon, Recorder Hackett charged the
jury at 10.30 a. m. He said the evidence was
not that the prisoner was drunk, but that he
had been drinking and was excited, and the
law was that intoxication did not exclude premeditation. After forty minutes the jury sent
for the pistol to judge how easily it wouid go
off by striking it against the arm, but the Recorder would not allow them to see it now. The
widow of the murdered mau is in court awaiting the verdict.
Murder in the First

Degree
the jury in the Sharkey

later dispatch says
trial have brought in a verdict of murder in the
first degree at about twenty minutes to one
o'clock. The jury recommended the murderer
to mercy.
Sentence was deferred till Monday,
when his counsel will apply for a new trial.
Serious Accident.
"About 2 o’clock while Nathan Harsh aud a
porter named Charles Leonard were breaking
up old cartridges in Harsh Bros, ordnance store
No. 49 Dey street, a terrific explosion occurred of over 2000 cartridges strewn over the floor.
The front and back windows were blown out
and two men sitting in front of the store were
blown into the street, but not seriously injured.
The Messrs. Harsh, the porter Leonard, and
Mr. Harsh’s three little sons were found flight J
A

fully injured.

FIRES.
Conflagration at Pottsvillc, Penn.—
Loss $200,000;
Pottsville, June 21.—A fire yesterday afternoon in the steaming mills cf Charles Martzellin, on 2d street, soon spread to the adjoining
houses.
The entire block bounded by 2d and
3d streets, Miuerville road and High street,
composed of stores, shops and dwellings, were
destroyed, including Kopitzch’s tallow chandlery, which was insured for 810,000.
Sparks
were
blown over the principal portion of the
town, and in Centre street several stores aud
dwellings were set on fire. Cluss’ confectionary store, six sqares away, took fire and was considerably damaged though the flames were soon

model Juror*.

Orleans, June 22.—The HawkinsPicayune libel case, which has been going on
for eight days before the Fourth Di. triet Court,
terminated to-night. The jury returned a verdict of
818,000 for Hawkins.

Immediately after the adjournment two of
the jurors went to the Picayune office and reRoLted that they had been bribed, one receiving

Washington,recommending the|appointment
of Mr. H. Garretson of Cleveland, O. Mr. Garretson was one of the suspended commissioners,
and was reappointed by Mr. Schultz as one of
to

his assistants. Gen. Van Buren has left Vienna, having abandoned all hope of being reinstated.
The Emperor Francis Joseph visited the Exposition yesterday, and passed through all the
sections. His Majesty manifested great interest in the machinery exhibited in the American
department and spent some time in its examination.
The weather is intensely hot.
Mexican Affairs*
City of Mexico, June 17.—The Mexican
press is discussing the question of a new minis-

The tire fire gaining so rapidly in the
upper
of the town anti several stores taking
Sire in the business portion on Cenjre street,
many citizens became alarmed, fearing a general destruction of property, and the surrounding towns were telegraphed to for assistance.
Fifty buildings, principally tenements, were de-

portion

stroyed.

One child was killed, supposed to have been
burned.
Another was seriously injured by
jumping from a second story window, and one
man was hurt.
Several firemen were injured
by falling debris, and others seriously injured,
Pottsyii.i.k, June 22.—Since Saturday afternoon a fearfulfire lias been raging in the northern part of the county, about twelve miles from
this borough in the vicinity of Gilberton, a mining town, between Ashland and Mahony city.
It started that afternoon at 3 o’clock near Draper breaker, of the Hickory Coal Company, in
some dry brush near the railroad track from a
Iu consequence of
spark of a freight engine.
the severe drouths the woods are dry as tinder
and the fire spread with astonishing
rapidity.
The flames swept on until they reached a village situated on the mountain slope, named
Quality Hill, consisting of nineteen cottages
occupied by employees of the Hickory Coal
Company. One hundred people were ia a short
lime rendered homeless.
Loss estimated at
The fire extended from this point
830,000.
east and west, and is still raging with unabated
fury. About three square miles of wood lawn
are thus far destroyed and several towns are in
imminent danger of destruction. Eain is earnestly hoped for to stay the flames.
New York, June 21.—A Pottsville special
puts the loss by the conflagration at fully 8200,000, and says it was wholly dud to the inadequacy of the fire department.
Fifty families
are rendered homeless.
The Saginaw T ire—l.oss 375,000.
The fire at Saginaw yesterday destroyed 700,000 feet of lumber, some twenty small tenement houses and six residences, sweeping abont
all the buildings on the square hounded by
Washington, Cass and Hayden streets. Mead,
Lee & Co. lose 800,000, hut the other losses are
in small amounts. The to al loss is 875,000,
which is insured.
About twenty families are
homeless.
Burning of a Poor House.
Worcester, June 21.—The house and sheds
of the Poor Farm at Barre were burned yesterday. The barn was saved. Loss heavy, but
insured.
Destructive Inceutliury Fire iu Passaic.
N. J.
Patterson, June 22—1.30 A. M.—A fire
\;roke out in Passaic in Yereance's stable, east
of the Aguooskonock House, and was the work
of an incendiary, who was seized hut escaped
by making a vigorous fight. The post office,
Van Riper\s drug store, Demoiest’s paint shop,
Plumber’s shop and two other places of business in the same building were destroyed, involving a loss of $100,000, including the hoteL
The flames extended northerly along the Erie
Railway, destroying the hotel stables aud office
of the City Surveyor and City Clerk, thence to
a long row of two story buildings extenling to
Jefferson street, and occupied as saloons, stores
It will involve a loss of about
and dwellings.
$40,000. It is believed that the fire will not extend beyond the block now in flames. A horde
of roughs came from Patterson with the train
conveying a steam fire engine, and they already
committing depredations, so that the greatest
alarm and excitement prevails throughout the
1.3.1 A. 51.—The Erie depot
All trains are delayed an hour
was not burned.
It is thought two men in
or two in
passing.
the stable were burned to death.
Seventh Despatch, 1.50 A. 51.—A Patterson
hook aud ladder company tore down a part of
the last block of buildings and stopped the
further progress of the flames. Steamer No. 6
of Patterson, which went down by train, played on the fire. The other, No. 2, did not arrive
in time. The fire was stopped about 1.40 a. m
It is reported that a white man and a black
man, who were asleep in Yearmancels stable
are missing and are believed to have perished
in the flames.
Intense excitement has prevailed all day iu
Passaic over the great fire last night.
Two
men were burned to death in Yereance’s livery
stable. These men worked for Yereance and
slept in the stable. Both were dissipated and
many believe that the fie was due to their carelessness. Others still believe it the work of an
who had a fight with Yereance during the afternoon.
The bodies of the two men were
found this morning burned to a crisp. The total loss is about $70,000, aud the insurance $42.000. The thieves who followed the Patterson
firemen were well watched and did not secure
much plunder, though several houses were robbed.
Poughkeepsie, Jane 22.—An extensive fire
is raging in tiie forests on Fishkill Mountains,
which has already travelled nearly five* miles
and burned a thousand cords of wood.
Cincinnati, June 22.—The extensive lard oil
and candle factory of Charles Harkness & Co.,
took fire early this morning and burned till
noon.
Loss estimated at $90,000.
San Francisco, June 22.—A fire at Petatuma to-day destroyed the American
Hotel, saloon aud stable, doing $75,000 damage.
Sixth

^The interference of the

military is especially
demanded for defence in Orizaba,from the fury

of Catholic fanatics.
A riot occurred in Morelia, on account of the
expulsion of the Jesuits.
The Revolution in Jalitco,
Matamoras, Juno 21.—The revolution in Jalisco, headed by President Agiulas, growing
out of an attempt of the State Government to
collect back taxes, has assumed serious proportions, and Gen Palacias lias been sent with his
command, to assist in quelling it. It is believed the State government will have to abandon
their collection, or the federal government
must suspend the State government.
MINOR

Detroit, 5Iicb., June 22.—The Huron Salt
aud Lumber Company’s works at Salseberg
near Bay City, were
entirely burned at midnight Saturday, with 1300 barrels of salt and

l,50o,000 feet of lumber. Loss $125,000. The
lumber was owned by Detroit parties, and the
remainder of the property helenged to Smith &
Co. of Chicago. The fire was supposed to he

UlETEOUOLOGICALi
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Df.p’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
June 22, (8 P. If.))
For New Fug 111 11 it
On Monday a falling barometer, gentle and
fresh u irthoasterly to southeasterly winds and
increasing cloudiness with ram areas.

TELEGRAMS.

A nolle prosqui has been entered in the case
of the fourteen woman who voted with Miss

Anthony.
B. M. Sawyer

lias been appointed postmaster
at Jonesport, Me.
Base ball at Baltimore—Baltimores 18, Atlantics 2.
Of 42 Polish riflemen attacked with cholera
at Dantzic, Pmssia, 25 died.
Several cases of cholera arc reported in Tre-

viso, Italy.

The steamship Malta,from Berlin has arrived
out.
An international chess tournament is to take
place at Vieuua, July 20th, for $2000.
The cholera has appeared in the province of

Bulgaria, Turkey.

The first case of Asiatic cholera in Washingwas reported Saturdav.
It will prove fa-

ton

tal.

Saturday as a, twin was passing on the Grand
Trunk near West Milan, N. H.. a girl aged 18,
named Jennette Corkund, run out of her father’s bouse and threw herself under the, engine
and was instantly killed.
Tama county, Iowa, lias, by the vote of its
supervisors, returred its share of Congressman
Walden’s back pay.
Miss Wood, who was shot by Jewett at
Nashua, N. H., died Saturday.
The new king of Sweden expresses liis
friendship for the United States and declares
his intention of sending his son here when he
completes his studies.
The Sultan of*Turkcy is seriously ill.
It is feared that Judge C. F. Hayden of Arizona and seven companions have
been murdered by the Apaches.
The Cunard steamer Marathon was damaged
considerably by fire in Glasgow Friday eve-

ning.

At noon Friday the Great Eastern had payed
747 miles of cable.
Executions have been issued against Gustave Courbet, and they are to be sold by the
French Government to' assist in defraying the
expenses incurred in reconstructing the Veudoine Column.
Bismarck has stated to the German Parliament that it is impossible under the present
circumstances to fill the post of the German
envoy to the Vatician.
The fuueral of Horace F. Clark took place
Sunday from the Madison Square Presbyterian
church, New York.
Five more bodies have been recovered from
the Atlantic wreck.
A telegram from Port an Prince reports a
ship totally wrecked and the drowning of the
captain and mate.
Six steamers are on the way to San Francisco with Chinese
passenger# 'and 15,000 are
out

Despatch,

incendiary.
The Polaris Search Expedition.
Forest fires are reported from various parts of
New York, June 21.—The steamer Juniata
northern Michigan, and a repetition of the disis expected to sail to-day through Hell Gate.— asters of 1871 is feared.
Her crew has been reduced from 210 to 130.—
She takes 250 tons of coal for the use of the
The Cholera.
steamer Tigress when the latter reaches Disco.
The Juniata also takes two steam launches.
Cincinnati, June 22.—Up to fi o’clock this
The Tigress is expected to reach" the Brooklyn evening fourteen deaths from disease of the
bowels, six cases classed as cholera, were renavy yard on Mouday, where the work of fitting her out will be immediately commenced in ported for the day at the health office.
Three deaths were reported from cholera to
order that she may leave here for the cruise on
the health officers to-day.
the 4th or 5th of July, The Tigress will be provision for two years
Washington, June 22.—The first case of suplu Earnest.
posed Asiatic cholera, that of acolored woman,
i t is stated that the application made by the
It is said that
terminated fatally yesterday.
government counsel for an injunction restrain- similar cases were reported last night by the
in
certain
defendants
the
Board
and
that
of
are
in the most
ing
Health,
they
forthcoming suit
against the Union Pacific Railroad from dis- filthy localities.
It is reported, though not on official authoriposing of property until the case is decided,will
be argued before Judge Hunt at Canaudaigu,
ty, that six casess of cholera originated in this
N. Y., in a few days.
city to-day.
»
Fire.
Nashville, June 22.—The mortality to day
cholera was 52 against 59 yesterday. The
from
Rochester, June 22.—An incendiary fire occurred at Mt. Morris, Livingston County, at 1 weather is clear aud apparently healthful all
o’clock this morning, which destroyed all the
day.
brick stores between the American Hotel and
Memphis, June 22.—There is s marked deLoss
estimated at 880,000.
crease in deaths from cholera. The whole numPhelps House.
Stokes.
ber of interments was nineteen, of which nine
Stokes’, new trial will not occur during the were cholera cases. Reports from the surroundpresent term, of Oyer and Terminer, which ing country along the line of railroads are still
throws it over to October. His counsel has de- i very gloomy.
eided to make no effort to bail the prisoner. It
Attempt to Rob n Bnnk.
is said the defence will rely upon the medical
Kansas City, June 22.—An attempt to rob
testimony soeffective in the first trial, aud will
raise the plea of self-defense.
the People’s Bank of Chillicothe, was made on
Various Matters.
Friday night by Smith Bambo, a wealthy but
notorions bad character, who planned with
There wore seven cases of sunstroke yesterconfederates to seize the cashier and hold him
day.
as a hostage aud compel his wife to
open the
The President is reported as saying he will
bank and vaults. The design was disclosed
select a chief justice among the present judges
and when Bambo went to the cashier’s house
of the Supreme Court.
late on Friday night, he was confronted bv a
The number of deaths during the week were I
party of citizens and after a short parley, was
474.
riddled with bullets and instantly killed. Two
Base ball; Mutuals 8, Kesolutes 1.
confederates were arrested yesterday
morning
The Western Union Telegraph Company
and are now iu jail.
passed resolutions of respect in memory of Hor-.
ace F. Clark.
Damage from Wind and Rain.
The canoe club regatta on Bayonne Bay was
Chicago, June 22.—This afternoon, a severe
won by ‘‘Chip,” which sailed five miles in 35 ui.
of Wind and rain,
storm
and 50 sec. Seven canoes started but five came
accompanied by thunder and lightning, burst
to grief before the race was over.
suddenly over the city
and
uid
considerable
from
Schooner Cyrus Dow,
damage*, blowing down
Chorryfield, lost a
derricks,
wooden
of
the
keel
sidewalks, unroottearing
in
Hell
up
by
striking Hogsback
piece
ing barns, houses, etc. The most serious single
Gate to-day.
loss
was
the
New York, Jane 22.-The yacht Nancy of
unroofing and partial demolition
Green Point was run down this evening by a of the Swedish Church on Chicago Aveuue,
near Sedgwick street.
Damage $2000.
ferry boat and two men drowned.
New

—

extinguished.

village.

Domestic Market*.

j

New York, June 21—5 P. M.—Ashes are quiet and
Unchanged at 8 25 for pots. Cotton in very limited
request at previous prices; sales 207 bales at 21c for
Middling uplands. Flour—receipts 14,657 bbls; Flour
dull and heavy and 5 @ 10c lower, in very limited
export demand, and trifling home trade inquiry;
sales 10,600 bbls at 4 45 fa 5 00 for
superfine Western
and State; 5 60 @ 6 30 for common to
good extra
and State; 6 33 @ 7 10 for good to choice do;
JV-ftern
8 90 for common to choice White Wheat Wes6 20 @ 8 75 for common to good extra
Ohin10 75 for common to choice extra St.
Louis tSo '®i
bbls R°und Hoop extra Wesbeavv
*S?iy at about ® 25; market closing

George Fields, a negro, was hung by a mob
Augusta, Mo., Saturday, for ravishing a
young German girl.
Commencement at Brown University occurs

r

Davenport, Iowa, Saturday.
A despatch from Raleigh, N. C., says the
grand jury of the U. S. Circuit Court have
found 47 true bills, and that prominent revenue
officers

among those indicted.
Yellow fever is diminishing in Rio Janerio
and other Brazilian ports.
The Secretary of the Treasury is investigating the recent action of J. W. Butterfield,
clerk in the 2d Comptroller's office, in connection with the adjournment of the Montana
claims.
are

Mr.Koppitz,

leader of the Globe Theatre orchestra, Boston, died suddenly in St John, N.
His
remains were escorted to the
B., Sunday.
traiu for Boston by a large procession of his
friends and the Masons visiting there, the
Portland and Bangor hands playing a dirge.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Foreign Export*.
SAGUA. Brig Mechanic—2540 shooks and heads,
12 empty casks, 19,213 ft lumber.
Foreign Import*.
FREDERICKTON. NB. Schr Ada—2650 cedar
sleepers to C H George & Co.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Falmouth—7 boxes fresh
salmon to John Loveitt & Co., 4 pckgs mdse to Eastern Express Co.
CAIBARIAN. Schr Eva L Leonard—225 hhds 22
tes molassos to E Churchill & Co.
PARSBORO. Schr Magnolia—175 tons

Knight & Whldden.

plaster

to

[Sales at the Broker’8 Board, June 21.1

^

reirt„,‘2

Oats-receipts69,172 bush;

at 57c.

Auction.
Bates Manufacturing Co.104
Maine State Sixes 1889.... —@994
Eastern Railroad 7s, 1882...101
York Stock and Money Market.
New York, June 21—ifomina.—Gold at U5J.—
Money 4 per cent.
Sterling Exchange 109@lto.—
Stocks quiet. State stock dull and steady.
The following were the quotations or Governmen
securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1S81.1214
United States 5-20’s 1S62.hJI
Uuited Slates 5-20’s 18C4.
115}
United States5-20’s 1865, old. ‘ll7
United States 5-20’s 1865, new. 119
United Slates 5-20’s 1867.1208
United States.5-20’s U68 .120}
United States 5's, new.11-44
Uhited States 10-40’s., coupons.i.
,,..lt24
....1144
Currency C’s.
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 84

Oats

a

shade better witli ftiir business; ales* 44,000 at 40 fa
42c for new Mixed Western; 46 fa 48c for Wile
Western; 50c for very choice; 40 fa 42c for Black Western. Coal steady at 5 25 @ 6 25 for Anthracite & ton
4pcargo. Eggs dull and unchanged at 154 fa 16c for
Western; 16| fa 16c for SLate and Pennsylvania; 174
fa 18c for Jersey. Hay dull and heavy at 23 00 fa 25»)0
¥ ton for prime; 18 00 fa 20 00 for g.«od.
Hops dull
aud unchanged: 1872 quoted at 35 fa 50; California
45 fa 55c. Leather is dull and in buyer’s
Hemfavor;
lock sole, Buenos Ayres and Rio Grande
light middle and heavy weights at 28 fa 30c; California do 27
@ 28c; Orinoco do 27 @ 28o. Wool In moderate request and steady; California new clip slightly burrv
at 25 fa 28c; fall 29cc: fine fleece 51c;
Pennsylvania at
47c. t offee quiet and unchanged; sales 500
bags Rio
extra Merriraac at 184c; 200 do St.
at 174c;
Domingo
Rio quoted 174 fa 194 in Gold.
Sugar quiet; fair to
good refining emoted at 7J fa 8c: sales 589 hhds at 8
fa 9 1-16; 200 do common clayed at 84c. Molasses is
quiet and unchanged. Rice steady; sales of30 tes at
7|@.84c. Petroleum dull and lower at 8c for crude;
refined at 184c. Provisions—Pork dull and lower; sales
750 bbls new mess for June at 16 40 cash; 16 50 for
J uly delivery; held at 16 .50. Beef dull at 9 00
fa 1100
for plain mess; 11 25 fa 12 50 for extra do. Beef haras
very quiet at 25 00 fa 31 00. Tierce Beef nominal at
19,00 fa 21 50 for prime mess; 22 50 fa 24 09 for India
do- Cut meats dull; sales 25 boxes clear bellies, 13

le renderedsales of 2500 tes fot July at 8 15-16 fa
9;
250 do for Aug at 9 3-16 @ 9*c; 750 for Sept at 9 5-16.
Butter quiet and steady at 25 @ 29c for fair to prime
new State; 15 fa 23c for Western.
Cheese steady at
at 141 fa 134c for fair to prime new State facctory;
prims Western factory; 9 fa lOe for
fair. Navi Stores—Spirits Turpentine is steady at
454; Rosin quiet and steady at 2 95 fa 3 00 for common
strained. Tallow quiet; prime quoted at 84c.
Freights to Liverpool quiet; Cotton per steam at I

lO^falUfor

fa 7-16d.

••••••■•

—
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fetunk Statement.

New York, June 21.—The following is the weekly
bank statement:
Increase in loans. $1,189,400
Increase in Specie..
430,700
Increase iu legal tenders.
307,200
Increase iu deposits. 2,221,400
Decrease in circulation.
50,700
..

M„

A.

10.30

collection of Foreign and American Stuffed
Birds, preserved and mounted In the most durable
and life-like manner 1a the celebrated New York
Taxidermist, Chn*. M. 4«nlbraitti. comprising
rare

many of the most beautiful Foreign and American
Game, Humming and Tropical Birds, neatly arranged under Freucli Glass shades. Elegant and appropriate ornaments for the Parlor, Library or Cabinet.
Goods on exhibition from Saturday morning till
sale. Ladies are particularly invited to call and examine the collection.
ju20dtd
x~y*Star copy.

•

iiriiiiur(.' farpei^ Av.,

at Aue-

tion.

CPrimm15^*!'

at 1«A.

M., nt sales-

J10” 8 llew
Carpets, Chamber
new mill second hand
kefi’leerutnr. *11.’
Pillow
in,,anJ Mat., Sheet ami
Scl»

time a lot of Table l.loeruo
At 12 M., 2 Child's Carriages
F. O. BAILEY A

new

c6.,WA«,ioB„„.

1st
J'-‘__
Groceries ail I Store Fixtures at
Auction.
THURSDAY, Jane 26th, at 2| o'clock P. M.,
we shall sell at salesroom IK Exchange street,
Coffee, Tea, Tobacco, Sugar, Pork, Kerosene Oil.
Pickles, Soap, Rice, Currants, Split Peas. Canned
Goods, Salcrat us. Cream Tartar, Mustard. Herbs,
Extracts and Oils, Confectionery, Tubs, Pails, Wash

ON

Boards, Brooms, Clothes Pius, Fancv Goods. Scales,
Cases, 2 Stoves, Tin and Wood Measures,
Lamps, Meat Bench, 75 Candy Jars, Tools, «Xrc., being the stock of a retail dealer and fresh goods. Also
at same time 15 ehests Tea, 25 boxes Family Soap,
Crockery Ware, &c.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
5t
ju21

4 Show

Assignees Sale of’ Mill Privilege,
Land, Cooper Shop, Slock,
Lumber, &r., at Auction.
shall
SATURDAY, June 28tb, at 1 o’clock,
ON sell
the Mill Privilege situated
Presumpscot
we

on

Falls, Windham, with about one acre
of land, building thereon. About 100 M ft. I umber,
consisting of pine plank anti boards from | to 2 in.
river,

in
40

at

Great

diameter.

Ash and Bass Wood, Lumber, large
to 50 M in store, 300 Barrels, Chair Lumber,
&c.
Tho
above Lumber is suitable for almost
Hoops,
every purpose, being sawed to various dimensi ns
from dittercut grades of stock.
The same being
all the lumber formerly owned by C. H. Wright.
Sold in lo'vS to suit purchasers.
J. W. PARKER,
N. M LOUD.
Assignees of C. H. Wright.
F. O. BAILEY & CO
Auctioneer*.

PURSUANT

Detroit. June 21.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat dull and lower; entra White Michigan 1 81}:
No 1 White 1 70} @ 1 71; Amber Michigan 1 50. Corn
is steady at 41c. Oat in good demand at 35 @ 36}t.
Receipts—1,000 bbls.flour, 3,000 busu wheat, 0,000
bush com, 1,000 bush oats.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat. 0,000
bush com, 1,000 bush oats.
Freights dull and unchanged— to Oswego at

WING

&

SON’S

PIANOS!

^Lakc

European markets.

London, June 21—11.30 A. M.—Consols opened
92§ for money and for account.

at

(Successors

American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1865, old. at 92#,
do 1867, 92} ex in.; do 10-40s, 89; new 5s, 89#. Erie
Railway at 50£.

London. June 21—2.30 P. M.—Consols and Amerisecurities closed unchanged. Erie 50},
Liverpool, Juno 21—2.30 P. M.—Cotton closed
as follows; Middling uplands 84d; do Orleans 9}d;
sales 10,000 bales, including 200 ales for speculation
and export.

can

to

DOANE, WING * CUSHING.)

The American Piano.

Havana market.

FIRST PREMIUMS.

Havana, June21.—Sugar active and advanced;
Nos 10 to 12 d. s. at 10} @ 10} re.; Nos 15 to 20 d. s.
at 11} @ 1 rs; Molasses Sugar 7} @ 8} rs; Muscovado
Sugar, inferior to common 7} @ 8} re; fair to good refining at 8f@8}rs; grocery grades 10} @11} re.—
Stock in waiehouses at Havana and Matanzas is 511,000 boxes and 30,000 lids'.receipts for the week 43,000
boxes and 56,00 hhds; exported 29,000 boxessand 8000
hhds, including 8500 boxes and 4960 hhds to United
States. Molasses is nominal; empty hlids in fair demand at 5 00 @ 5 25. Lumber nominal. Hoops, long
shaved quiet at 80 @ 85 per M.
Freights firm.
Exchange is firm; on United short sight sight currency 204 @ 21 prem.; short sight 22} @ 23 prem; 60
days. Gold, 40 @40} prem; do short sight at 42 @
40} prem.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 A 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.
Numerous County Fairs.

brom Mr. Edward Hoffman, the eslebrated Pianist.

conscientiously

“I

every respect

a

believe that your Piano
most magnificeut instrument

in

“The American Piano has
very popular instrument.”

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

BENEFIT CONCERT
to

is

“Independent”
deservedly become

Form the

ENTERTAINMENTS.

be given under tbe auspices of the

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

PORTLAND

POLICE

DEPARTMENT,
AT

—

CITY

ON

family

of

Responsible Agents wanted for unoccupied

terriIn localities where agencies are not yet estabuntil such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send for
circular to

tory.

the late Policeman,

WING &

GEORGE If. CAMltlETT,
on

which occasion the

following

volun-

talent have

teered their services
MR*. MARIE
Mbs

Quality,

lished,

—

Wednesday Evening, June 25, ’73,
in aid of the

Prices Low for the

—

HALL,
—

R. MARCHINGTON,
The talented Soprano of Boston,

Fannie E. Chandler, Soprano.
Alice I. Carle, Contralto.

SOY,

417 Broome St., New York.
ap9
_ly

_

Those Baked Beans.

Mias

THOSE BAKED DEANS

Messrs. John Morgan
and

Albert E. Pennell, Tenors.

—

Mr. W. 9.

Beckett, Baritone,
Mr, John L. Shaw, Basso.
is

Tickets 50 cents each, to be had of members of the
Police force and at Stockbridge’s.
ju20utd

Portland

BY THE

TO

Guards

—

Old Orchard

Wednesday,

selling BY

THE

QUART,

at his

Bakery,

STREET,

have been tested and pronounced

GOOD !

—

Montgomery
—

—

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL

FIRST GRAND EXCURSION
—

WHICH

W. C. COBB

Mrs. Geo. O. Gosse, Pianist.

Beach,

June

Q5th.

Music by the Union Brass Band of Cape Elizabeth.
Music for Dancing by Chandler’s Band.
Ice Water, Foot Ball and Swings will be furnished
free. Refreshments for sale on the ground.
A Band Concert and Dress-Parade will take place
on the Beach.
Committee of Arrangements—Hon. Mem. P. Plunket, Lieut. Peter S. Doyle, Lieut. Thomas H. Galley.
Sergt. M. H. Cunningham, Priv. P. H. Tobin.
Trains leave Boston and Maine
Depot at 81 A. M.
and 12J P. M. Returning, leave Old Orchard at 7 P.
M.
Tickets 65 cts.; Children under twelve 35 cts.
Tickets good on all regular trains.

Now if you wish to try them, yon can
by sending
n your order have them brought
right from the oven
to your door any morning during the week.
Or, If
you say you want them Sabbath morning (as is (he
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh lot ready which
he will send you Saturday evening. Then by putting them in your own ovm you can find them there
at breakfast time and save' the unpleasant task of
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bakery.
P.
some
N.—Take
choice
BROtVX

BREAD with fkeni
apis

not,

or

a. ton

tf

D. W. CLARK &
—

like.

DEALERS

LK

C0^

—

JunlSdtd

GRAND EXCURSION
—

TO

ICE HOUSE, MARKET ST..

—

Old Orchard Beach!
PNGINE CO. MO. Sannounceto
their friends and tbe public that thev will
DIRIGO
give
to

Excursion over the Boston & Maine Railroad
Old Orchard Beach and Fern Park. We have secured the use of Pine Park for the day.
There will be dancing In the Park and a
select Orchestra from Chandler’s Brass Band will
furnish the music. Trains will leave at 9.30 A. M.
Tickets for the round trip 60 cents, including
dancing, for sale by the Committee at the depot and
Jul9dlw
by the foremen of the fire companies.
an

Grand
SECOND

es,

—

—

Lodge, No, 3,

ST.,

in any quantity at the
LOWEST RATES.

and

api4

Leavitt, Burnham & Co.,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL

DEALERS

ICE.

ANNIVERSARY
OF

AND

Bure lec supplied Tor all purpos-

Excursion !
—

Bramhall

—

32 EXCHANGE

THURSDAY, JUKE 26tli.

..

Pacilic Mail.
N Y. Contra' and Hudson River consolidated. ■..101*
638
Erie.
73
Erie preferred.
Union Pacific| stock. 24
The following were the quotations for Pacific llailroail securities:
Central Pacific bonds...102$
Union Pacific da,.. 85$
Union Pacific land grants.70
Union Pacific income bonds. 55
Governments are weak and a trifle lower. Gold
advanced to 115$ in sympathy with the reported
heaviness of the London market. The carrying rates
for Gold has been 4, 3$. 3 and now 2$ per cent. The
money market is inactiva. the nominal quotation being 5 @ 6 per cent. Foreign Exchange is quiet and
steady at 109$ for sixty days and 110$ for short.

Wednesday, June 24 A 25,

Chicago, June 21.—Flour dull and nominal.—
Wheat dull and lower, closing steady an Advance;
No 1 Spring nominal; No2 Spring at 1 19 @ 1 19} on
hard on spot; seller June 119; seller July 1154; seller Aug 113: No 3 do at 1074; rejected 89 @ 90c.—
JuWdtd
Corn firmer but quiet for sales on spot except In
special houses where No 2 Mixed sold at 29 @ 30;
of Real Estate on Franklin
Sale
strictly fresh do 32 @ 32}c; closed for seller Julyw33§c
Street.
bid; seller Aug 37}; rejected 26 @ 26Je. Oats steady;
No2 at 26 on spot and for regular; 27c seller July;
to licenses of the P obate Court for
rejected 22} @ 23c. Rye steady; No 2 quoted at 60.
Cumlierland County, authorizing Franklin O.
Barey dull and unchanged; No 2 Fall at 51c. WhisMoody as Guardian of Enoch C. Moody; and Sarah
key steady at 89c. Provisions—Me*-8 Pork dull and
C. Moody as Guardian of John B. Moody and Annie
lower; sales at 15 00 on spot; 14 85 @ 14 90 seller July.
C. Moody, to sell the interests of said wards in tho
Lard steady at 8 25 @ 8 30 on spot.
Bulk Meats are
following real estate, and pursuant to authority from
quiet and unchanged at G| @ 6} for shoulders; short
the persons
owning the other interests in the’same,
rib middles at 8§ @ 8Ac; 8} @ 8}c for short clear midthe undersigned will sell at public auctiou, without
dles loose. Bacon quiet and unchanged; shoulders
r.-serve, on the nrctnises, Wednesday July 23,1873.
|
at 7}c; clear rib sides 9}c;
at twelve (12) o’clock noon, the following real estate,
9|c for clear sides.
Lake Freights active and higher—Corn to Buffalo at
to wit: Lot of land on the easterly side of Frank7.
lin Street, next northerly of the lot occupied by MaReceipts—9,000 bbls flour, 83,000 bush wheat, 248,- ry Woodbury, beiug about fifty-four (54) feet front,
000 hush corn, 75,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 0,000
and one hundred eight (108) feet deep.
bnsb barley, 00,000 bogs.
Two hundred (200) dollars, must be paid at time of
Shipments—80.00 obis flour, 99,000 bush wheat, 218,sale, and the balance settled as soon as the purchas000 bush corn, 116.000 bush oats, 2,000 buBh rye, 1,000
er can search titles.
Terms, one-third (J) cash and
bush barley, 0000 hogs.
two-thirds (§) on mortgage at seven (7) per cent, intime
to
suit
terest,
purchaser.
Cincinnati, June 21.—Provisions—Pork easier at
F. C. MOODY, Guardian,
15 75 @ 15 75. Lard dull aud unchanged: steam is
SARAH C. MOODY, Guardian.
held at 8}c; kettle 8}c. Bulk Meats quiet; shoulders
at 6} (8) 6§e; clear rib sides 84c; clear sides at 8}c.
F. O. BAILEY & CO.9 Auctioneer*.
Bacon is quiet; shoulders at 7}c; clear rib 9}c; clear
Ju23
23,30july7jull6t23
sides at 9} @ 9|c. Whiskey steady at 90c.
l'OLXDO. June 21.—Flour is dull and unchanged.—
A:
ABRAMS
BRO..
Wheat dull and lower; No 1 White Waoash at 1 80;
Auctioneer* and €?omini**ion merchants,
No 2 do 175; No 3 do 157; extra White 1 46; seller
their
give
attention
to selling Real Estate,
special
Aug 1 37; No 1 Red 1 55; No 2 do 1 42; No 3 at 33; No
Furniture and Merchandise of all kinds, Horses Car2 Amber Illinois 1 55. Corn is dull and lower; high
riages, &c. Advances made on consignments. RegMixed on spot at 41c; seller July 41; seller Aug 43c;
ular Sales of new and second-hand Fuiniture at the
seller Sept 44}; Yellow 4l}c; White 45c; no grade at
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Commu35c. Oats dull; No 2 seller July 35c; Michigan at
nications by mail promptly attended to
34c.
ABdAilIN A- BROTHER,
Lake Freights dull and unchanged; to Buffalo 4 @
125 Federal St., under the U. S. Hotel.
to
8
@
4}c;
Oswego
8}c.
B.
N.
Money advanced on Watches, Jewelrv,
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat, 38,000
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.
bush com, 1,000 bush oats.
drf
apr23
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 3,000
bush com, 00,000 bush oats.

New

..

Sale of

AUCTION.

com-

milliney demand; Holder* genCrnlfv Jiiiun.iwl
lze; sales 123.000 bush at 1 02 @ 1 25;
136 @1371 /"r No 3 Spring; 1 45’« f «
Chicago; 145 for Minnesota Spring; 1 50 for No i
Milwaukee; 1 53 for No 1 Chicago; 1 54 for White
Canada in bond.
Rye quiet at 86 (fa 90c Western and
Canada. Barley is dull and unchanged. Barley malt
is dull and unchanged. Com—receipts 97,900 bush;
Corn steady, in fair export and home trade; some
little speculative inquiry; sales 280,000 bush at 48 (eg
52c for new Mixed Western; chiefly 50 fa 514 for
steamer; 40 fa 45 for heated; 55 for old Western Mixed; Yellow Western 60 @ 65c; 65c for White; sales of
7500 bush prime shipping Western Mixed, all for Aug

delivery,

Attractive

Beautiful StuffedBirds

A

Laconia Manufacturing Co.510
Boston & Maino Railroad.118
Sales at

and

A.T

_

Boston Stock List.

Large

a

«

at

this week.
Dr. J. H. White, President of the North
Western Associated Press, died suddenly at

By

tSSlOT wHA8000
SmitiSlI
AT
with
limited
trad/demand ? f °o dul1 aml 6lowcr
00
8 00 for
mSn to fiS^S!8«^?bbl8 50at for
Tuesday and
g(XKl to choice
Rye Flour dull and8(Wi??°
K SISO bbls at 4 75 ®

awaiting shipment.

A negro and a white man robbed the liouso
of Mr. O’Donnell near
Sidney, Neb., on SunA party
day, and dangerously shot his wife.
them
and killed them both.
pursued
The Republican State Convention of Iowa
meets at Des Moines Wednesday.

AUCTION SALES.
J. S. Bailey Ac
Co., Auctioneers,
ISO. M EXl'HAISliK STREET.

No. 14 Cross

Street, Portland.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Order* left at Ice Office, 14 Cross
St., or wiih J■ C
Proctor, 83 Exchange St., will be promptly attended

The Knights of Pythias cordially invite
friends to join with them iti an excursion to

11?“ Pit re Ice supplied for all purposes in any
quantities and at the

their

Old Orchard Beach,
Friday, June 27, 1873.
pains will be spared to make this a day of enjoyment. Amusements as follows:—Daucing. Foot
and Base Balls. Croquet, Ring Toss, &c.
Music by Portland Band.
Tickets for thQ round trip 60 cents; Children
under
12 years 35 cents. For sale by R. B.
Swift,
griss street, under Mechanic’s Hall; John Massuri
21t Congress comer Chapel
street; Lorin*
Harmor, Middle street; Dr. E. G.
E
No

317Ton
Cu-

street:

A

C.

Colearrorlhy. corner

OxfoKfe

sts., of the members and at the B. & M n*“It
merly W alker House). Train leaves at 81
an<* returns at 5. Tickets
good on any
traIUPer order of tno Committee.
U.
B.
Chairman.
SWIFT,
n
v
-Refreshments
for sale on the grounds.

o’clock

ju20

7t

“Pit

LOWEST RATES.

Istt

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
IN been duly appointed and taken upon herself
the trust of Administratrix of the estate o»
ANTOINE COOKE, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
MARY E. COOKE, Administratrix.
jun21dlaw3w*$
Portland, tJune 17, 1873.

]\rOTICE

To Let.
Atlantic near Congress St., and
for a Shoe Store or fancy
goods or Groceiics. Apply to S. A.
No.
St.
37
Lawrence St.
ANDERSON,
war26
dlw then eodtf
Store

Horse
Anew
and domestic

cars.

on

Suitable

for each and every such
provisions of this act shall,
failure to comply with the provisions of this act, be
of not less
liable for and forfeit and pay a
than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars: Provided, however, t hat when animals shall be
carried in ears, boats, or other vessels in w hich they
can and do have proper foal, water, space, and opprovisions In regard
portunity for rest, the foregoing
to their being unloaded shall not apply.
created
tlie
by the first secSec. 2. That
tion of this act shall be recovered by civil action in
In
the
circuit or disof
the
United
States,
the name
trict court of the United States, holden within the
of
this
act
the
violation
where
district
may have been
resides or
committed, or the per sou or
carries on its business; and it shall be the duty of all
United States marshals, their deputies and subordinates, to prosecute all violations of this act which
shall co we to tlieir notice or knowledge.
Sec. 3. That any person or corporation entitled to
lien under the first section of this act may enforce
the same by a petition tiled in the district court of
the United States holden withiu the district where
the food, care, and
shall have beeu furnished, or tlie owner or custodian of the property resides;
and said court shall have power to issue all suitable
process for the enforcement of such lien by sale or
otherwise, and to compel the payment of aB costs,
penalties, charges, and excuses of proceedings under this act.
Sec. 4. That this act shall not go into eftect until
hundred ami se\the first

POETRY.

ISTEAMERS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

penalty

Brandy and Soda.
BY

HUGH HOWARD.

ATLANTIC

(4ftar Swinburne.)
mine eyelids cling thickly;
My tongue feels a mouthful and more;
My senses are sluggish and sickly;
To live and to breathe is a bore.
Mv head weighs a ton aud a quarter,

Mine eyes to

iplit,

water

Relieve not

bit.

a

Mv longings of tlilrsl arc unlawful,
And vain to console or control.
The aroma of coffee is awful,
Repulsive the ight of the roll.
1 take my matutinal journal,
And strive my dull wits to engage,
But cannot endure the infernal
Sharp crack ot its page.

circulation, consequently gathering impurities from
sluggishness and imperfect action of the socretiv,
organs, and is manifested by Tumors, Eruptionse
Blotches, Boils, Pustnles, Scrofula &c.. &c.
When weary and Innguid from over work
and dullness, drowziness and inertia take the
place
of energy and vigdr, the system needs a tonic to build
day of October, eighteen
it up and help the A ital Forces to
enty-two.
their recupregain
erative power.
Approved, March 3, 1873.
la tfce hent of Summer, frequently the Liver
[Gene uAi. Nature—No. 81.]
and t>ateen do not properly perform their functions:
in the State of CaliforSan
Diego,
AN ACT to make
the Uterine and Urinary Organs ate
inactive, pro'the Senate and House of Pepre- ducing weakness of the stomach and intestines and a
sentatires ifthe United States qf America in Con-4 predisposition to bilious derangement.
That tlie counties of Santa Barbaares! assembled, San
Dr. WELLS’
Bernardo, and San Diego, In
ra bos Angeles,
the State of Califo nia, are hereby detached from the
EXTRACT
OF JURUBEBA
collection district oi San Francisco; and all the terriin prepared directly trom the SOUTH AMERItory, iiorts, harbors, rivers, and waters of said counCAN
ties shall constitute a collection district by the name
PLANT, and is peculiarly suited to all these
of the San Diego district; and the cily of San Diego
difficulties; it will cleanse the VITIATED BLOOD,
on the bay of San Diego, is hereby established as the
strengthen the LIFE-GIVING POWERS, and REMOVES ALL OBSTRUCTIONS from IMPAIRED
sole i>ort of entry for said district; and the President
AND ENFEEBLED Organs.
of the Unitod States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint a
It should be freely taken, as Jurubeba is proto
collector, reside nounced
at said port, whose compensation shall be three thouby medical writers the most efficient
sand dollars per annum.
PURIFIER, TONIC ami DEOBSTRUENT known
in the whole range of medicinal plants.
Sec. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury shall
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
have power to appoint such inspectors, weighers,
Sole Agent for the United States.
gaugers, measurers, and other officers as may be necPrice One Dollar per Bottle.
Send for Circular
essary for the collection of the revenue at said port;
and the collector of said port may, with the approbaJnnS4ut
tion of said Secretary, appoint inspectors, whose comFIRE : FIRE ! ! FIRE !! !
lsjnsation Bhall be one thousand dollai s each per annum, for each of the ports of San Pedro and Santa
!
Barbara, which shall continue to be ports of delivery.
Approved, March 3,1878.
WAITED For the grandest book
of the year, now selling with astonishing rapidity. Tells of Hie causes of Fire: Safes; Fire-proof
Buildings; Conquering Fire with Water, Steam and
Gas; Insurance—/* if safe? Its History, Basis,
Management, How to Insure, <£c.; Vivid accounts of
the Great Fires of History. Agents send for circuCheap Farms:
lars. You will not regret it. Sent free. Address
Dustin, Gilman & Co.. Hartford, Ct.
ju6t4w
The Cheapest Land in Market, for sale by the
$ KW I* A AGENTS* profits per week. Will prove
I iVv it or forfeit $500. New article just patUNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
tented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H.
In the GREAT PLATTE VALLEY.
CHIDESTER, 467 ‘Broadway, New York, jnlltiw

the

summer

sod,

recall with

a flush and a flutter
That orgy whose end is unknown.
Did they bear me to bed on a shutter,
Or did I reel home all alone ?
Was I frequent in screams and in screeches?
Did I swear with a force to attri^ht /
Did I perpetrate numerous speeches.
Did I get in a tight?

1

Of the secrets I treasure and prize most
Did 1 empty my bacchanal breast?
Did I button-bole men 1 despise most,
And frown upon those 1 like best ?
Did I play the »ow fawner aud flunkey
With people I always ignore?
Did I caracole round like a monkey?
Did I sit on the floor?

FIGHTING

12.000. 000

Thou hast lured me to passionate pastime,
Dread goddess whose smile is a snare!
Yet I swear thou hast
tc-mpied the last time—
I swear it; I mean wliat I swear!
And thy beaker shall always forbode a
Disgust it were wise to disdain,
O luxurious
brandy-and-soda,

Lady

3.000. 000

Acres

BEST

great Mining

FORTY-SECOND

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

LIYINGSTONEM,rAFRICA

WORKING
CLASS, male
female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable

THE
return

—

my 16

CPictures,
ing Silk and Linen

For Reed

Lessons, Scales, Studies, Voluntaries, Interludes,

THE

OF

maySl

an-

weekly bath of cold or
aPPlicd to tbe whole
8ha" direCt 0tberwi89

a

Sararj*
for tbe'heal’thof the*prfaoner?n
Sec. 9 That
officer of the prison,
other
edUdirMtdlv*orrindiJLtIl‘alli ** c0,lcernc<1 iurerest-

forget to

nerson

Memt^0rontdc™n“5,;ti?benpyriC^,raC,’PUrCl‘aS0’

Manufacturers’

who 8ha11 8nfter conylct
to^escape"
shan'inX'’'
o?
ahXid hfm
ti, i“auy way ruusent to his escaoe,

Merchants^

a

RESTAURANT,
CITYBUILDING,

P^shmeT? aTourt-maJttoi
as

Jan22

aid

e8cape.An
shall, upon
eon!ll,cd therein »ot

pXl.ment

martial

be liable to trial and
courts-martial under the rules and artlclreof
*
tlurinK the said
A
March
Approved,

nnlSSS1C'K?m 1IL'1
3,

LEWIS C.

or

..^ilitorej^
shall

bv

7e.J
restoring Captain Alonzo J. Marsh to his
P™™"
the army, and that he be
honorably
mustered,in
out of the service as of the date
of the
mustering-out of his regiment.
bU'be Senate and Home of Representatives of the Lotted States
of America in Conpress assembled, That the Secretary of War be and
so
<Jirected torestoreAloncaptain of
comPany H, eleventh
regimentvAtc™ reserve
l«fiTienta.v.eteran
corps, to liis position oh

How to

the immediate effects are to render the skin a beautiful creamy white it will, after a few
applications,
make it soft, smooth and lieautifully clear, removing all blemishes and discoloration.
This delightful toilet preparation has been
severely
tested
the Board of Health of New York
City. Dr Louis A.
Sayers, alter carefully examinthe
ing
analysis made by the above Board,pronounced

Shrm 5?2y?f
fb?dut.leB

~°LriaCr,CyC.eCdln8
Approved, March 3,

tWC'Ve

hereby

,

shall
receive
comienlluridreddolla™f per

,IGe-veeai"bile in trar.JrnKd'lCrn^lty *° animals
0f tran»P'>rtalion
withfn the
iucanfl

?">’

tive hours, unless prevented from so
or other accidental causes.
In estin!.!wnfi by
confinement the time during which the sniS ?uca
been confined without such rest ou
connecting iSa®
they are received shall be include! it w
t0
‘heir
ProW“t
tb.'8 ?Ct
“",,nftment beyond the periodof twenty-eight hours
hereinbefore
stated. Ancp!1tingencies
imals
**' proper,> fed and watered
the owner or r>crson having the
by fi
ca8e of bis default in so
then bv»il?r2n'°rjD
doing
comPan.v or owners or masters
of boats or
transporting the same at (he expense of
said
thereof; and
per8,,n!”
coftody
or “'“‘era
shall in such cases
have alien
and
custody
and sh/‘T. f!T3' caretontion of such animaUsmw-1 b.cJ a!'w for a“y de_
by tltis act Any
company, owner,
wll°
gh ill knowingly
* J and
ar} raa1.8
uimiy fail to comply
with the
storm

f™“.wblch
«Sfinem^,nL°f

®oSCSS

duriM^suJh’Hf4!
tSrtoS/Si"?
v«2lii0a5
said8888,8

dv

fmnJK

„J^nS?“ft°nr,*ed

wilfnih?fa?f*lucl1

p°V*raIlli w?l£ontJ?n?the

&

SamuelRoundflt&Son8.<,~nlan^8

.HMIw
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<
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We have made
passengers to

Society

1 ITU, EXHIBITION AT BANCOR,

arrangements and

ticket

mr!3-tf

Steamships of this Line sail from

Central Wharf. Boston,
Seml-Weeklv, for NORFOLK ami
.BALTIMORE.
of

end

—-—

-f

S teamships :—
Lawrence,” Capt. W. A.

William
Hallett
William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold Cant. Winslow Loveland.
“RlackstoneCapt. Geo.H. Hallett.
William Kennedy,” Capt, Henry D. Foster.

“McClellan”Capt.F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia,
Tennessee, Alabama anti Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and all
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Mealo to Norfolk
$15.00*
'line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, timeG5 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

Notice

PP“Over

to Owners of Lots in Everjrreen Cemetery.

Evergreen
AtaS'rWl""
oy calling
the Office ot the Citv
at

Cemetery,

•Jab. bailey, i

date witho-ut the presence

Cleaned

ano

ler.

All

ion.

a

man-

orders will receive prompt

WILLIAM BROWN,
Federal Street,
the Park.

niy20dtf__Near

Published
freeofSL ^^SSJjever
aSellt* It
a.ny

Removal.

con-

J. B. ttOBEBIB,
removed to 191 Commercial Street, next door
hove old ),lace. Extra pressed
and Straw for
Hay v
6 ale as nsn pi.
junlOlf

N"™t s4-*»Vwf- i

as

J.

in

oHnaa^rwiii

S.'PALMER,

C.E. JOSE.

Clothing

for sale
and feitlilul atten-

TrU8tCC8the indosufc alter Ida
be in peril

C:E.JOSEER,

DOGS—Any Dogs found

and Repaired at short notice
all kinds of goods dyed in
CLOTHES
thorough
Also Second-hand

society

WHITNEY & SAMPSON, Agents,
TO Long Wharf, Boeton.
jn23-ly

Maine

Steamship

NEW

myI9dtf

_

Notice.
Stockholders of the Cumberland National
Bank of Portland are hereby notified that there
will be a meeting ot the Stockholders at their BankRoom, on TUESDAY, July 1, 1873, at 10 o’clock A.
M. to see if they will vote to increase the Capital
took of the Bank.
Per order of the Directors.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, June 16, 1873.
ju!9dtd

THE

Co

ARRANGEMENT.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK
Steamers Dirigo anil Franeonla
will, until further notice, run as

follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
————'every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at S P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia aro lifted np with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and, all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For h reiglit or Passage apply to
a^'8 Wharf, Portland,
AMKS' Pler 38. E. R., New York.
!
May 9-dtf
►

MAIL

LINE

TO

A. M., 113.40

9.10

P7M.7t

6.25 Pi

J. PRESCOTT, Supt.
BACHELDER, General Agent, Portland.

GEO.

jul6

dtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Summer Arrangement.
June SI, 1873

DIRECT!
With connection* to Priuce Edward Island and (’ape Breton.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
side wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH, Capt. W. A. Colby,
willleave Railroad wharf, Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
M., (or on arrival of train leaving Boston at noon.)
new

Passenger trains leave Portland
S—ww*
’w«"sii'r Rochester and intermediate stations
-““at 7.43 A. M.( and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winniniseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
6.15 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 8.30, A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and Eastern

Railroads.
Leave Portland for Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.15 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at. 6.20 P. M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, and No.
Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eagle
6
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Par-

Limerick, Newfleld,
Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
Centr° Waterboro’for
Limerick, Tarsonsfield,
dally
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
jun3-tc
sonsheld and

Passenger
Is

Tonics and Catharintended strictly as a

invalids cannot reasonably lies*
Hate to give it a trial„
See that each bottle haa PERU*
VIAN SYRUP blown in the glass,

are

Pamphlets Free.

SETH W. FOWLE it SONS,
IYo*
Sold

every other stimulant. As a Spring ami Summer Tonic, they have no equal.
Ihey are a
mild and gentle Purgative as well as Tonic. They
Purify tho Blood. They are a splendid Appetizer.
They make the weak strong. They purify and invigorate. They cure Dyspepsia. Constipation, and
Headache. They act as a specific in all species of
disorders which undermine the bodily strength and
break down tho animal spirits.

SEELEY’S
Hart Rum

I'rlgci.sts glmlrallx.

by

<leo4&wly

in ES,

L. A
Madam
are now

Healy sUterine Tonic Pill

ready fer the general public.

have tried them will need
invaluable remedy for

J

tone to the
musclCB, and lift the organ into itB proper position*
anil keep It there. They ppeedily cure
Leucorhcea*
Dysmenorrhaa and Menorrhagia. They are a Bpecillc ior Stangury, a diuretic in Gravel
They promote Bleep, allay nerrouB excitability. Remove sterility, and all female .weaknesses. They are purely
vegetable, pleasant to the taste, free from opiated anil
all injurious
oropertie*. Madam Heolv’s Pamphlet
for Women is interesting and valuable. Sent free
upon receipt of stamp for return postage, or can im

Relief, Comfort

and cure for Rupture, FeWeaknesses and Piles, unlike all other apwill
never rnst, limber, break, chare,
pliances known,
soil, nor movo from place,—-indest ructible. The fine
steel spring being coatod with hard rubber, light cool,
cleanly, used in bathing, fitted to form, universally
recommended by all surgeons as the best mechanical
snpports known.—Send for pamphlet.—Establishments 1347 Chestnut St., Philadelphia and 737 Broadway, New York. Complete assortment for sale, with
careful adjustment, by F. Sweetser, L. C. Gilson, W.
W. Whipple & Co., and Thos. G. Lortag, Portland.
Beware cf imitations.
myldGm

found at

Weeks A Potter’s, 176 Treinont St,
BOSTON.

MADAM HEALY’S

Gout and Rheumatism,
cured in a few days,

LYON’S

Blair’s Gont and Kheuinatie Pills.
They require neither attention or confinement of
are certain to prevent the disease at-

ATHAIRON

any kind and

tacking any vital parts.

BY

Only 50 Cents

PROUT & HARSANT
LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Drnggists,
eodlyr
DOV20__^

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND

TEETH!

Own Thirty Years ago Lyon's Ka thataon son
Hair was first placed in the market by Profeaaor
E. Tbomaa Lyon, a graduate of Princeton
College.
The nimo ia derived from the Gree'a
Kath*o,'*
aignifying to cleanse, pun/iy, rejuvenate, or restore.
The favor it baa received, and tho
popularity It
obtained, is unprecedented anil incredible. It in.
creases the Growth and Beauyy of the Ham.
It la
a delightful dressing.
It eradicates dandruff. It
prevents the Hair from turning gray. It keeps the
head cool, and gives the hair a rich, soft,
gloaay an.
pearance. It ia the same in Quantity and Quality
as it wan over a Quarter of a Century
Aoo, and is
sold by all Druggists and
Country Stores at only 5A
Cent* per Bottle.
THE

THURSTON’S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder
Glossy

DESIRE IT. ALL

by constant

Y
use

luia

eodlyr

Hair

HAVE IT

>f

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME
Price, 25 and 50 Cents p

no20

jr

Bottle,

Woman’s Glory is BerHair^

cod lyi

K ATHAIRON
LYON’S

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES
ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

JOUVEN’8

Dissolution

INODOROUS

Kid

Glove

will renovate tliem
AU sold by

bottle.

F.

Copartnership.

of

is nerebv given
NOTICE
DA LL, Ml A LUSTER
mutual consent.
solved

Cleaner

thrt the
& CO.,

tlrm of RAXis hereby din

by

thoroughly. Price 25 cents
Druggists and Fancy Dealers

WELLS & CO., New York,
Wholesale Aireuts.

.JOHN F. RANDALL,
HENRY F. iIuALLISTElt.
EDWARD H. SARGENT.
Portland, March 27, 1873.

[

Copartnership Notice.

eodlyr

no20

per Bottle.

It promote* the GROWTH, PREgER► VES the
COLOR, anil Increases the *
Vigor and BEAUTYo f the HAIR,

MAY HAVE BY USING DAILY

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

LOTION,

for ulceration nn<l Inflammation a-:cnmpaniea each
box ol Pills. Price of Pills and Lotion, 31.25 Tier
box, or 36.00 a half dozen. Address all business lettars to Madam Healy, Box 367, Station A, Boston.
For Side by WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, and all
Drumrlsts.
anddiv

by the celebrated Euglisn Medicine,

Soft,

They are

All Uterine Diseases.

male

no20

many who

The
other notice.

They cure PROLAPSUS UTERI, give

TRUSSES*

ALL

no

an

ABDOMINAL Nl'PPOKTCBN AND
PILE PIPEM.

PREPARED

Proprietor*

1 Milton Place, Bontou.

nol9

63 Park Plaoe; New York.

Depot;

T'^crsh^^rer'll^ame ofr°™''d

*

randall & McAlister,
continue the business of dealers In

COAL

Ticket Agency!

can

be_ cured.

GO

Commercial

HeartRegulatoi

And tuc

ANY CASE OF HEART DISEASE

Portland. March

£in

Although given up by the best Physicians.
We do not hesitate to fay it will cure the following
symptoms, though most of them have been declared

—

West, South and Northwest, may procure
Through Tickets at the lowest rates, via the MichiCentral and Great Western (via Suspension
ridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, or Rock Island, Chicago & North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency

XV. D. LITTLE V
49

CO.,

1-SI EXCHANGE STREET.

Jan30d3wistostf

ELIAS HOYYJs

Sewing Machines
AND BUTTERICK’S

Patterns of Garments
WTLDEB
janl 73 tl

173

Announcement.
member

Incurable:

Song Formation of the Heart, Rheumatism. General
Debility, Wafer about the Heart, Sinking of the
Spirits, Pains in the Side or Chest, JJizziness,
Sluggish Circulation of the blood, and Momentary
Stoppage of the Action of the Heart.
Our agent, on application, will furnish you wit
our circular, giving full description of the disease,

and also a number ot testimonials of cures; and ii
from the parties who
you would like further proof write
them and see what
have given the testimonials,
they say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart
Regulator, and the* dun ind is still increasing. Wl
are confident we are doing the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
The price of t Heart Regulator is One Dollar per Bottle, **d can be obtained of any drnggis
In Portland.
J. XV PERKIN* A CO.

of

our

Portland April 2,1878,

J,

B.

MATHEWS & CO.
tf

A

For Sale on Kim Street.
SMALL Stable, to be removed. Apply to W
H* DARTON, 20 Elm street.
‘juDdtf

St.

°f thc ,af0 *■

A

"

JOHN F. RANDALL,
F~

27t^,g’ McA*g*gfo

City of Portland.
is

hereby given that the.I tint Standi
NOTICE
Committee
laying out
Streets
whom
the

is

on

or

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
*6 Commercial *frecl Portland.
Janl3
deod&wlr-w3

Middle St.. Dp Btalro

as a

WILL CURE

Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms, Ossification

WOOD

RANDALL, MCALLISTER * CO.,

DR. GRATES’

Ra^dallAkAUtoor

WHERE

&

the old stand ol the late firm of

at

heretofore-at

row as

—

of

noySjtf

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and woment and

Only to be used as a medicine, and always according
to directions.
They are tho sheet-anchor of the feeble and debilitated. They act upon a diseased liver, and
stimulate to such a degree, that a healthy action is
at once brought about. As a remedy to which
W omen a re especially subject, it is surperaeding

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,

A Fine Business Opening

Address Box 1015 Portland Me

stitution.
Thousands have been changed,
by the use of this remedy, from

anti will

middle aged
young
unexceptionaL. FOGG is admitted
ble character. Experienced accountant and one
FOR
MR. JAMES
firm from this day.
thousand dollars capital. Investigation Is invited
man

of the moet desirable
tics in the world. They

one

The Old Union

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and

or

Blood

__

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT]

a

Conut v
7

RROOKN.

II.

energising effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system ,
and building tip an Iron Con-

combined with other

PLANTATION
Bitters

ALL

___

Plctou, and steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey’s Stages for
Ca|ie Breton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS at 8.30 P. M
r
£r ^f1 ari'f further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
mar25dtf
.JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

of

FRUITS,

properties, which In their nature are Cathartic,
Aperient, Nutritious, Piuretic, Alterative aud AntiBilious.
The whole is preserved in a sufficient
quantity of spirit from the SUGAR CANE to
in any climate, which makes the
them
keep

Beautiful,

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

Halifax Nova Scotia,

The

d6m

Cleansed

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
1

PURELY A VEGETABLE PREPARATION,
IS
well-known ROOTS.
composed simply
HERBS, and

of

83F*Thc Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 6.15 A. M., 9.10 A. M-, and 3.40, P.
M. trains from Portland, make elose connections
to New York by one or other of the routes from
Boston. Passengers ticketed through bv either route.

Wliarfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 r..m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

W.

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Solution of the Protoxide of,
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
tvith the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature's Oivn Vitalising
Agent, Iron in the blootl, and
cures “a thousand ills," simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalising the System. The enriched and vitalised blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the ivondcrful success of this remedy in
cuHng Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
Chills and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
st ate of the system.
Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its

excruciating pain
relieved in two hours, and
THE

leave Portland dai-

t Accommodation train.
11 Fast Express.

[

Treaftnrpr

16, 17,18 & 19,
1873.
SfiOOO, iu premiums are offered.

Clothing

i\o

England Fair, 1*09, at the Cumberland

MARES TilE ViEAR STRONG.,

GOUT ami RHEUMATISMF

ICth.

morning.

lenTC each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

53 Central Wharf. Boston.

September
mar-22

Steamship Line.

trains

JUNE

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at (Jft.30
A. M, tl2.30P. M., t3.15P. M., 116.00 P. M., *8.00r. M.
Leave (Portsmouth for Portland at ||I0.35 A. M.,
112.57 P. M., t5.40 P. M., ||8.09 P. M„ *10.05 P. M.
Leave Blddeford for Portland at 7.15 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run
Monday

PHILADELPHIA

36 HOURS BOSTON TO CHICAGO.
Pullman Cars on all Through Trains,
53^* Passengers who wish to travel without detention, and with ease and comfort, will find the above
routes very desirable.
Continuous Trains, No Changes, Courteous Employees, Unusual Facilities for Meals at Seasonable

Norfolk and Baltimore and Waskinj-ton,
D. C. Steamship Line.

M.’,

—AND—

City, fill. Paul, New Orleans,
and all points in Florida, via all the first-class
Rail-Roads—Penn. Central, Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern, Baltimore and Ohio, Erie, Great Western
and Michigan Central.

MONDAY,

Passenger

BOSTON*

411 Point* West, North-West, Month and
South-Went, Man Francisco, Kansas

ROLLINS & ADAMS, Agents,
No. 1 Exchange Street, Portland. Me.

to

Leave Custom House Wharf foot of Pearl st., for
Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands at 9 and 10} A. M. and
2 and 3} P. M.
Returning, leave Cushing’s Island for Portland at
9} A. M.. and 2} P. M.
Leave Cushing’s Inland, touching at Peak’s Island
11.15 A. M. and 5,15 P. M.
Tickets down and back 25c. Children half price.
Private parties can be accommodated by applying
to the Captain on board.
jelOtr

EYER.

Hours.
Tickets to New York via Sound Lines. (State Rooms
secured at this office), Fall River, Stonington and
Norwich. All Rail Routes—Shor6 Line (via Providence), and Boston and Alban v. Tickets to Boston
via Eastern, Boston and Maine, Portland and Rochester, and Boston Boats.
Merchants going to Boston and New York, will
save the time usually experienced at the
depots by
purchasing their tickets at this office. Call and examine our time tables, maps, etc., and be convinced
that we represent all the best roads running West.

trips

sack, which is ottered low for cash

!

DIVISION.

ARRANGEMENT.

COMMENCING

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11th,
Running as follows, until further notice:

Office.

can now

PORTLAND

Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands,

1

will hold its

K

finp^pH

LOWER~THAN

.1une2tf

Maine State Agricultural

EHOE, General Agent.
Warren Street, New York.

be sent
ainB Over 600
Fill

°tthela‘«

aPr5dtf

i
1

bu8ines8 of dealers
Samael Ro“'“ls-

SAMUEL ROUNDS
GEO. H. ROUNDS
EDWARD H. SARGENT

Has attained the reputation
gf being one of the
Ablest Magazine.
ublished
In
this countrj. It contains articles on al1
most EVEtlY SUBJECT.
1 new Story of
great Interest, by the author of “The
House of Yorke,” entitled
“GBAPEM and thorns,»
las been commenced In the Number
far Jane.
] .aeinumbere-ntamK 144
pages. 60 cts. a number, or
I 3 per J ear. To be had
of all newsdealers. I’ubliaied
1

I.AWKENCK

of Sam-

undersigned have this
THEnersliip
under the firm name of
Rounds, Sar-

World,

CATHOLIC publication

name

dissolved by mutual

Notice.
day formed a conart-

THE CATHOLIC WORLD

<

dav

Copartnership

Edited by
VERY REV.1. T. HECKER.

m

v!>
tion, for a longer period than twontvJ’n.?1!5' de8triPtive hours, without unloading the
consccuter, and feeding, for a period of ni JSf J™ re»t, wa-

Sous, is this

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

Harmless,and Enlirnly Free from Anythiug Injurious to the Health or Skin.

The Catholic

‘m,ati^fefhl'!UtJS,de^f..anA
P»h*e of RepreOf America
gress assembled,
ConThatnn"

hereby given that the copartnership

NOTICE
heretofore existing under the firm

uel Rounds &
consent.

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.'
Ask your Druggist for Geo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of
f outh.” The gen nine has the U nited States revenue
<lamp engraved on the front label, and the name,
‘G. W. Laird,” blown in the glass on the back of
ivery bottle. SOLD BY ALL DKUGGISTS AND
rANCY GOODS DEALERS.
ju2(4w

Nature-No. 80.)

railroad company within
the United states wlm*.
of road over which
form8
P*rtof a line
cattle
mala shall be sonveyed frAm ep’ "wlne> or other anistate to another, or
the owners or masters of
sels carrying or
or other vesr
transporting
othe/ animals from one Staff *,e’ 8l,eeP» «wine, oflne the game in cars, boats or
an.ot“er* *ball con-

is

Geo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of Youth’

1873.

uSitcS smes,

NO TICE.

RATES

Jul7dtd
Wssolu tionof Copartnership.

by

Be it enacted
by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in ConffTSMatsemMed, That La Crosse, in the countv of La
and State of
Wisconsin, be, and is

the

dlvnewo3m

street, from Emery towards Clark street.
Congress street, from India to Washington streets.
And that thereafterwards this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience
requires the
construction of sewers in said streets.
Per order of Committee on Drains and Sewers.
GEO. P. WEJSCOTT, Chairman.

very

(General Nature—No. 79.)
AN ACT to create a port of
delivery at La Crosse, in
M lseonsin, and to
provide for a surveyor of customs thereat.

d°8trict1of1\v£0o i0f deliTejy, within

JOHNSON.

street.
Salem

improving and beautifying the skin, it is undoubtedly the best toilet preparation in the world: it is
composed of entirely harmless materials, and while

^ty-Bve’.

collection
omrict of New
Orleans; and there shall be anpointof customs lor said
who
port,
perof such office anc
the

Beautify the Complexion.

If there is one wish dearer than another to
the
heart of woman, it is the desire to be beautiful.
The wonderful reputation of GEO. W. LAIRD’S
“BLOOM OF YOUTH” Is
Justly deserved. For

jeMarsh’Sth0rizedta,nd

Apprroved!VMmeh1?18l3n

A.

■VTOTICE is hereby given that on MONDAY, the
1.1
seventh day of dfcily next, at 71 o’clock P.
M.,
at the Aldermenfs room in the
City Building, a hearing will be had of all parties interested in tlia petitions for Sewers in the following named streets:
Pearl street, from Middle to federal streets.
Waterville street, sewer to be extended through
Monument street.
Neal street, from Bowdoim or Carroll towards Pine

A^CT

hund™d a"d

JOSEPH

SEWE R

wa?
coufineineni*

1873.

JOHNSOfS',

CITY OF PORTLAND.

XtlAYUKR—JNO.

ibiiAL.

Street,

LEWISTON, MAUVE.

employed
lnStEhe Pris’™ whSSaX
con^??11
8uner convict
to escape,
shall in
*

Fine

her

BLACKSTONE

Ticket

Islands.

The STEAMRR GAZELLE,
Cnpt. C. F. Sands, will commence

Co.,

Union

EASTERN RAILROAD.
811DIEB

ST., BOSTON.
)u!2
il3m

THE—

and

WHMl fll^inun

SON.

call at

For the

Epicurean

96

RESTAURANT

°r

o/in anTtteint 40

*

Portland,

W. L. HILLINGS, Agent
J. R. COYLE JR., General Agent.mcu30tf

Should Have It.

^l^fihTcKuS^0

MONTREAL,

low rates.

Table

FLOUR
or

CEO.

C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendil
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
^“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Suprentendent.
Portland, March 5, 1873.
tf

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 7 P. M. Fare
Freight taken at

Table Sauce

New York.
d&w2w

under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of five years, would now say to the public that
wei nta: d to keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Bid of Fare shall be in keeping with the Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do not

!

Beauty

Br’dway,

—HATING TAKEN

4W,

Secret of

surfoL

711

Jnl8_
L, C. JOHNSON &

year—now selling with astonishing rapidity. It contains nearly 300 Magnificent
Engravings. Splendid opportunity for Agents to make
money. Circulars, containing full particulars and terms, sent free.
Address DUSTIN, GILMAN & CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

or

“

Boston.

HOME of GOD’S PEOPLE.

"itow'XX^d
under ilisci-

Pianoforte.
Violin.

Dealers will bear in mind these popular books,
which will sell with the best.
OLIVER DITSOX
C. II. DITSOX & CO.,
CO.,

The grandest and most successful new book out. Acknowledged to be the most decided success of the

S“etprison
by tlm proper
p*'»Vbeir, he
B.ha" shall
h? prescribed
thorltj.
be suitably ventilated and

“

“

Ctires every
*<•• Try
druggists. REUBEN HOYT, Pro_m- 31t4w

AGENTS WANTKO FOB THE

with

“

and

barrel

Cron in

Northwest, West and Southwest

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

Every Well Fur-

^lejSaWP*

gnus

“

—

To Canada, Detroi', Chicago, Hilwiiu
kee* Cincinnati, Sit. Coni*, Omaha,
Saginaw, Ht Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver. San Fraucisro,
and all points in the

A.T 8 O’CLOCK P. INI.

Class Grocers.

EEED,ORGANS #2.50.

“

_my30d4wt

BROOKS

ATLANTIC WHARF,

TABLE

Kept by all First

Epicurean

AND

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

RELISH IN USE.

Clnrkr’s Dollar In.tractor for Kerri Or

„.SoW',y
New York.
pnetor.

besubj“t

a
a

LIFE.

JOHN

BEANS.

purchaser*.

junlOdtf

Domestic Tonic,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST5

STEAMERS

IS THE

BEST

nished
FOR

"I O SAMPLES sent by mail for 50c. that retail
quick for *10. R. L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chat*

—

THE SUPERIOR SEA-GOING

ihcAmer-

The best braudsof Family Flour constantly on hand, by the
N. B.—All goods delivered free in any part of the city.
HgfpTremhwns awarded at the State Fair, 1*G8, at the New
Fair, 1871.

Offices,

J.

Institute Fnir,
New York City, INt'i.

IT

ARRANGEMENT.

74 EXCHANGE ST.

FOR BOSTON.

■enn

THE ORGAN AT HOME.

-*-4d

»y&^t^rtymandant-0r8-*y“

AN act
sit by

KITE 11

premium nt

TRAINS*.

OF

JPassenger

~

Received the highest

The Publishers announce the near completion of
this charming SABBATH SCHOOL SONG BOOK, to
which more Ilian Thirty of the very best writers and
composers contribute. It will appear in July. Send
orders early. Specimen pages free. Retail price 35cts.

Sew-

Brilliant Book, for Canvasser.
and SalesmensBryant’s
Library of Poetry and
and
Miss Beecher’s New Hosssekeeper.s ManSong,
ual. Both selling fast and far. Exclusive territory:
liberal terms. J.B. FOKD& CO., New York, Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
my30t4w

decent clothing*

°

Organs.

*

on, shall be furnished with
Sec. 7. That the use of
newspapers and books shnll
not be denied the convicts at times
when not employed; and that unofficial visitors shall be admitted
to
the prison under such restrictions
as theboard ot
commissioners may impose. The Drisoner.
be denied the prlvelcge of
communicating with their
friends by letter, and from
receiving like communications from them, ail of which
shall
ho

o’clock P. M.

further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CVHCS STURDIVANT, Gen Ag’l.
Portland, May 19. 1873.
myl9tf

TABLE
SAUCE.

Songs, Quartettes, and large Collection of Choice Organ Music. By L. O. Emerson and AV. S. B. Matthews, gentlemen of high musical culture, who have
produced a thorough excellent method, tilled with
music which cannot fail to make the progress ot the
learner most agreeable, as it is sure to be rapid.
Price $2.50.

Oper

Y.

iltt

to *ult

FLOUR!

FLOUR!

m

On and after Monday, June 23d,
Trains will run as follows:
Passenger trains for South Paris,
Gorham, Island Pond, Quebec. Montreal, and the west at 7.15 A. M., 1.30 and 7 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond. Gorham
and South Paris at 9 A. M., 3 and 8 P. M.

Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same evening, connecting with the Pullman
Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.

EPICUREAN

The Emerson Method,

Thread. *100 to *200 cleared
month by good, active Agents. Apply at once
to D. L. GUERNSEY. Concord. N. H. my28t4w

ham-square,N.

SUMMER

Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Cas-'
tine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,! Mlllbridge, Junesport, and Machiasport.

WHITNEY,

BAKED
Sunday morning, in lot*

every

M., 6.15 P. M.

ALTERATION

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

—

POKTLAND, HVtE,

THE

^AGENTS WANTED
our

BY

12.30 P.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

For

the hands
interested in this class of securities. Two VolW. N. COLERA CO.,
umes, price $10.
my28t4w
17 NaNanu-ut., New York.

fo

FOR SALE

KENDALL &

be in

Maps, and Charts. Also,

5

COLT”* ARMORY HARTFORD, Coun

THE LAW of MUNICIPAL BONDS

being digchanwLl’
Pl

or

give perfect satisfacWe challenge the world to a trial,
and to produce a machine its equal. Try
it, and yon will buy no other.
Send for Illustrated Circular.

CO., 173 Greenwich St..

just published by our senior, should
of all

and

evening, at 10 o’clock,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincoluville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,
Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, toucliiug
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at

tion.

jun!6t4w

FRESH

BREAD,

morning, Sunday* Inclnded

R. R.

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a. in.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and E.st at
3:40 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:20 p. ra.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. in.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, <&c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
Augusta, May 5. 1873.
myl2tf

MANUFACTURED BY THE

We make a Specialty of County, City, and School
District Bonds, Guarantee Legality of all bonds
sold, collect the coupons without charge, or take same
as so much cash on sales.
(£3fSend for price list.

whipping0,
“rending,
oTfh^XX'“wfV
the purpose of
discipline,
^cibfcinir
and evoiy prisoner, upon

or

**

this paper.

of

every

TIME.

p.
For Lewiston, Bath and
Augusta at 5.30 p.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25
p. m.
Trains are Dae at Portland.

every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

to

OF

RICHMOND,

a

Hills “Archimedean” lawn Mower Co.,

7 to 12 PER CENT.

insue^ion
A

no

name

by

BROWN

HOT

Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfield,

For

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

$20; 12-inch,
$25; 28-inch,

ROLLS,

M., Saturday* excepted.

Skowhegau, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
^Rl^rop,
Halifax at 1:02
m.

Will leave Railroad Wharf,

$22; 14-inch,
pony, 8100; 32-inch, horse, for public
parks and large lawns, $125. Every ma-

or
em-

nes, Iowa.mv28t4w

refiL ?

rood, but when Ina,.,d
hospital

lots,easily operated
grounds2cemetery
lad or miss of lO

OF

P.

a. m.

The Steamer

CITY

TEA
(lay at 5

every

Portland for Bangor,
»_Trains
Boulton, Calais and St.John at 12:15
"a.
m.
^"'bb
(sleeping and day car9 on this
’train.)
For Bat h, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

Commercial St.

Bangor, Hit. Desert
Machias.

so

throughout

paid
particulars.

nbvoerl hi solitary
placed
confinement, and the commandant
shall at once report the case to
the Serretar Ar vuW
who shall direct the
Inspector to make full examiua
tion and report of the matter
:
at the next

I

giving the

New York,and
will garantee the collection of all loans made through
itB tgency. All charges
by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, rod full
Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 1G7 Des Moi-

par?the
“merited

That the prisoners shall be snnnlied

Portland and
well
known
the United States and
Europe, that it requires no recommendation (over 10,000 sold in this country alone
The oulv balanced Lawn Mower with AN
ADJ Utf TABLE HANDLE.
lO-inch cut, croquet mower, n beautiful
little machine for small lawns, croquet
now

HOT

RAILROAD^
Spring
May
Arrangement^Cemmencing
leave

Co.

This beautiful Mower is

BAKERY and purchasing such articles as are adver8'*** abutment of every thing usually found in a Bakery. Motto:

CENTRAL

MAINE

Inside lines between

chine warranted

:8l«Ve V™6
byina«luH aat BROOKS*
Er aAVl
A^8°fu.el
^°U w 11

Strive^please*1

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, June 6, 1873.
ju7tr

Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 percent,

mL Se
Ion*

St. Andrews,

Houlton.

145

assortment of Bread, Crackers, Cakes and Pastry of every description,

Boston,

Portland, April 23,1873.apr24tf

interest, net, payable semiannually in

^Var

or

CURED.

1,032 Race St„ Philadelphia, Pa.

Is the place to purchase the largest
wlueli will lie sold low tor cash.

with 12.30 P. M. from Portland.
Steamer Sebagofor Naples, Bridgton, Harrison and
North Waterford connects at Sebago Lake with 12.30
P. M. from Portland.
The 6.20 A. M. from No. Conway connects In Poreland with trains for
aniving there in season
for all lines to New York via Sounil Steamers or land
routes; and the 1.00 P. M. connects with trains to
Boston which arrive In time for Shoro Line or
Springfield route night expresses to New York; also
with Steamers of Portland Steam Packet Co. for Boston, arriving next morning in season lor all early
trains South and West.
Ticket Office at Boston & Maine R. R. Station in
Portland, where all trains arrive and depart.
Freight trains leave Portland at 6.15 A. M.
“
No. Conway at 12.20 P. M.

HARRIS, ATWOOD $ CO..

percent.net"

10

shall

SO? “»'l-«guUStoSI

stamp

M. YOUNG &

lor
Eastport
and

BRACKETT STREET, PORTLAND,

Conway, 6.20 A. M., 1X0 P. M.
Stages for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls, Freedom,
Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell and North Lovell connect

Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windson, Kentville. Halifax, N. S.,Shediac, Amherst.
{^“Freight received on days of sailiug until 4
o’clock P. if. *
marlSislv-tc
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

THOUSAND^

New York.my28-4wt

af
rnakl

a

THE CHAMPION

OGDENS BURG

Leave N.

Wednesday

ployment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package or goods to
start with sent tree by mail. Addiess with 6 cent

afeountffig

him toescape,
conviction hv *
less than one year

Connections made at

Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock

Consumption,

only

79

Passengor.

Leave Portland,

ARRAN GEMENT.|

days.

same

“ARCHIMEDEAN,’

years, price
standard size,

sm

and after Monday, June 9tli, and
notice, trains will run

On

--

The Steamer
CHARLES HOUGHTON

CRADDOCK & CO.,

600 pages,
$2.50. Incomplete and inferior
works are ottered, look out for them. Send for circulars and see Proof of the greates success of the season.
Pocket companion worth $19 mailed free.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, 723 Sansom Street,
Phila.
my28j4w

dfr«“

“['“rice th.c

DB.

<

co

further
E!?!“£f!f??|uutil
follows:

St. John/ Dishy,
Halifax.

Alex. Famliam. Jr., Master, will
►on and after 30th inst.. leave AtMantle Wharf every
at
c—=—^
6 o ciock, A. M., for
Boothbay, Round Pond and
Waldoboro, and every Saturday at 7 o’clock A M ’’
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o'clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. M., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received after One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of

H. JAMES, a retired Physician, (and by
nature a ehemist,) discovered, while in the East
Indies, a certain cure for
Asthma, Bronchitis, and General Debility, when his only child,
a daughter was given up to die.
His child was cured, and is now alive and well. Desirous of benefitting humanity, he will send the recipe, containing
find directions for making this remedy, free, on receipt of two stamps to i»ay expenees. There is not a
single symptom or Consumption that it does not at
once take hold of and dissipate.
Niqht Sweat, Peevishness. Irritation qflhe Nerves, Failure of Memory,
Difficult Expectoration, Sharp Pains, in the Lungs,
Sore Throat,
Chilly Sensations, Nausea at the
Stomach, Inaction of the Bowels, and Wasting
away of the Muscles. Address

30th Thousand in Press. Sale increasing.
3.000more LI VE AGENTS Wanted for our

8W”8?8-in??mu>,bu/1SeS8'and

1

eodllm&w6w

dim

&

CHANGE

On and after Monday March
24th the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Steamier New Brunswick, Capt. S. H.
in
—'Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

LAWN MOWER
OF THE WORLD
Ml

CONSUMPTIVE

A

my28d4wj

aSd.tmp oymint °J *Jle

«nv ico«

IHnnger,

CORRESPONDENT.

I

73

cr

Sow

jv29dtf_C.

PORTLAND

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

John W.
fehl7

A MAN OF A

<

thlrii?n0pei?y
W„V oAi,„He ,8hal11 re<;eiv,e

trades

TABLETS.

healthy

■Litar,

a

SPRING

AOENTS

store
action to the affected org*. ;
Wells’ Carbolic Tablets are p
only in
blue boxes. Take no substilutes. lit. ev can’t be
found at your druggists send at once totbe Agent
in New York, who will forward them by return
mail.
Don’t be deceived by Imitations.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 cents a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.

and

inflTc

and
Windsor and

WANTED In every county for a
new national book, “Lives and Portraits of the
Presidentswith 19 fine steel engravings. Send for
descriptive circular. JOHNSON,* WILSON & CO.,
27 Beckman St., N. Y.
jul3d4w$

Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
Catarrh, Horseaess, Dryness or the Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the Lungs.
In all cases of sudden cold, however takeu, these
TABLET'S should be promptly and freely used. They
equalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will, in a very short time re-

Secretary

”X

to

gans, Sore Throat,

over

^

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.

for all diseases of the Respiratorv Or-:

are a sure cure

Sep. 4. That the officers of the
prison shall consist
ot a commandant and such subordinate
officers as
may be necessary, a chaplain, a surgeon, and a clerk,
who shall be detailed by the
of War from
Secretary
the commissioned officers of the
army; and a sufficient numbei of enlisted men shall be detailed
by the
of War to act as turnkeys, guards, and assistants in the prison.
Sec. 5. That one of the inspectors of the
army
Bhall, at least once in three months, visit the priBon
for the purpose of examining into the books and
all
the affairs thereof, and
ascertaining whether the
tawic rules, and regulations
thereto are comrelating
plied with, the officers are competent and faithful,
and the convicts properly governed and
employed,
and at the same time treated with
humanity
kindness. And it shall be the
of the inspector,
duty
t0 makC fl111 report thereof to the
Secretary
of War
Sec. 6, That before the commandant enters
upon
the duties of his office he shall
with sufflgive
clent sureties, in a sum to be fixed bond,
by the Secretary
to be approved by
him, conditioned that he
shall faithfully account for all
placed in his
hands for the use of the prison money
and for the fivithful
discharge of all his duties as commandant. He shall
have command of the prison; shall have the
charge
Prisoners, and the enstodv of
8°yernment connected with
anii Pay out all
money
used tot the prison, and shall cause
to bo
suitable books, complete accounts of all the kept, (f
property
concerns of the prison, and shall make full and regular reports thereon
to the Secretary of War; ami slmll
the
tion and with the approval of tho
Secretary of War
employ, for the benefit of the United
States the con’
andiu such
m
deemed best for their health and
reform at
ire
shall have power to sell and
dispose of any articles
manufactured by the convicts,
and shall regulariv
account lor the proceeds
thereof, and shall give bond
and security for the faithful
keeping and
of all moneys anil
property coming to his hands
such commandant.
He shall take note and
record of the good conduct of the
convicts add
daily time of hard labor for those who, by
their obedience,
honesty, industry, or general good
earn
such
conduct,
favors; and the Secretory of
Is authorized and directed to
in
sentences of such convicts, and toremit,
give them an w~t,o„ to duty in case the
same
and in case any convict 'hall
disobey the lawful nr*
ders of tho officers of the prison
or

may

Eastport, Calais

The 8E€OR is simpler, better made and more
highly finished than any other machine. Sews everything, and is always ready; no change of tension required in sewing from light to heavy work. Agents
wanted. Get the latest and best. Send for Circular.
THE 8ECOR HEWING MACHINE CO.
jun!2 697 Broadway New York. t4w

NEVER

bcTessential0

°ther

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
janll ly

166 FORE STREET, PORTLAND,

i
I

1372.

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

HILLS

FAIS,

CENT.

country.

(The Modal)
At
AMERICAN
INSTITUTE

Iron Line of Steamers !
and

OFFICE,

w

m

O

Waluoboro,

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. m., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Nortliport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston tor St. George
daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jeflerson and
Whitetield, Mc*days
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wa»doboro’ for North Waldoboro\ Washington
s
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and
Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at
rates.
A. COOMBS. Sup’t.

rom

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing far less than to insure in) any ther

Awarded
The Highest
RtEHIUM

Omaha.Nib.

Neglect a Cough. Nothing is more certain
lay the foundation l:>r future evil consequences.

Secretary

8UCh

on

!

Colorado, Utah
farmers in the

a

my28t4w

employed

prisoner shall have

Wyoming,

Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Land.
Sectional Maps, showing the Land, also new edition of Descriptive Pamphlet with New Maps, Mailed
Free Everywhere. Address,
O. F. DAVIS,
Land Commissioner (J. P. it. It.

the army of the United States, in widen shall be seat labor, and governed
curely confined, and
In the manner hereinafter directed, all offenders convicted before any court-martial or military commission in the United States, and sentenced according to
law to imprisonment therein.
Sec. 2. That the Secretary of War shall organize a
board of five members, to consist of three otti ers of
the army and two persons from civil life, who shall
adopt a plan for the building of such prison, and who
shall frame regulations for the government of the
prisoners, in accordance with the provisions of this
act.
The aam commissioners from civil life shall
hold their offices for the term of three years, and
shall be paid five dollars a day while on
duty, and
necessary travelling expenses; and tho said officers of
the army shall, at all times, be subject to removal hv
the Secretary of War.
SEC. 3. That the
of War shall, with said
commissioners, semi-annually, and as much oftener
as may be deemed
expedient, visit said prison for the
purposes of examination, Inspection, and correction;
and they shall inquire into all abuses or
neglects of
duty on the part of the officers or other persons in
c harge of the same, and make such
changes in the
*he prison as they may hold to

each

Clyde’s

country.

[Gekekal Nature—No. 77.)
AN ACT to provide for the establishment of a milltaiy prison, and for its government.
lie it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of tlie United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be established at
Rock Island, In the State of Illinois a prison for the
confinement and reformation of ortenders against the
rules, regulations, and laws for the government of

sumcient

!

Premiums Terminating in 1872,

company in this

Wiscassct. New

Direc trail route to

...

le, Damariscotta,
p??!!???fH*=l|Cast
Warren and Rockland.

PHILADELPHIA.

STITCH.

The

5,1873.__iny5dti
KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
--....

Dividend to Policy Holders

PER

AStEto? i£2

Boston, May

jul3dtf

*

O

Blddefoni

Kennebunk

No change of cars between Portland

$15,571,206

50

>

*

Junction *8.00 A. M

ABDj

LOCK

d

To.oo i*. M.

M,ie8ter aDI'Altoc Bay *6-0®. *9-00 A.M. and
t3130Ipl
For Manchester

and Concord via C A P R R.
V
13.30 p. M.
For Milton and Union *9.00 A. M. and n an p m
For Scarboro’, Old Orchard Beach, Saco
and
at *.5.10 P. M.
,eave
Kennebunk at *7.30 P. M
The *9.00 A. M. train connects at Lawrence with
trains for Lowell, Manchester and Concord and all
points North.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
Trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes lor refreshments
at lirst class Dining Rooms.
Freight trains between Portland and Boston daily.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight station until 4 P. M.
Portland & Ogdeiuburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
♦Accommodation.
tFast Express.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.

CO

CO

Boston *6.00, *9.00 A.
t3.30, t8.13 P. M.
Jo6.*?Ki?,*’J.cave Boston at t8.30 A. M.. *12.30,*3.30
ana

PORTLAND”

ASSETS:

MONEY, ECONOMY IS WEALTH

from

For

Co.

and Harrison at 5.35.
Bridgton, Jnne 9, 1873.

IS

STEAM

PRasasm Passenger trains leave Portland

jpOn and after MONDAY, June 9tli,
1873. the steamer Sebago will leave
Harrison at 4 A, M., North Bridgton
at 4.15, Bridgton 4.45, Naples at 5.45,
connecting at Sebago Lake with the morniug train
arriving in Portland 9.07 A. M.
Returning, will leave Sebago Lake on arrival of train
which leaves Portland at 12.30 P. M., arriving at Naples at 3.50, Bridgton at 4.50. No. Bridgton at 5.20

by the Year.

FIRE

SECOBl

FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of Acres of
choice Government Lands open for entry under the
Homestead Law, near this Great Railroad, with good
markets and all the conveniences oi an old settled

CONGRESS.

Sec. 8.

THE WEST!

THE EAST RUNHINu

The Best Locations for Locations.

THE

dCt8S 8ALlab°,r

Only

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

The New Family Machine.

Nebraska

Homestead of 160
Acres.

UNITED STATES
THE

IN

supplied by the

Soldiers entitled to

OF THE

SESSION OF

Central

MARKET
regions cf

and Nevada being
Platte Valley.

LAWS

THIRD

is

for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards on
Five and Ten Years’ Credit at 6 per cent. No Advance Interest required.
Mild and Healthful Climate, Fertile Soil, an Abundance of Good Water.
THE

AT

Risks
E—OK—

ACRES

Now

of Pain!

PASSED

Marine

AGENTS

O longing no research may satiate.
No aim to exhume what is hid!
For falsehood were fain to expatiate
On deeds more depraved than I did.
And though friendly faith I would flout
not,
On this it were rash to rely,
Since the friends who beheld me, I doubt not,
Were drunker than I.

Our

Sebago Steamboat

TIME

^Wrglggtheir 8tati0|J) Waiker House, Commercial

1.45 and 3.15 P. M.
Returning, leave Evergreen Landing at 11.00 A.M.
and 5.00 P. M., and Jones’ Lanning at 0.00 and 11.15
A. M., and 2.00 and 5.15 P. M.
On and after July 1st, will run a Morning ami Evening trip in pleasant weather, leaving Custom House
Wharf at 7.15 A. M. aud 7.15 P. M., ami Jones’ Landing at 7.30 A.M. ami 9.00 P. M.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements cau be made by applying to
the Captain.
junl4if

INSURES AGAINST

Be’i?enacted "by

0 daughter of Bacchus, the bummer,
A foamer, a volatile tod!
But thy froth is a serpent that hisses,
And tliy gold as a balefire doth shine,
Aud the lovers that rise from thy kieses
Can't walk a straight line.

K X R R E S S

OF NEW YORK,

RAILROAD.

MAY 9, 1873.

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Everareen Landing, touching at Jones’ Landing, on
and after June 16th, 1873, at 8.45 ami 10.15 A. M.,and

COMPANY,

...

brandy-and-soda,

Thou art golden of gleam as
That smiles o’er a tropical

Is the most powerful cleanser, strengthener
and remover ot Glandular Obstructions known to
Materia Medica.
It is specially adapted to constitutions “worn
down” ami debilitated by the warm weather of
Spring and Summer, when the blood is not inactive

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Summer Arrangement.

NTGAilIER

INSURANCE

custody

What bad luck my soul had bedevilled,
What demon of spleen and of spite.
That 1 rashly went forth, that I revelled,
iu riotous living last night?
Had the fumes of the goblet no odor
That well might repulse or restraiu,
O insidious
Cur Lady of Pain?

Island Steamboat Company’s

MUTUAL

corporation

BOSTON & MAINE

For Peak’s Island.
The Peak’*

penalty

RAILROADS.

was

new

referred

petition of the Boston & Maine
Railroad, praying that High Street lietween York ami

Commercial Streets may be discontinued, wi
meet
at tl:e junction of High and Commercial streets on
Monday the twenty-third day of June, A. D. 1873 at
J o’clock, P. M„ to hear all parties Interested and thep
determine ami adjudge whether public convenier,,,.
requires that that part of High Street should b-8
■nut inued, and if they should so
adjudge will ‘"nen
there discontinue that part of
High street and
u lit
the
',n®
as

hi.'

lamagee

required by law.
GEO. P. WI SCOTT
MICAH SAMPSON
W.
J. F. RANDALL, CLARK,
EDWARD THURSTON,
WM. McALENKY,
omrolttee on LavingB Out New Street*.
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